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ABSTRACT 

1 studied the behaviour and habitat selection of Marbled Murrelets 

(Brachyrmphus mmmoratus) nesting in late-successional forests on the Sunshine Coast 

of British Columbia. Fi-two nest trees were located fiom 19954997. Marbled 

Murrelets attended inactive nests prior to breeding, after nest failure, or in years following 

a previous breeding attempt. These visits were most fkequent in July. Nesting success was 

33% and evidence of predation was found at 86% of faiied nests. Nest trees were re-used 

between years (1 1%) and rarely within a breeding season. Nineteen percent of nest trees 

contained multiple nest sites indicating re-use over several years. 

Marbled Murrelets selected for structural characteristics of their nesting habitat at 

three spatial scales, microsite (nest site), element (nest tree), and patch (0.2 ha around nest 

trees). Murrelets selected large diameter limbs with epiphytes and cover above the branch 

at a microsite scale. Nest trees used by rnurrelets were larger in diameter and had more 

potentiai nesting platforms than available trees. Murrelets selected nest trees adjacent to 

canopy gaps, and they used these gaps to access their nests. Nest patches had higher 

densities of large diameter trees, lower densities of small diameter trees, hiçher densities of 

platfonns, and a higher proportion of platfonns with moss pads than available patches. At 

al1 scales, selectivity was expressed most strongly for the availability of platforms, which 

are a basic structural requirement of nesting murrelets. 

On the Sunshine Coast, high densities of platfonns and mossy platforms were 

associated with occupied habitats and high activity of Marbled Murrelets- Sites occupied 

by rnurrelets were at higher elevations, had higher densities of platforms, and had Iess gap 

area than sites where murrelets were not-detected. Use of high elevation forests and 
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yeiiow-cedar trees likely occurred because late-successional forests are rare at low- 

elevations on the Sunshine Coast. Coarse forest classifications, such as biogeoclimatic 

vanants, were not associated with the stmctural characteristics important to Marbled 

Murrelets and were not usefil for identifjing their habitat on the Sunshine Coast. 

Management of nesting habitat for Marbled Murrelets on the Sunshine Coast 

should include landscape level planning to retain large patches of high quality nesting 

habitat for murrelets. These patches must be large enough to provide interior forest 

conditions. Managers should also consider long-term recmitment of fiiture nesting habitat 

to ensure a supply of nest sites for Mahled Murrelets. 
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Gentrd Introduction 

Marbled Murreleîs (Brachyr~~ltlphtls ntannwafus) are seaûirds of the family 

Alcidae that ocair dong the Pacific Coast of North America from central California to 

western Alaska (Nelson 1997). Like other alcids, Marbled Murrelets are highly adapted to 

their marine environment. The reduced area of their wings and position of their legs far 

back on their body heip them dive and pursue their aquatic prey (Nelson 1997). Marbled 

Murrelets forage in nearshore coastai waters throughout their range and feed largely on 

smali schooling fishes and invcrtebraîes (Carter and Sealy 1990, Burger 1995a, Burkett 

1995). The nesting habitat of Marbled Murrelets is unique frorn that of other alcid species. 

Most alcids nest in dense colonies on offshore islands (Gaston and Jones 1998). Marbled 

Murrelets nest inland in the crowns of coniferous trees throughout most of their range 

from Alaska south to California (Nelson 1997). Mumelets aiso nest on the ground in the 

northem portion of their range in Alaska (Nelson 1997).The murrelets' nesting strategy 

has been difncult to study, and wnsequently relatively little was hown about this species 

until recently. 

The nesting ecology and habitat of Marbled Murrelets have been investigated 

recently because of concems about the consavation of this species and management of its 

nesting habitat. Marbled Murrelets are listeci as threatened or endangered t hroughou t 

their range, with the exception of Alaska (Rodway 1990, Ralph et ai. 1995). Loss of 

nesting habitat due to forest harvesting is perceivecl as a major threat to the species 

(Rodway 1990, Carter and Momson 1992). Studies of the activity of Marbled Murrelets, 

show that late-successional coastal forests are used for nesting throughout the murrelet's 

range, but the tree species and specific habitat characteristics used Vary regionally (Burger 

1995b, Hamer 1995, Hamer and Nelson 1995b, Kuletz et ai. 1995, Naslund et al. 1995). 

For most studies, researchers' ability to evduate habitat selection has been limited by small 

samples of nest sites. 

In British Columbia, most studies of Marbled Murrelets have occurred on 

Vancouver Island (Manley et al. 1992, Savard and Lernon 1994, Burger 1995b, Rodway 

and Regehr 1998% 1998b, 1998c) and the Queen Charlotte Islands (Rodway et ai. 1993% 



1993b) where large areas of intact late-successional forests rernain. Few nest sites and 

active nests have been located. On the southem mainland Coast of B.C., potential nesting 

habitat of murrelets has been modified by extensive forest harvesting at low elevations. I n  

this axa, habitats used by mumelets may difBer fiom other locations because of dzerences 

in availability of habitat types. The goai of my study is to examine the nesting behaviour, 

nest site selection and habitat use of Marbled Murrelets. This information provides a basis 

for management of murrelet habitat. 

In Chapter 1,1 describe the behaviour of murrelets at their nests and their patterns 

of activity at nesting stands. In Chapter 2,1 describe the characteristics of murrelet nests 

and examine selection of nesting habitat. In Chapter 3, I examine habitat use by murrelets 

and the suitability of habitats on the Sunshine Coast. In Chapter 4,1 provide management 

recornrnendations for the nesting habitat of Marbled Murrelets. 



Study Ara 

The study area was loaited within the Sunshine Coast Forest District, which 

extends dong the mainland coast of southwestern British Columbia from Howe Sound to 

Bute Met (Fig. 1 ) .  Study sites differed among years (see Chapter 3 for details). These 

sites spanned a distance of 105 km along the mast fiom the Salmon Landscape Unit and 

the Caren Range in the south, to Cortu and West Redonda Islands in the north. They 

extended 25 km inland to the upper reaches of Powell Lake. The study area included parts 

of the Georgia Lowland Ecosection of the Lower Mainland Ecoprovince and the Southern 

Pacific Ranges, Northem Pacinc Ranges and Outer Fiordlands Ecosections of the Pacific 

and Cascade Ranges Ecoprovince (Demarchi 1996). The Sunshine Coast is divided by a 

series of long inlets. Low mountain ranges rising to 1200 m in elevation occur near the 

coast. Inland, the Coast Mountains domhate the topography with many peaks above 2500 

m. 

The Coastal Douglas-tir (CDF), Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) and Mountain 

Hemlock (MH) biogeoclimatic zones occur in the study area (Meidinger and Pojar 199 1). 

The CDF is limited to a narrow strip along the coast and was not investigated because 

late-successional forests (>250 yr) are rare. Biogcochatic variants represented at sites 

included; CWH very dry maritime ( C m ) ,  CWH dry maritime (CWHdm), CWH very 

wet maritime montane (CWHvnQ), and the MH moist maritime (MHmm 1) (Green and 

Klinka 1 994). 

The driest coastai forests occur in the CWHxrn that extends f?om sea level to 200 

m in elevation. Tree species in this variant include Douglas-6r (Pseudoisuga memiesii). 

shore pine (Pimrs contorta), western hemloc k (Tmga heterophyfIa), and western redcedar 

(Thuja plicata) . Dominant shnibs species include sala1 (Gauftheria shahn) and ocean 

spray (HoIodiscils discoior). The CWHdm occurs above CWHxm up to 600 m and at sea 

level along Uilets. Tree species are sirnilar to those in the CWHxm and shrubs include red 

huckleberry (Vaccinium pan,~ofium) and salal. 

The CWHvm2 variant occurs fiom 600 to 1000 m elevation. Western hedock and 

Pacific silver fir (Abies mabifis) are comrnon in this variant. Douglas-fi and western 



Bunster Landscap Unit 
Monitoring Site 1 
~onitorin~ Site 2 
Brittain Landsupe unit 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
Sechclt fandscane Unit 

Figure 1. Map of the study uca showing hndscapc uni& avveyed for mumlct activity 
and monitoring sites in the Bunster Range. 



redcedar occur at lower elevations and yeliow-cedar (Chomoecypans nootkatensis) and 

mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiunu) predominate at high elevations. Oval-leaved and 

Alaska bluebeny (K odijiolium and Y: ahkaense) dominate the shmb cover. The 

MHmml variant ocairs in sub-alpine areas &ove 1 0  m. Tree species in these stands 

include Pacific silver fir, rnountain hemlock, western hemlock and yelow-cedar. 

In the past, forest harvesting in the study area was concentrated in low elevations 

dong the coast and in vaüey bottoms that were moa accessible. Late-successional forests 

are now uncornmon at low elevations. Estirnates of forest cover for the Sunshine Coast 

District indicate that 2.4% of the CWHxrn and 5.3% of the CWHdm forested area are 

late-successionai forest. Forest harvesting is occurring in the CWvm2 and the MHmm 1. 

Late-successional forests comprise 26.7?? and 28.1% of the forested area in these variants 

respectively (I. Blackburn unpub. data). 

Forests in the study area faIl under several juridictions including, Tree Fann 

License 4 1, Timber Supply Area, Indian Reservation, Protected Areas and Ecological 

Reserves. Many of the study sites are within the Sliammon Fust Nation traditional 

temtory including the Bunster Range, Theodosia River valley and the Forbes Creek valley. 

Locations of Murrelet Nests 

Nest sites of Marbled Murrelets described in this thesis were located in three areas; 

the Bunster Range, Theodosia valley and the Brittain vailey. The Bunster Range and 

Theodosia valley occur in the Bunster Landscape Unit This landscape unit has a forested 

area of 35,404 ha, has 4,874 ha (13.8%) late-successional forest, and is adjacent to 

Desolation Sound. During the breediig season, Desolation Sound supports one of the 

highest densities of MarMed Murrelets in southem B.C. (Burger 1995a). An estimated 

2,500 to 4,300 murrelets forage in this area (Drever et al. 1998). Murrelets use Theodosia 

Inlet as a flight corridor between marine habitat and inland forests (Kaiser et al. 1995). 

The Brittain River is located on the north side of Jervis Inlet. This Landscape Unit 

contains 28,809 ha of forested area and has 8,859 ha (30.8%) of late-successional forest. 

Murrelet populations in J e ~ s  Inlet have not been well-studied during the breeding season 

(Vermeer 1 989). 
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Chaptcr 1. Activity and Behaviour of Marbkd Murreiets at Nest Sites 

Introduction 

Nest sites are an important component of habitats used by birds. Quality of the 

nest site affects fitness through influences on reproductive success and adult survival 

(Martin and Roper 1988, Martin 1992). Relationships between habitat features and nest 

sites have been documented for many species (Martin 1998) but they may not reveal the 

ecological factors that drive habitat selection. An understanding of ecological processes 

that influence habitat seleaion is needed to derive approaches for management of habitat 

(Gavin 1989, Martin 1992). 

Nesting behaviour provides a basis to interpret the importance of habitat features 

selected for nests. Bird behaviour and attendance at nests offers insights into how and why 

habitat features influence choice of nest sites. Intensity of habitat use and density are not 

always indicaton of habitat quality (Van Horne 1983). Ecological infomtion, such as 

nesting success, causes of nest fdure and re-use of nest sites, is needed to determine how 

nesting habitat contributes to reproduction and s u ~ v a l  at both individual and population 

Ievels. 

Nesting behaviour and ecology are poorly documented for the Marbled Murrelet 

(Brachyrmphus mmoraius), largely because of diniculties in locating their nests. 

Marbled Murrelets are alcid seabirds, but they nest iniand in old-growth forests (Binford et 

al. 1975, Ralph et al. 1995). This contrasts with most alcids that nest in colonies on 

offshore islands (Gaston and Jones 1998). Although Marbled Murrelets may nest in excess 

of 50 km inland, they feed largely on small schooling fish in nearshore marine waters 

(Carter and Sealy 1990) or occasionally on salrnonids at iniand lakes (Carter and Sealy 

1986, Hobson 1990). Marbled Murrelets lay a single egg clutch like most alcids pesan t0  

and Nelson 1995). Their chicks are semi-prmciai and are brooded for 1-3 days following 

hatching. Parents provision chicks by rnaking repeated trips between manne foraging areas 

and inland nest sites. At fledging, murrela chicks must make their initiai flight from nest s 

to marine habitat. Unlike most other forest nesting bMs, murrelets are seabirds. Their use 

of marine foraging habitats and their adaptations for diving likely influence their nesting 

behaviour and use of inland habitats. 
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Behaviour of Marbled Murrelets at a tree nest was first observed in 1990 (Singer 

er al. 1991, Naslund 1993a). More recently, nesting behaviour has been docurnented at 9 

nests in Oregon (Neison and Peck 1999, 3 nests in California (Kerns and Miller 1995, 

Singer et al. 1995) and 2 nests in Washington (Harner and Cummins 1991). Prior to my 

study, murrelet nesting behaviour had been observed at one nest site in British Columbia 

(Jones 1993). 

Several aspects of nesting behaviour by murrelets are adaptive for avoiding 

predation, which is the most cornmon cause of nest failure (Nelson and Hamer 1995a). 

Murrelets visit their nests at dawn and dusk and they are quiet and secretive during these 

visits (Nelson and Hamer 1995b). Reproductive success and causes of nest failure for 

murrelets have not been documented in B.C. This information is needed to understand the 

demography and status of murrelet populations. Causes of nest failure may indicate how 

features of nesting habitat may contribute to reproductive success. 

Murrelets exhibit seasonai and daiiy patterns of inland activity (Naslund and 

O'Domeii 1995, O ' D o ~ e u  et al. 1995), but the significance of these patterns is poorly 

understood. A seasonal peak in activity occurs tiom mid-July to early August (07Donnell 

et al. 1995). On a daily basis, activity is concentrated within a 2-hour period, centered at 

sunrise (Naslund and O'Domeii 1995). Surveys conducted at dawn ("dawn surveys") 

were developed to inventory murrelets during these active periods (Ralph et al. 1994, RIC 

1995). These surveys provide an index of habitat use by murrelets, but little is known 

about how much of this activity is related directly to nesting birds. Murrelets sometimes 

land in trees that do not contain active nests (Naslund 1993% Naslund et al. 1995). This 

behaviour may represent nest prospecting, nest site defence, pair-bonding, resting or 

roosting (Naslund 1993a). Information on behaviour at active nests and visits to inactive 

nests could irnprove Our understanding and interpretation of inland activity by murrelets. 

My goal for this chapter is to descnbe how murrelets behave in their nesting 

habitat. 1 describe seasonal and daily patterns of inland activity for cornparison with other 

locations in B.C. and elsewhere in the murrelet's range. 1 present data on incubation, chick 

feeding, and fledging behaviour at active nests, and nest attendance at inactive nests. 1 also 

present data on nesting chronology, nesting success, causes of nest failure, and re-use of 



nest trees by Marbled Murrelets. This ir&ormation provides a behavioural framework for 

understanding the charactenstics and selection of murrelet nesting habitat presented in 

Chapter 2. 

Methods 
Generd Inland Activitv 

Wand activity by murrelets was assesseci at two permanent monitoring sites in the 

Bunster Range (Fig. 1). Surveys at these monitoring sites were used to characterise 

seasonal and daily patterns of activity for cornparison with seasonal patterns at-sea in 

Desdation Sound and with other idand locations in B.C. 1 estabiished the monitoring 

sites in areas that had substantial murrelet activity during preiminary surveys in 1995 and 

were accessible fiom out base camp. The monitoring sites were located 1 km apart on a 

logging road adjacent to stands of late-successional forest. The sites were 5 km inland at 

elevations between 870 and 890 m. Monitoring Site 1 (MSl) was located next to Nest 1 

(active in 1995). Monitoring Site 2 (MS2) was near Nests 11 and 5 (both active in 1996). 

Murrelet activity at inland habitats was detennined nom dawn activity surveys 

following a standard protocol (Ralph et al. 1994, RIC 1995). Monitoring sites were 

surveyed weekly fiom May 20 to August 14, 1996. Both sites were surveyed on the same 

moming when possible or on consecutive momings. Observers recorded murrelet 

"detections" during a 2-h period, centered at sumise, when murrelet flights and 

vocalizations at inland areas are consistently greater than at other times of the day. A 

"detection" is defined as the sighting or hearing of a single murrelet or group of murrelets 

acting in a similar manner (Ralph et al. 1994). Three types of detections were recorded 

based on whether birds were heard only (auditory), seen ody (visual), or heard and seen 

(both) (Fig. 2). The following data were recorded for each murrelet detection: time (PST), 

number of murrelets, the direction and closest distance fiom observers, height of 

detection, behaviour, type of flight path, and vocalization type (Raiph et al. 1994). 

Murrelet behaviour was classifiecl as "occupied below" (birds landing or flying 

below canopy), "ocaipied circling" (birds seen circling above canopy), not occupied (birds 





seen flying straight, duectly above canopy) and unknown (auditory detections where bird 

behaviour is unknown) (Fig. 2). 'Occupied' behaviour includes occupied below, occupied 

circling behaviour, and birds calling fiom a stationary point (Ralph et al. 1994). Group 

size was recorded for al1 detections when murrelets were seen. 

Seasonal activity patterns were desctibed at monitoring sites by plotting total 

detections and occupied behaviour for surveys between May and August 1996. 

Frequencies of detection types (auditory, visual and both) were calculated for each 

monitoring site. Frequencies of each group size and behaviour were plotted for 10-min 

periods fiom 60 min before s u ~ s e  to 60 min after s u ~ s e .  1 tested for differences in total 

detections and occupied behaviours between the two monitoring sites using a Wilcoxon 

paired sarnple test with data pairs consisting of surveys at each site on the same or 

consecutive days. Speannan rank correlation was used to test for correlation in activity 

between sites and arnongst types of activity within sites. 1 used a Chi-square test to 

examine independence of detection types between the two monitoring sites. Al1 tests were 

considered significant at alpha < 0.05. 

Locatina Nests 

A variety of methods were used by field crews fiom 1994- 1997 to find nests of 

Marbled Murrelets as part of the MarbIed Murrelet Research Project (Simon Fraser 

University) and the Sunshine Coast Marbled Murrelet Inventory Program (B. C. Ministry 

of Environment Lands and Parks, MELP). Radio-telemetry was used in 1994 to locate 

nests of birds caught in Desolation Sound (Derocher et d. 1996). In 1995- 1996, a 

combination of dawn activity surveys and tree climbing was used to locate nests (Naslund 

1993% Lougheed et a/. 1998a). To locate nests, 1 focused on areas where 1 detected 

occupied behaviours (birds flying below or into the canopy and landing in trees). Survey 

effort was increased in the immediate area of the occupied behaviour to locate trees where 

murrelets were landing. When occupied behaviours were observed but we could not locate 

a nest fiom the ground, we retumed to these areas at the end of the breeding season and 

climbed trees to search for nest sites. Locations with occupied behaviour were searched by 

climbing trees that exhibited potential nesting structures (limbs at least 15 cm in diameter). 



In 1997, variable radius plots in edge and interior forest were climbed and searched for 

nests (see Manley 1998 for methods). 

In 1995, 5 sites were surveyed for murrelet activity fkom June 1-July 3 1 and 89 

trees were climbed and searched for nests fiom August 3-29 (Lougheed et al. 199%). In 

1996,36 sites in the Bunster Range were surveyed from May 13-August 5 (Drever et ai. 

1998). We also scanned trees to look for murrelet nests and searched under potential trees 

for eggsheii fragments during vegttation plots (n =36), transects (n =27) and ot her field 

work. MELP inventory crews surveyed 20 stands at other locations in the Sunshine Coast 

Forest District (Manley and Jones 1996). During 1996, 3 55 trees were climbed in the 

Bunster Range and 12 trees were climbed in the Brittain River Watershed. In 1997, 17 

sites were surveyed in the Bunster Range at which 11 trees were climbed to search for 

nests (Lougheed et al. 1998b). D u ~ g  the MELP inventory in 1997, 48 sites were 

surveyed and 343 trees were climbed to search for nests in plots (Manley 1997). Nest 

trees were numbered in order of their discovery. When nest trees contained more than one 

nest cup each nest a ip  within a tree was given a dinerent letter (e-g., Nest 1 Sa). 

Nesting - Activity 

Nesting chronoiogy 

Nesting chronology was estimated at nests where laying or hatching dates could be 

derived from nest observations. Laying and hatching dates were estimated assuming a 30- 

day incubation period and a 28-day nestling period (Hamer and Nelson 1995a). 

Nesting behaviour 

Nesting behaviour was monitored during dawn (60 min before to 60 min after 

s u ~ s e )  and dusk (60 min before to 60 min f i e r  sunset) survey penods. Al1 behavioural 

observations were made fiom the ground using a spotting scope 25-50 m fiom nest trees. 

Incubating murrelets were not monitored intensively to avoid disturbing them. Behaviour 

ofadults at the nest branch could only be detennined when Light intensities were sufficient 

to d o w  observations with the spotting scope. However, adult anivals and departures 

were determined fiom observations without the assistance of the spotting scope during al1 

light conditions. 1 detemllned flight paths that adult murrelets followed near nests by 
11 



surveying dong their entrance and departure routes to nest trees. 

1 collected data on three types of nest nsits made by adult murrelets: incubation 

exchanges, whm adults arrived at ne- to exchange incubation duties; chick feeding visits, 

when adults brought food to nests; and nest attendance, when adult birds visited nests that 

did not contain an egg or a chick, including visits to old nests. 1 dinerentiated nest 

attendance nom incubation exchanges or feeding visits based on one of the following 

criteria; 1) birds were not remaining at the nest or feeding a chick, or 2) when landing, 

behaviour did not confonn to a regular pattern as expected for incubation or feeding 

chicks (e.g., days mi& or multiple landïmgs by a pair of birds). Landings at trees where 

nest status could not be confirmed (Nests 16, 28) were not included in analyses of inactive 

nest S. 

Data collected at al1 visits included t h e  (min i sunrise or sunset) and duration 

(length of t h e  between arriva1 and departure). For chick feeduig visits, 1 calculated 

feeding frequency at dawn and dusk as the number of feeding visits per 2-h survey. Daily 

feeding fkquency was estimated as number of feeding visits per 4-h survey on days when 

consecutive dusk and dawn surveys were completed at the same nest. Because multiple 

feeding visits occurred during a single survey, 1 used the following tems to describe the 

distribution of feedings during the survey. Each feeding visit was numbered from earliest 

to latest. 'Feeding visit interval' was dehed as the time between the departure of one 

adult and the arriva1 of the next adult. 'Feeding retum t h e '  was the time between an 

individual adult's departure fiom its fÙst feeding visit and its arriva1 for an additional 

feeding. Return time represents the time required for a murrelet to fly to the ocean, catch a 

fish, and retum to the nest. For this calculation, 1 assumed that adults alternated feeding 

visits to their nest. 1 think this assumption is vaiid because of the short period between 

feedings relative to the duration of feeding visits. 1 recorded the behaviour and 

vocalizations of adult murrelets during nest visits. 1 also described the behaviour of chicks 

prior to fledging. 

1 surnmarized information on timing and duration of incubation exchanges, feeding 

visits, and nest attendance. I tested for dserences in feeding fiequency and feeding 

duration during dawn and dusk surveys using a Wilwxon 2 sample test. The fiequency of 



surveys with nest attendance was calculated for surveys in May, June and July. 1 tested 

for independence of nest attendance and month using a Chi-square test. Spearman rank 

correlation was used to determine ifthe fiequency of landings was correlated with the 

fiequency of fly-bys at inactive nest trees. Behaviour and timing of chick feeding visits was 

compared with nest attendance visits. 1 used a Mann-Whitney U-test to compare the 

number of ocaipied below behavioun recordeci during surveys with chick feeding and 

surveys with nest attendance. The tirne and duration of chick feeding visits were compared 

with nest attendance visits using Mann Whitney U-tests. 

Nestinn suc ces^ 
Nesting success was determined by monitoring nesting activity or collecting 

nesting evidence. Nests were considered successful Xfledging was observed or if a fecal 

ring and down were present at the nest. At unsuccessfiil nests, the chick or egg was 

abandoned, the chick died, un-faded eggshells were present in nest cups without fecal 

rings, or predation was documenteci. Nests were assumed to have been depredated if 

predation was observed, i f1  saw puncture marks on eggs or found remains of adult or 

juveniie murrelets. Nest outcome and causes of nest failure are summarized for ail nests 

over the 3 years of my study. 

Re-use of Nest Trees 

Nest trees were monitored in years foiiowing their discovery (1996-97) to 

determine Xmurrelets re-used the nest tree. Nest trees were surveyed a minimum of 3 

mornings, at least once in each of May, June and July and were climbed at the end of the 

breeding season to look for evidence of re-use such as eggshells, feathers and fecal rings. 

The percentage of nest trees re-used was calculated based on the number of nest trees 

where it was possible to observe re-use. Nest trees that were surveyed 3 times and 

climbed at the end of the season were wnsidered as opportunities to observe re-use. At 

many nest sites, 1 observed occupied behaviours but landings did not occur. Because 

occupied behaviours mpy indicate interest in a nest tree, the proportion of nest trees with 

ocaipied behaviours was also calculated. The presence of multiple nest cups within a tree 



indicates that the tree has been used for more than one breeding attempt. It is not possible 

to date murrelet nest sites unIess evidence such as eggsheils are present, but nest cups may 

remain visible for 4 or more years (I. Manley unpub data, A Burger pers. comrn.). 1 used 

the proportion of nest trees with >1 nest as a measure of nest tree re-use over multiple 

years. This measure would not detect re-use of the same nest, or detect multiple nests 

used within a single year. 

Results 
General lnland Activitv 

There were few detections of Marbled Murrelets and no occupied behaviours at 

Monitoring Site (MS) 1 prior to June 18 (Fig. 3). At MS2, murrelets were detected during 

ail surveys in May and June and there was an minor peak in total detections on May 25. 

Both monitoring sites showed a maximum peak in total detections and occupied behaviour 

between July 4-21 fo lowd  by a sharp decline to no detections by the first week of 

August. A maximum of 43 total detections was recorded at MS 1 on July 10; this is about 

halfthe maximum of 84 total detections recorded at MS2 on July 16. Total detections and 

ocaipied behaviour at MS2 were approximately twice those at MS 1 during surveys paired 

by date (Table 1). Throughout the season, the number of total detections recorded during 

mncurrent surveys at MS1 was positively correlated to that at MS2 (Speman rank 

correlation, r,=0.72, P= <0.001, n =12). At both monitoring sites, number of total 

detections was highly correlated with the number of occupied behaviours (Spearman rank 

correlation; MS1, r,=0.76, P<0.01, n =12; MS2, r,=0.89, P <0.001, n =12). 

Table 1. Results of Wilcoxon paired sample test for total detections and occupied 
behaviour at Monitoring Sites 1 and 2 during 1996. 

Mean f (SE)/su rvey 
Activity N MS 1 MS2 P 
Total detections 12 17.2 (4.9) 33.9 (7.5) 0.02 

Occupied behaviour 12 3.6 (1.5) 7.4 (2.1) 0.02 



+ Total detediocis Monitoring Site 1 

EEZfZI Occupied Behaviou 

May 20 June 4 June 19 July 4 July 19 Aug. 3 Aug. 18 

+ Total detecüons 1996 Monitoring Site 2 
Occupied behaviour 

May 20 June 4 June 19 July 4 July 19 Aug. 3 Aug. 18 

1 996 

Figure 3. Murrelet detedons and percent occupied behaviour at Monitoring Sites 1 and 2. 
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Proporton of visual and adtory rletections 

'The majority of detections at MSl and MS2 were auditory. Murrelets were heard 

caliing but were not seen for 60.7% of detections at MS 1 (n=453) and 56.1% of 

detections at MS2 (n=206). Visual detedions of dent birds comprised 20.4% and 22.5% 

of activity at MS 1 and MS2 respectively. Detections for which birds were seen and heard, 

comprised 189% and 21 -4% of activity at MS 1 and MS2, respectively. There were no 

differences in the proportions of auditory, visual and both auditory and Msual detections 

between the two sites k2=1.2, W.54 ,  d M ) .  The proportions of detection types did not 

differ between pre-peak (May 20-June 15) or peak breeding (June 16-July 30) periods at 

MS2 k2= 0.15, P= 0.93, d+2). Because there was only one detection at MS 1 before June 

15,I could not make a seasonal cornparison I C  this site. 

Graup size 

During inland surveys, murrelets were seen in groups of 1 to 6 birds. Pairs were 

the most cornmon group size observed at both sites (Table 2). Single birds and pairs 

together comprised 64% of al1 observations. On a daily basis, single birds were observed 

eadiest in the mornhg foiiowed later by pairs and then larger groups (Table 2, Fig. 4). 

This trend was consistent at both sites, however, the times were later in the morning at 

MS 1 than at MS2 (Fig. 4). 

T p  of b e h i m r  

Overall, 26% of detections at both sites were occupied behaviour. Occupied 

behaviour included "occupied circling" (13%) and "occupied below" (13%). "Not 

occupied" behaviour (direct füghts above canopy) comprised 32% of detections at both 

sites. Behaviour was unknown for 42% of detections. There was a higher proportion of 

"occupied below" behaviours and lower proportions of "occupied circling", "not 

occupied", and unhown behaviours at MS 1 than at MS2 (Fig. 5) .  "Occupied below" 

behaviours were most frequent between 40-1 1 min before sunrise with another minor peak 

11-20 min &er s u ~ s e .  Other behaviours were distributed throughout the morning 

activity penod (Fig. 5). 



Table 2. Frequency and average timing of Marbled Murrelet groups seen dunng dawn 
surveys at M o n i t o ~ g  Sites 1 and 2, May 25 to Aug. 14, 1996. 

- -- 

Gloup s i z e  
1 2 3 4 5-6 total 

Site Number of birds (% of birds ) 
MS 1 3 1 78 21  12 5 147 

(21.1) (53.0) (14.3) (8.2) (3 -4) 

Total 95 254 90 96 15 550 
(17.3) (46.2) (16.4) (17.5) (2.7) 

Site T h e  (min I s u ~ s e )  mean (SE) 
M S  1 -13.4 -3.0 24.6 8.3 7.0 



-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 O 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Minutes +/- sunrise 

Pairs MSl  n=39 
E@Bl MS2 n=88 

3 birds 

4 or more birds MSi n=4 
l%ZB%I MS2 n=22 

Figure 4. Time of detection for group sizes of Marbled Murrelets at Monitoring Sites 1 
and 2, May 25 to Aug. 14, 1996. Times are in 10-min penods beginning at the times 
show on the label. 



MSi n=9 
@BEj MS2 n=57 

Not occupied BZEi MS2 n=97 

-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 O 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Minutes +/- sunrise 

Figure 5. Time of detection for 4 behavioun of Marbled Murrelets recorded at Monitoring 
Sites I and 2, May 25 to Aug. 14, 19%. Times are in 10-min periods beginning at the 
tirnes shown on the label. 
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Locating Nests 

Fifly-two nest trees of Marbled Munelets were located dunng the study from 

1994-1997. Seven nests were active (nests where birds were incubating or feeding chicks) 

when they were located in 1995 and 1996. Active munelet nests were found by scanning 

branches in trees nom the ground (n =1), observùig birds landing in trees during surveys 

(n =3), clirnbing trees in areas with occupied activity (n =1), checking known nests from 

the previous year for re-use (n =1) and with radio-telemetry (n =1) (Table 3). Nest 

visitation was observed at 6 nest trees where büds were not actively incubating or feeding 

a chick (inactive nests). Four of these trees were identified as nest trees following landing, 

one was a nest tree from the previous year, and one had been an active nest earlier that 

year. Forty-one nest trees were discovered after the breeding season during tree climbing. 

1 had no information on behaviour for these nests but evidence at these nests was used to 

assess nesting success. 

Nestinn Behaviour 

Nesting chronolgy 

The nesting seawn of Marbled Murrelets on the Sunshine Coast extended a 

minimum of 128 days fiom May 11 to September 15 based on estimates from 7 active 

nests (Table 3). Egg laying was concentrated in May, with 4 nests having eggs laid before 

May 24. Egg laying also occurreâ later in the season on June 23 (Nest 3) and between July 

5 and 19 (Nest 15a). 1 think that the late egg-laying attempt at Nest 1 Sa was re-laying 

within a nest tree that was used and faiIed earlier in sumrner (see Nest Re-use). Hatching 

dates were estimated to span the penod between June 15-July 23 but could extend as late 

as August 18. Fledging was observed on July 13 and August 20 but could extend as late as 

September 15 based on estimated laying dates. 

Incubalion exchges  

Incubation exchanges by MPrbled Murrelets were observed on 4 occasions at 3 

difYerent nests listed in Table 3. At Nest 1, incubation exchanges were monitored on June 

2 and 3, 1 995. Incubation exchanges at Nests 5 and 1 1 were observed on May 1 3, 1 996. 



Table 3. Active nests o f  Marbled Mumelets found 19% 1996 and estimates of nesting 
c hronology . 

Nest Date nest # days Date egg laid Date chick Fate 
found nesting hatched 

obsewed 
Nest 5 May 12, 1996 1 <May 12 d a  Adult flushed 

May 13, due to 
Common Raven 

Nestll  May12, 1996 1 < May 12 d a  Adult flushed 
May 13, due to 
Comrnon Raven 

Nest 1 June 1, 1995 6 - May 13 - June 15 Fledged July 13 

Nest 32 July 16, 1996 1 - May 16-June 1 5 Fledged between 
July 16 -Aug 16 

Nest 3 August 9, 4 - June 23 - July 23 Fledged August 
1995 20 

Nest 4 June 26, 1994 1 < June 26 Evidence of 
fledging in 1994 

Nest 1 Sa July 19, 1996 1 Jdy 5- July 19 d a  Failed - July 22 

A daytime observation ody 



Al1 incubation exchanges occurred between 28 and 25 min before s u ~ s e  and were less 

than 10 s in duration. Behaviour of murrelets during exchanges consisted of: 1) the 

arriwig adult lands on the nest branch; 2) the incubating adult departs; and 3) the amving 

adult moves on to the egg and begins incubating. Murrelets approached the nest tree at 

heights 1 to 5 m above the ground and swooped up into a stall fiight at the nest branch. 

Soft wingbeat sounds and 'swooshing' wing sounds were heard as adults approached and 

landed at nests. At one incubation exchange, 3 sofi "eh-eh" c a s  were heard when the 

adult landed. 

Feeding visits 

Feeding of chicks was o b s e ~ e d  at nests during a total of 18 surveys: Nest 1 (4 

dawn surveys, 6 dusk surveys in 1995), Nest 3 (3 dawn surveys, 4 dusk surveys in 1995) 

and Nest 32 (1 dawn survey in 1996). Prey items were identified for 11 of 35 recorded 

feeding visits. During these 1 1 visits, single Pacinc sand lance (Arnmodyres hexaptems) 

were delivered to chicks. 

Murrelets fed their chicks more fiequently at d a m  (mean = 2.6 i 0.3 SE 

feedingd2 h, range 24,  n = 7) than at dusk (mean = 1.8 t 0.2 SE feedingi;! h, range 0-2, 

n = 9) (Wilcoxon test, 2-3 -8, Pc0.00 1). A maximum of 4 and 2 feeding visits/survey 

were recorded at dawn and dusk surveys, respectively. Daily feeding fiequency estimated 

fiom 6 consecutive dawn and dusk surveys was 4.5 _+ 0.4 feedingd4 h. This is a minimum 

daily estimate because occasiondy murrelets feed chicks during the day and we did not 

monitor nests during the whole day. However, a feeding was obsemed at Nest 3 

incidentaiiy at 11:29, Aupst  12, 1996. There was a storm the previous evening, which 

may have prevented the adult fiom making a dawn visit. 

Timing of feeding vimSIis 

During dawn surveys, Marbled Murrelets arrived to feed nestlings between 43 min 

before and 8 rnin after s u ~ s e  (Table 4, Fig. 6). Feeding times during dawn were similar at 

both Nest I and Nest 3 (mean = -2 1.1 min f 4.8 SE and mean = -29.2 rnin + 4.7 SE, 

respectively). Evening feeding ocairred predominantly after sunset (mean 4 4 . 1  min f 2.6 
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Table 4. Times that Marbled Murrelets arrived at nests to feed nestlings during dawn and 
dusk observation periods and times of nest attendance visits at inactive nests during dawn 
observations. Times are in minutes before or af€er sunrise or sunset. Data are tiom Nests I 
and 3 during 1995 and nom 6 inactive nest trees surveyed in 1996. 

T h e  of Chick feeding visits (min) Time of Nest 
attendance visi ts 

(min) . , 

Nest 1 Nest 3 Nests 1 and 3 

Dusk 
Mean *SE 18.8 * 2.0 6. I 4.8 14.1 * 2.6 - 
Range 6.0 to 30.3 -15.1 to 17.3 -15.1 to 30.3 - 
n 10 6 16 - 



i Nest 1 
Nest 3 

-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 O 10 20 30 40 

Minutes +/- sunrise 

Figure 6. Timing of dawn feeding visits by Marbled Murrelets at Nest 1 and Nest 3 during 
1995. Ties  are grouped in 10-min periods beginning at the times shown on the label. 
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Minutes +/- sunset 

I-j Nest 1 
lZBZH Nest 3 

Figure 7. Times murrelets arrived at Nest 1 and Nest 3 for feeding visits dunng dusk 
surveys. Times are grouped in 10-min periods beginning at the times shown on the label. 



SE, n = 16) and ranged fiom 15 min before to 30 rnin after sunset (Table 4, Fig.7). 

Duration of feeding visits 

The length of time Marbled Murrelets remaineci at the nest during dawn and dusk 

feeding nsits ranged fkom 38 s to 22 min (Fig. 8). Dusk feedings were significantly shorter 

than dawn feedings for Nest 1 and Nest 3 combined (Wücoxon 2-sample test, Z=-2.2, 

P=û.03; Table 5). The one diurnal feeding that 1 observed was a minimum of 53 min in 

duration but not included in analyses because the total duration was unknown. 

Interval beîween feeding visits 

Marbled Mwrelets arrived at and departed fiom nests individually during feeding 

visits. Time between amivals of wnsecutive adults ( m t e d  tirne) ranged fiom 6.3 to 17.9 

min. Interval t h e  between 6rst  and second feeding visits at Nest 1 were similar at d a m  

and at dusk (Table 6). Interval t h e  increased with order of feeding visit. The interval tirne 

between second and third feeding visits and the interval tirne between third to fourth 

feeding visits were 4 and 12 min longer, respectively, than the interval time between first 

and second feeding visits (Table 6). 

Duration of feeding visit also increased with feeding order at Nest 1. Second 

feeding visits were on average 4 min longer than first feeding visits at dawn and dusk 

(Table 6). Third and foutth feeding visits were observed only during dawn at Nest 1 but 

lasted on average 8 min longer than first feeding visits. 

Return rimes for muZtipZefeedings 

During 3 dawn surveys at Nest 1, more than 2 feedings were observed when one 

or both adults returned to the nest for a second feeding. Return tirnes for these birds were 

calculated assuming that adults in the pair altemate feeding visits, Le., the adult making the 

first feeding was also the adult making the third feeding. Retum times for individual birds 

ranged 6om 15.1 min to 34.7 min (mean = 24.1 + 3.9 SE min, n =4). Surveys with 3-4 

feeding visits ocairred between 10-1 3 days pnor to fledging on June 30, July 2 and July 3, 

1995. 



0 d a m  

dusk 
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Feeding duration (min) 

Figure 8. Duration of dawn and dusk feeding nsits at Nest 1 and Nest 3, 1995. 



Table 5.  Duration of dawn and dusk feediig visits and nest attendance visits 
by Marbled Mumlets. Data are fkom Nests 1 and 3 duMg 1995, and fiom 
6 inactive nest trees surveyed in 1996. 

Duration of Dwation of nest 
Chick feeding visits (min) attendance visits (min) 

Nest 1 Nest 3 Inactive nests 
Dawn 

Mean *SE 12.5 1.4 13.0 2.4 3.3 2.4 
Range 6.1 -21-8 6.1 - 16.6 0.2 - 13 .O 
n 12 4 5 

Dusk 
Mean *SE 6.9 1.3 10.7 * 1.6 - 
Range 0.6 - 11-6 6.0 - 15.3 - 
n 8 5 - 



Table 6. Intervals between feedings and feeding visit duration in relation to feeding order. 
Data are from dawn and dusk sweys at Nest lduring 1995. Interval between feeding 
visits is the time between the arrivai of consecutive birds. 

Interval tirne between feeding visits (mean + SE min) 
1" to 2& 2=' to 3* 3d to 4& 

Dawn 12.0 * 2.0 16.2 * 3.6 24.0 
n 4 3 1 

Dusk 11.1 1.7 
n 4 

Duration of feeding visits (mean + SE min) 
1" 2"' 3d and 4h 

Dawn 8.6 1.1 12.6 * 3.0 16.2 * 1.2 
n 4 4 4 

Dusk 6.1 * 1.1 10.1 * 0.7' 
n 4 3 

' Mean was calculated without one very short feeding observed immediately prior to 
fledging. With this feeding the mean and SE are 7.7 + 2.5 min. 



Overfq  of nest visits 

Dunng 7 of  13 surveys with multiple f d m g  visits, both adults spent bnef periods 

together on the nest bmch .  This occumed when a second adult with a fish arrived while 

the fist adult was stiil feeding the chick. The arrivai of the second adult resulted in the 

first adult allowing the chick to  take the fish and then departing the nest immediately. Bot h 

adults were observed on the nest together for between 15 and 34 sec. The occurrence of 

both adults at the nest branch was the only time that adults were heard to vocalize during 

chick feeding. During 3 of the 7 surveys when both adults were present, vocalizations 

were heard as one adult lefl the branch, These vocalizations were either 3 soft 'Q' calls, 3 

short alternate calls, or 1 sharp 'keer' c d .  Vocalizations were heard at Nest 3 (n=3 

surveys) but not at Nest 1 ( n 4  surveys). 

Behaviour ùùring the feeding visit 

Adult murrelets were observed resting prior to feeding the chick dunng 8 of 1 O 

visits where adult behaviour was observed on the nest branch. M e r  landing on the nest 

branch, adults remained still at  the landing site for between 2.6 and 15.9 min (mean = 8.2 

min * 2.0 SE, n =8) before approaching the chick. On average, these rests comprised 68% 

(range 27-98%) of  tirne spent at the nest during feeding visits. During these initiai resting 

periods, adults breathed heavily, presumably 60om the exertion of  the flight . On one of the 

visits when adults did not rest, the adult was alert and looking in several directions before 

and during the feeding. This adult may have been vigilant towards a predator or  disturbed 

by us because this was Our first survey at this nest. On the other visit, the adult 

irnmediately brooded the chick for 3 min before feeding it. 

Adult birds at Nest 1 always entered and exited the nest fiom the south. They 

approached the nest flying low (1-3 m above the ground) dong a logging road located 30 

m from the nest. Sunieys dong  the approach route to the nest revealed that the birds were 

flying along a creek to its junction with the road 150 m south of the nest. Birds were heard 

m a h g  'swooshing' or quiet wing-beat sounds during al1 landings and departures fiom 

Nest 1. 

Mumelets approached Nest 3 by flying through a bog cleanng, then along a 5-m 

wide path in the forest uphill for about 40 m to the nest tree. Nest 3 was located on the 
30 



north edge of the path. The path rermined fiom mining exploration approximately 15 to 

25 years ago and is wvered in Vaccinium q. and conifer saplings. Birds flew as low as 7- 

10 m above the ground when approaching and leaving the nest tree. Wingbeats were heard 

on one half of fiights to and fiom Nest 3. 

Fledpng behcrviour 

Fledging was observed at Nest 1 on July 13, 1995 and at Nest 3 on August 20, 

1995. Fledging ocair rd  24 and 22 min d e r  nuiset at Nests 1 and 3, respectively. The 

chick at Nest 1 began removing its down on the moniing of July 13, had completely 

removed its down feathers by 1 h before sunset, and was very active, preening and 

stretching its wings during the 90 min that it was observed before fledging. The chick was 

fed twice at 6 and 19 min afker sunset. The last feeding took only 23 s and was the 

shortest feeding we obsewed at any nest. After this f d i n g ,  the chick continued preening 

and stretching its wings for another 15 min before leaving the nest. When the chick Ieft the 

nest it dropped only 1-2 m below the height of the nest and then flew above the canopy 

directly to the southwest. The chick did not follow the loggu>g road at a low height like its 

parents did when they left the nest. 

The chick at Nest 3 removed its down between 1 1 :O0 and 19:OO PST on August 

19. Behveen 19:Oû and 20:30 the chick was very active preening, opening its bill and 

flicking its tail. Two feedings ocairred fkom 7 to 17 min and 17 to 23 min &er sunset, but 

the chick did not leave the nest that evening. Observations on the following evening were 

made 40 m down slope fiom the nest to ensure that our presence would not interfere with 

fledging. The adults did not retum to feed the chick before it fledged 22 min after sunset 

on Augua 20. When leaving the nest, the chick flew above the canopy to the southwest 

and did not follow the clearing that its parents used. 

Nest Attendan- 

Marbled Murrelets lande- at 6 inactive nest trees during my study. Twenty-six 

landings were recorded during 16 of 37 dawn surveys (Table 7). Nest attendance occurred 

fiom May 25 to July 30, 1996. Attendance varied signincantly arnong months at the 3 nest 



trees surveyed throughout the season (Nests 1, 1 1, and 15; x2 = 6.78, d e 2 ,  W . 0 3 ) .  

Surveys with nest attendance were most m u e n t  in July (8 1%, 13 of 16 surveys) and 

lowest in May (25%, I of 4 surveys). Attendance was recorded at nest trees that were 

successful the previous year (n=l), that failed during the current year (n=4) and in a nest 

tree with an old nest cup (n=l). 

Nest attendance was associated with below canopy fiights near the nest branch or 

tree in 94% of dawn surveys (15 of 16). Below canopy flights included "fly-bys7' (flights 

by single o r  pairs of birds near the landing branch; Fig. 2, Naslund 1993a) and either direct 

or circling Bights past the landing tree (mean = 5.4 detections/survey, range 0-1 7). The 

number of landings and the number of below canopy ffghts were not correlated (r.4.O 1). 

Landings (mean 4 . 2  detectionslsurvey) were less m u e n t  than fly-bys and below canopy 

flights. 1 recorded single landings (66% of sweys) or multiple landings, ranging fiom 2 to 

5 per survey (44% of surveys). Both single birds (58% of landings) and pairs of birds 

(42% of landings) landed at inactive nests. Thirty-eight percent of surveys had landings 

only by single birds, 3 1% had landiings only by pairs of birds, and 3 1% had landings by 

both single and pairs of birds. 

1 observed the following landing behaviours as defined by Naslund (1993a). 

Land/de~art: 42% of landiings -bird(s) are seen both landing and departing. The length of 

stay is recorded. 

Land: 27% of landings - bird lands on the branch and may or may not be seen departing. 

Touch and no: 23% of  landings - bird(s) approach similar to a stall-out and land 

momentdy  on the branch. 

Stall-out: 8% of landings - b0ud(s) approach the branch from below and stall their flight at 

the branch as ifthey were going to land there. This results in the birds hovering 

briefly near the nest branch before they dive and regain their flight speed. 

Stationam  oint: 4% of landings - bird(s) cal1 fiom a branch in the tree. 



Table 7.  Landing fiequency at 6 inactive nest trees monitored in 1996. 

Nest History Dates No. of No. of surveys No. of 
surveyed in 1996 sucveys with 1andmp;s landings 

Nest 1 Active in 1995 May 23-hg. 14 11 2 3 

Nest 1 1 Failed early in 1996 M a y  22-Aug. 14 14 5 5 

Nest 13 Old nest cup Jun. 15-19 2 2 5 

Nest 28 Failed in 1996 July 14 1 1 1 

Nest 1 5 Failed early in 1996 May 25- July 30 8 5 11 

Nest 16 Failed Jun. 27 1 1 1 

Total 37 16 26 



Pairs of mumelets approaching nest trees ofien exhibited several combinations of 

landing behaviours. For example, one bird might std-out at a branch while the other does 

a touch and go landing. Other combinations of behaviours observed included: one bird 

landing while the other circled the tree; and one bird landing and caliing form the branch 

while the other bird flew past the nest tree. 

Murrelets were obsewed land'mg only in the nest tree in all cases except one. At 

Nest 13, on June 19, both birds landed bnefly at the nest branch. Following this 

observation, a single bird landed and another single bird stalied-out over a branch in a 

neighbouring tree. Most landings (61%) were bie f  lasting tiom 1 to 4 S. The remaining 

3% of landings ranged fiom 7 s to 13 rnin in duration. The 13-min landing occurred at 

Nest 1, when both birds landed and remained on the branch together. Bird behaviour 

during this landing was not observed. 

Com~arison Between Twes of Nest Visits 

Nest attendance occurred between 43 and 9 min before sunrise (mean = 22.2 rnin 

before sunrise f 2.7 SE, Table 4) and did not d ï e r  significantly fkom the time of chick 

feeding visits (t = 0.38, df =42, P =û.7 1, Table 5). Landings at inactive nests ranged from 

1 s to 13 min in duration and were significantiy shorter than chick feeding visits (WiIcoxon 

2-sample test; Z=-2.2, P4.02). The number of occupied behaviours recorded during 

surveys with nest attendance and those with chick feeding were sirnilar (mean = 5.1 1 

detections i 0.71 SE during chick fding, mean = 6.69 detections + 1.29 SE dunng nest 

attendance, Mann-Whitney, U=5 5, P=û. 8 1). 

Nesting Success 

Nest outwme was assessed for 68 nesting attempts at 52 nest trees from 1994- 

1997. Nesting attempts included 4 re-used nests and 10 trees with multiple nest cups. 

Nesting success was detennined for 21 nests, and outwme was not determined for the 

remaining nests (n=47) due to timing of discovery, iimited evidence or inadequate 

monitoring (Table 8). 

Two-thirds of the observed nests fàiied (14 of 21) and predation of eggs was the 



Table 8. Outcornes of Marbled Murrelet nesting attempts on the Sunshine Coast 1994- 
1997. 

Year Number of Out corne 

1994 1 O O 1 
1995 8 2 1 5 
1996 33 2 8 23 
1997 26 3 5 18 
Total 68 7 14 47 



most fiequent cause ofnest fdure  (12 of 14, Table 8). Eggs were depredated and eaten at 

4 nests, leaving entue eggsheils at or beneath the nest (Table 9). This type of predation is 

moa likely caused by SteUer's Jays ( C y d i t t a  steflen] or Gray Jays (Perisorezis 

d m ' s ) .  Very few, small fragments of eggshelis were found at 8 nests where the egg 

had presumably been removed by Comrnon Ravens (COMIS corur). Additional evidence 

that predators remove eggs and eat them elsewhere included a depredated egg located on 

the ground away fiom a h o w n  nest site. Trees in the stand where the egg was found were 

searched but no nest site was located. 

Evidence at nest sites does not ùdicate how predators obtained access to murrelet 

eggs. Murrelet eggs may have been abandoned due to predators or for other reasons. 

Interactions between rnurrelets and predators were observed only once. A Common Raven 

flew over the forest near Nests 5 and 1 1 on May 13, resulting in two incubating murrelets 

flushing and leaving their eggs unattended. Predators, presumably a Cornrnon Raven took 

the eggs in these nests at a later t h e .  

Re-use of Nest Trees 

Inter-annual re-use of nest trees occurred at 12% and 11 % of nest trees in 1996 

and 1997 respectively (Table 10). Nest trees with successfbl (Nest l), depredated (Nest 

16) and unknown status (Nests 5 and 13) nests were re-used. ALI re-use attempts failed 

and 2 nests had evidence of predation (Nests 5 and 13). Nest attendance was observed at 

3 nest trees in the year prior to re-use (Nests 1, 13 and 16; Table 7). Re-use attempts 

occurred in the same nest site (Nests 5 and 13) or on dif5erent limbs in the same tree 

(Nests 1 and 16). Details of attendance and re-use attempts at these trees are descnbed in 

Appendix 1. 

Nmeteen percent of nest trees had more than one nest site within the tree, 

indicating that these nest trees had been used for more than one nesting season (Table 1 1). 

Nest trees with multiple nests had either 2 nest sites (n=9) or 3 nest sites (n=l). Most old 

nest cups did not contain evidence of use, but some cups had adult feathers, old eggshell 

fragments, and small arnounts of chick down. Re-use of the same nest site may not be 

detectable without monitoring bird behaviour at the nest, because evidence of the most 

recent use may cover evidence of previous use. 
36 



Table 9. Evidence of predation and fledging success used to classify the outcornes of Marbled Murrelet nests on the Sunshine Coast 
1 994- 1997. 

Evidence Proposed cause n 
Nest with f e d  ring; down and eggshells in nest, or eggshell Fledged current year 7 

and membrane on ground below nest branch 
Few eggshell fngments, < 2 mm in size unfaded fiom the Egg removed fiom nest, possibly by Common 8 

current year Raven 
Almost entire eggshell with pecked holes on nest branch Jay predates egg at nest site 2 

Entire eggshell on ground below nest branch Egg depredated at nest site (jays) 

Tufis of adult feathers on branch above nest site Adult depredated at nest site 1 

Dead chick found on ground below nest site Fell fiom nest 1 

Eggshell on-Sound with blood and albumen stains; nest site not Common Raven ate egg away fiom nest site 1 A 

located 
Feathers of nearly fledged juvenile on ground; nest site not Chick depredated before or afier fledging 1 "  

located 
Nest without fecal ring; faded eggshells andor membrane in or Old possibly successful nest 3 

below nest, small amounts of down in nest cup 
Nest cup empty or with adult feather Old nest cup , outcome unknown 44 

A Evidence of predation where nest site was not located 



Table 10. Inter-a~ual re-use and ocaimence of ocaipied behaviours at Marbled Murrelet 
nest trees monitored during 1995-1997 on the Sunsbe Coast. 

Year Nurnber of nest trees 
Monitored Re-used (Yo) Occupied behaviour (Yo) 

1995 1 0 (0) 0 (0) 
1996 8 1 (12) 5 (63) 
1997 27 3 (11) 14 (52) 
Total 36 4 (1 1) 19 (57) 



Table 11. Multiple nests within nest trees used by Marbled Murrelets on the Sunshine 
Coast, 199491997. 

Year Number of nest trees Nests 
Total With multiple nests (Yo) Total 

1994 1 0 (0) 1 
1995 8 0 (0) 8 
1996 23 7 (30) 3 1 
1997 20 3 (15) 23 
Total 52 10 (19) 63 



Within year re-use was observed at one nest site (Nest I l )  and one nest tree (Nest 

15) in 1996. Both the initiai and re-use nest attempts faiied during incubation at these nest 

trees. Re-use of Nest 15 was the latest date of incubation by a Marbled Murrelet in my 

study (Table 3). Both re-used nests were attended following failure of the first nesting 

attempt and Nest 1 5 was attended folowuig Mure of the second attempt (see Appendix 1 

for details of attendance). 

Discussion 
Activitv Patterns 

The peak in activity observed in the Bunster Range is consistent with seasonal 

patterns of aaivity obsaved elsewhere in the Marbled Murrelet's range. Peaks in activity 

have been observed fiom the last week in June (Manley et al. 1992) to the first week in 

August (Nelson 1989) and may vaq between years and locations. An early secondary 

peak in activity ocairred during late May at MS2. This early peak has been observed also 

at sites in Oregon and Alaska (07DonneU et al. 1995) and may correspond to nest 

prospecting behaviour during the early breeding season. In al1 locations, activity declines 

to zero detections within 2-3 weeb after peak activity (07Donnell et al. 1995). The 

absence of detections at inland sites fiom August to October corresponds with a flightless 

period during the murrelet's remigial moult. 

The proportion of visual detections recorded at monitoring sites in the Bunster 

Range (42%) is higher than those in the Queen Charlotte Islands (19-26%, Rodway et al. 

1993a) or California and Oregon (10-15%, Paton and Ralph 1988, Nelson 1989). 

Trees in the Bunster Range are approximately haifthe height (3040 m) of low elevation 

old-growth stands (60-80 m) where murrelets have been studied on the West Coast of 

Vancouver Island. The greater proportion of visual detections in the Bunster Range may 

be due to the lower heights of birds flying at or below canopy or due to dieerences in 

canopy opening at the survey locations (Burger 199Sb, Rodway and Regehr 1998a). 

Occupied behaviours include 4 types of behaviours associated with nesting birds: 

nesting; landing in trees; below canopy fiights; and circling above canopy (Ralph et ai. 

1994, Paton 1995). Proportions of below canopy occupied behaviours are 25% in 

northem California (O'Donneli 1993) and 641% at nests in central California (Naslund 



1993a), similar to the 9.9% and 19.4% recorded and MS2 and MS 1, respectively. Circling 

above canopy was only recently included as an occupied behaviour and its link to nesting 

behaviour is controversial. In the Bunster Range, below canopy occupied behaviours and 

circling above canopy occupied behaviour did not occur in simiiar proportions at the two 

sites I surveyed. Both sites had a sirnilar proportion of ail occupied behaviours (24.5% 

MS 1 and 26.W MS2), but MS1 had a higher proportion of below canopy flights and a 

lower proportion of circling flights while the opposite occumed at MS2. Occupied circling 

behaviour occurred later in the moming t h  below canopy occupied fiights. Combining 

these behaviaurs wuld obscure b e h a v i d  differences between sites. Circiing behaviour 

has been considered less indicative of active nesting than below canopy behaviours. 

However, circling behaviour was more prevaient at MS2, which has more known nest 

sites and higher nest density than MS 1. Research on the number and types of behaviours 

related to nesting density is needed to understand the relevance of both types of occupied 

behaviours. 

Daiiy variation in behaviour and group size during general activity surveys are 

consistent with aspects of murrelet nesting behaviour that are obsewed at nest sites. The 

early timing of single buds and occupied behaviours coincide with the times t hat murrelets 

exchange incubation duties, feed chicks and visit inactive nests (40-10 min before s u ~ s e ) .  

The biological significance of the seasonal peak in activity of Marbled Murrelets is 

not weii understood. Occupied behaviour is highly correlated with total activity (Fig. 3) 

and compnsed between lO-6W of the peak activity recorded in my study. Not-occupied 

behaviours wntribute the remaining 40-Wh of peak activity. The peak in activity could 

result from presence of immature birds, changes to the social behaviour of nesting birds or 

increased activity by nesting birds. In many Alcid species, immature birds attend colonies 

late in the breeding season during years prior to their fira breeding attempt (Sealy 1976, 

Gaston I W O ) .  The presence of non-breeding birds at colonies is typical of long-lived 

species that first breed between 2-6 yr (Gaston and Jones 1998). AltemativeIy, nesting 

birds may exhibit ocaipied behaviours in the vicinity of their nests, but engage in other 

behaviours and form larger groups once they are away from their nests (Nelson and Peck 

1995). The seasonal increase in activity might result fiom increases in foraging trips by 



adult birds (Hamer and Cummins 1990) or fiom increased activity associated with fiedging 

(Paton and Ralph 1990). 

Obsewations of murrelet behaviour at active and inactive nests rnay provide sorne 

insight to the sigdcance of seasonal increases in activity. At dawn, murrelets make 

successive feeding trips to their chicks in relatively short periods. These trips would not 

ailow much t h e  for other activities between f d i g s .  Murrelets that were feeding chicks 

returned with f d  within 15-34 min of l e h g  their nest suggesting that adults fly directly 

between their nests and foraging sites without sociaiizing or grouping with other birds. 

Rests by adults at nests that 1 observed and the seasonal loss in mass that occurs in birds 

flying inland (L. Lougheed pers. cornm.) rnay indicate that chick feeding trips are 

energetically costly for adults. Other alcids undergo an adaptive mass loss to reduce the 

energetic cost of foraging trips to feed their chicks (Croll et ai. 1991). The increased 

duration of feediigs and interval between feedings with increased feeding fiequency that I 

observeci rnay be a result of fatigue. lncreases in feeding trips by breeding murrelets rnay 

contribute to seasonai increases in ocaipied behaviours. However, based on the ftequency 

and timing of feedings and their apparent energetic cost, 1 thuik that breeding birds alone 

do not account for seasonal inmeases in not-occupied behaviours. 

Non-breeding murrelets are not wnstrained by chick feeding and rnay benefit from 

visiting nesting areas during the breeding season. Murrelets are active at nesting areas 

fiom October to Febcuary during the non-breeding season (Nadund 1993 b, O'DonnelI et 

al. 1995). Wmter activity at nest stands may fiinction to maintain familiarity with flight 

routes and nesting habitat, to maintain pair-bonds, to prospect for nests or mates, or to 

defend nests (Nadund 1 993 b). Non-breeding birds rnay gain sirnilar benefits fiorn activi ty 

at inland sites during the breeding season. In my study, 1 documented murrelet attendance 

at f d e d  nests and old nests fiom previous years. Aithough rny sampIe sue is small, the 

majority of attended nests were re-used in the same or following seasons. This evidence 

suggests that the activity of non-breeding buds rnay be important for securing fbture 

nesting attempts. Attendance at these nests was highest in July, which corresponds to the 

peak in total activity. High rates of nest fdure in my study and others (Nelson and Harner 

1995a) could f i e  a large proportion of birds ffom nesting duties and increase the nurnber 



of birds at iniand sites during the peak activity period. These birds may return to breeding 

areas after nesting Mure to secure nests or mates for füture nesting attempts the 

foliowing year or rarely within the same season. Kfailed breeders attempt to secure nests 

for future breeding, then 1 expect that other non-breeding birds, including immature birds 

and unpaired birds, would be present for similar reasons. 

Evidence fiorn murrelets captured in Desolat ion Sound indicates t hat unpaired 

birds may visit inland areas during the breeding season. Murrelets flying between forest 

areas and marine areas have a male biased sex ratio (2: 1), but murrelets caught in manne 

areas have nonnal 1:l sex ratio (Vanderkist et al. in press). This bias could indicate that 

more males than females visit inland areas. Marbled Murrelets participate equally in 

incubation and chick feeding duties (Naslund 1993a) suggesting that the male bias is not a 

result of males being responsible for a greater proportion of nesting duties. The excess of 

males visiting inland areas may result if male birds exhibit more territorial and nest 

prospecthg behaviours than do females. This behaviour may contribute to the seasonal 

peak in activity observed in the Bunster Range and elsewhere. Alternative hypotheses for 

male-biased sex-ratio are that males are more susceptible to capture in mist nests 

(Vanderkist 1999). 

Nestin~: Chronoloq 

Marbled Murrelets have a lengthy and asynchronous breeding period. The 

murrelets' breeding season in the Bunster Range, estimated to occur from May 10 to 

September 15, was longer than an estimate derived for B.C. fiom records of stranded 

fledglings and fledgiiings observed at-sea (Hamer and Nelson 1995a). My observation of a 

bird incubating on July 19, was 2 weeks later than the end of incubation estimated for the 

province (Hamer and Nelson 1995a). This incident of egg-laying later in the breeding 

season was associated with re-nesting within a tree that had failed earlier in the year. It 

provides evidence that the extended breeding season may result from re-nesting as 

suggested by Harner and Nelson (1995a). In Oregon and California, the long breeding 

season (149 and 170 days respectively) consists of two distinct periods of chick fledging 

separated by 2-4 weeks dunng which chick fiedging has not been recorded (Hamer and 



Nelson 1995a). Accurate knowledge of length of the murrelet's breeding season is 

important for the timing of at-sea surveys used to masure the proportion of juvenile birds 

in the population. Estimates of the murrelet's fledgiing period can be used to determine 

the proportion ofjuveniles that have fledged and are available to be surveyed dunng an at- 

sea census. As weil, forest hwesting or other disturbances in or adjacent to nesting 

habitat can be wncentrated outside of the breeding period to minimize disturbance to 

nesting birds. 

Murrelets in my study area used flight paths dong openings in the forest canopy to 

access nests as has been observed in other locations (Naslund et al. 1995, Nelson and 

Peck 1995, Singer et al. 1995). Openings rnay be required by murrelets to approach nests 

tiom below and stall-land at the nest. Observations of murrelets crashing into tree limbs 

and aborting landings to re-approach the nest suggest that landing can be difficult for this 

species, probably due to their high aght speeds (Nelson and Peck 1995). The landing 

behaviour of murrelets may infiuence seledion of nesting habitat and is discussed in 

relation to canopy openings in Chapter 2. 

Many aspects of murrelet nesting behaviour observed in the Bunster Range are 

similar to observations of nesting murrelets in other regions. Murrelet incubation 

exchanges in my study a r a  and elsewhere occur between 30 and 10 min before sunrise 

(Nelson and Harner 1995b). Feeding and fledging behaviour are consistent with 

observations fiom California, Oregon, Washington and Alaska (Naslund et al. 1995, 

Nelson and Harner 1995b, Nelson and Peck 1995, Singer et ai. 1995). 

Adult Marbled Murrelets rested at the nest branch before feeding their chicks 

(Nelson and Peck 1995, Nelson and Hamer 1995b, my study). Adults may remain 

motionless d e r  landing to avoid aitracthg predators to their nests (Nelson and Peck 

1995). However, rnurrelet chicks begin begging when the adult lands (Naslund 1993a, 

Nelson and Peck 1995, my study). Thereforq resting at a branch could prolong chick 

begguig which could incrase predation risk (Haskell 1994). Perhaps the exertion of 

feeding fiights causes adulîs to rest before feeding chicks. To bring fish fiom the ocean in 



my study area, munelets flew a minimum of 5 km with an elevation gain of between 800 

to 1 OOO m. Differences in the duration and timing of feeding visits also indicate that 

feeding tnps could fptgue birds. This hypothesis wuld be tested by measuring adult 

resting periods and feeding fiequency for nests located at dserent distances inland and 

elevations. The energeâic cost of nesting long distances inland or at high elevations may 

affect habitat selection at the landscape level and this topic requires fùrther research to  

assess and quantifL its effect. 

Feeding Visits 

Murrelet chicks in the Bunster Range were fed between 3-6 times pet day (mean = 

4.5). This is more fiequent than averages reported for Oregon nests (rnean = 2.2; Nelson 

and Peck 1995) and North Arnerican nests overaü (mean = 3.2; Nelson and Hamer 

1995b). Feeding tiequemcy in the Bunster Range and in the nearby Caren Range were the 

highest values reported for murrelets dthough both estirnates are based on a smaU sample 

of nests. Both the Bunster Range and Caren Range are located within 5 km of marine 

foraging areas whereas f d i g  rates in Oregon were based on nests between 25 and 40 

km inland. Distance idand rnay influence nest provisioning, chick growth and adult 

energetic costs. Feedïng fiequency may also infiuence length of the nestling period which 

has been as long as 40 days in Oregon (Hamer and Nelson 1995a). The location of nesting 

habitat relative to feeding locations may affect many aspects of the nesting behaviour of 

murrelets. There is a need for more research on the potential costs and benefits of the 

distribution of nesting habitat at a landscape level because forest management alters this 

distribution. 

The high fiequency of feeding that 1 observed resulted fiom multiple feeding visits 

by adult birds. Adults arrived sUigly, at consistent intervals and avoided spending time 

together at the nest. The spacing of f d m g s  at a nest site may result from differences in 

when members of a pair catch fish or it may be a deliberate strategy to minirnize activity 

and maximize adult attendance at nests. Intensive observations at-sea could detennine if 

pairs of murrelets f d i g  chicks obtain fish at dinerent tirnes or if one of the pair waits at- 

sea holding a fish after its partner deparis to avoid overiap at the nest. 



Com~arison Between T-mes of Nest Visits 

Nest attendance (visits to empty and old nests) by Marbled Murrelets resembled 

chick feediig visits. The daily timing of both types of visit was similar and both types of 

visit resulted in similar numbers of occupied detections during dawn surveys. Activity by 

murrelets must be monitored carefiiliy to determine the type of nest visit. Nest attendance 

visits were shorter in duration and were associated with the following behaviours: landings 

by paired birds; stall out landings; multiple landings within a short tirne period; and 

fiequent fly-bys in llssociation with landings. However, some of these behaviours were 

observed at active nests and were associated with the tirne of chick hatching (Naslund 

1993a). In general, there is considerable overlap in the arnount of activity, the timing of 

activity and the types of behaviours observed at active nests and inactive nest trees. Below 

canopy occupied behaviours cari indicate active nests or nest attendance. Occupied 

behaviours are used to identifjl nesting locations of Marbled Murrelets but these 

behaviours may indicate not only active nesting, but past nesting, or fiture nesting. 

Occupied behaviours are probably not a good index of the relative proportions of breeding 

and non-breeding birds. The proportion of non-breeding birds is an important variable in 

murrelet demography and other methods to assess this should be developed and monitored 

in response to changes in habitat availability (Beissinger 1995). 

Trees where murrelets land should be considered nest trees even if active nesting is 

not confimed. Alrnost aii landing trees in my study area contained nests when they were 

subsequently ciimbed and searched. Landings may occur before or after a nesting attempt 

or in seasons following nesting (Naslund 1993% Nelson and Peck 1995, my study). Even 

ifa nest site or  nesting evidence is not visible, the landing tree may be a location of past or 

for fùture nests. B a d  on the fiequency of nest tree re-use in my study, a breeding pair 

may require many nest trees over theu reproductive We. Protection of only active nests 

would not provide sufficient nest trees over the long term. Landing trees are similar in 

structure and characteristics to nest trees (Naslund et al. 1995), and their retention may 

provide fbture nest sites for murrelets. 



Nestina Succe- 

Predation appears to be the most fiequent cause of nest mure  throughout the 

range of the Marbled Mumelet (Nelson and Hamer 199Sa; my study). Predation and 

failure at nests are higher for Marbled Murrelets than for other alcid species and other 

forest nesting birds (Nelson and Hamer 1995% DeSanto and Nelson 1995). Marbled 

Murrelets exhibit morphological and behavioural characteristics that appear to contribute 

to avoidance of predation. Both dul t  and juveniie plumages are cryptic at the nest site 

(Carter and Stein 1995). The following behaviours may also tirnction to minirnize 

detestion by predators: crepuscular nest visits; direct silent flights to and h m  nests; long 

incubation shiAs; quiet and few vocalizations at nests; and avoiding the presence of both 

adults at the nest. Although predation of adults has been reported (Marks and Naslund 

1994, Nelson and Hamer 1995a, my study), predation of eggs is higher than that of chicks 

or adults. In my study, predation by c o ~ d s  was associated with nest failure during 

incubation. In most cases, 1 do not know how predators obtained access to murrelet eggs. 

Two murrelets flushed &om their nests when a Cornmon Raven flew over. Cornmon 

Ravens are predators of adult munelets, and in this case the murrelets may have 

abandoned their eggs in favour of their own survivd. Murrelets may defend their egg or 

chick from Stelier's Jays (Naslund 1993a). Jays may have gained access to murrelet eggs if 

they were abandoned or leR unattended. 1 attnbuted egg removal at nests to Common 

Ravens, but mamrnalian predaton may also remove murrelet eggs. Mammals including 

squirrels, mice and marten (Mmes amerkanu) are reported as predators of artificial 

murrelet nests ( M d u f f  et al. 1998). More information on nest fdure and predation of 

adult murrelets is needed to understand the importance of these factors to Marbled 

Murrelets. 

Nest Site Re-use 

Marbled Murrelets in my study re-used nest trees within years, between years and 

over multiple years. The majority oh-used nest trees were attended pnor to re-use and 

most re-use occurred after nest fdure. Inter-annuai re-use of both successfùl (n =2) and 

failed (n =2) nest trees has been obsewed in other studies of Marbled Murrelets (Nelson 

and Peck 1995, Singer et al. 1995, Jones 1993). W~thin year re-use of nest trees has not 
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been documented previously. The re-use of nest trew and nest sites indicates that these 

structures are important resources for up to several breeding attempts by Marbled 

Murrelets. 1 did not identify individual buds in my study and therefore the nest tree re-use 

that 1 observed may represent site fidelity by the same individuals o r  use of the same tree 

by dflerent birds. Different individuals may re-use failed nests because nest sites are 

limiting for the population, or  because these individuals are somehow precluded fiom 

using better habitats (e.g., by social status, Holmes et al. 1996). Genetic analyses of 

feathers could be used to determine if the sanie individuals are re-using nests. It is 

important to distinguish i freuse reflects site fidelity or habitat ümitation because these 

factors have implications for the management of nesting habitat. Re-use of nest trees could 

be investigated in landscapes with differait amounts of remaining habitat. This approach 

could determine ifre-use of nest trees is associatecl with habitat availabiiity. 

Alcids typically exhibit high nest site fidelity, especidy at successfiil nests 

(Nettleship and Birkhead 1985, DeSanto and Nelson 1995, Harris et al. 1996). Comrnon 

Guillemots (Uru mlge) have about 85% re-use of nest sites and when they do change 

nest sites they generaiiy move short distances (Harris et ai. 1996). Nest re-use by Marbled 

Murrelets may be lower than estimates for other seabirds because, as less colonial, forest 

nesters they coutd express site fidelity at a Iarger spatial scde than that observed for 

colonial seabirds. If murrelets returned to the same area but used trees within 100 m fiom 

their nests they may not be detected, especiaily when the birds are not individually marked. 

My estimates of nest tree re-use may be conservative because of dficulties detecting re- 

use of the same nest cup. Re-use of nest trees by murrelets in my study ranged fiom a very 

smali proportion within a year to 20% over multiple years. More estimates of nest tree re- 

use are needed, partiailady for individually marked murrelets and in dserent landscape 

contexts, e.g., difEerent arnounts of late-sera1 forest. These data would ailow researchers 

to assess the significance of this behaviour and its consequences for habitat management 

and conservation. 

Conclusion 

Most monitoring and research on Marbled Murrelets in terrestrial environments is 
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based on idand activity recorded during dam surveys. Inland activity shows consistent 

seasonal and d d y  patterns in the timing and number of detections. Activity is usefiil for 

describing murrelet distribution inland and patterns of habitat use at appropnate spatial 

scales (Rodway and Regehr l998b). The biologicai significance of activity patterns and 

behaviours is pooriy understood and this limits the use of activity as an index for 

population monitoring. However, 1 expect that spedc nesting behaviours such as nesting 

success, nest attendance, nest site re-use and feeding âequency would respond quickly to 

factors affecthg mumlet populations such as habitat modification. Mesures of neaing 

behaviour could be used to monitor population status (e-g., source and sink populations), 

to monitor saturation of habitat, or to detennine the relative proportion of non-breeders in 

a population. Changes to behaviour would be observed iikely before decreases in the 

population are evident. Although nesting behaviour is more diEcult to monitor than 

activity, long-term studies should be done to determine the effects of habitat loss. Long- 

term studies of the nesting behaviour and ecology of Marbled Murrelets could yield 

important information for the conservation of this species. Effêcts of habitat loss and 

modification of nesting behaviour need to be detennined to understand how these factors 

affect murrelet populations. 

Murrelet nestùig behaviour indicates that both cover at the nest site for protection 

f7om predation and openings near the nest site for flight access could afEect selection of 

nea sites. 1 examine the Marbled Murrelets requirements for cover and nest access in a 

scale dependent habitat fiamework in Chapter 2. 



Chapter 2. Characteristics rad Selectioa of Nests by Marbled Murrelets 

introduction 

The major topic of research on Marbled Munelets has been the study of nesting 

habitat. Loss of nesting habitat was identitïed as the prirnary threat to this species and was 

cited in its listing as an endangered species in the United States (Ralph et al. 1995) and a 

threatened species in Canada (Rodway 1990). The identification of habitats and habitat 

characteristics used for nesting by Marbled Mumlets is key to development of appropriate 

habitat management. 

Habitat studies of Marbled Murrelets focus mostly on the characteristics of habitat 

at landscape and stand levels (Rodway et al. 1993b, Burger 1995b, Kuletz et al 1995, 

Miller and Ralph 1995), and, in some cases, the selectivity of habitats at these scales 

(Grenier and Nelson 1995, Raphael et al. 1995). These studies indicate that the availability 

of large diameter trees within mature and old-growth stands is important to nesting 

murrelets. 

Within a region, habitats Vary at different spatial scales. There can be many types 

of coarse habitats in a landscape, e-g., forest and ocean. Each of these habitats is 

comprised of smaller units that d s e r  in specific characteristics: e-g., a stand dominatzd by 

Douglas-fir. These stands are not homogenous but are comprised of patches. Each patch 

consists of an assemblage of elements. These elements (e.g., a tree) can be corn plex 

structures which contain specific microsites, e-g., a large mossy branch. 

In analyses of habitat selection, use of habitats or habitat features is evaluated in 

relation to their availability (Johnson 1980). Selectivity is exarnined at several hierarchical 

levels which range fkom coarsest to finest; landscape, stand, patch, element and microsite 

levels (Johnson 1980; Lofioth 1993). For the Marbled Murrelet, habitat selection could 

occur at a landscape level when murrelets select marine locations at which to feed, and 

watersheds or groups of watersheds in which to nest. Stand level selectivity could occur 

when murrelets select stands within the watershed. Patch level selectivity could occur 

when specific patches are selected within the stand. Elernent level selectivity could occur if 

murrelets select a particulor structure (e.g., a tree) required for s u ~ v a l  or reproduction. 



When murrelets select a particular limb within the tree on which to place their nest, this is 

the hest level of selectivity, microsite (or nest site) selection. 

The finer scaîes of habitat selectivity have rarely been evaluated for the Marbled 

Murrelet because of dificulties in locating a sufficiently large sarnple of nests. In Alaska, 

murrelet nest trees were larger in diameter and had more potential nest platforms than 

other available trees (Naslund et al, 1995). In Oregon, selectivity analyses at the patch 

level revealed that nest patches have fewer large diameter trees than did other available 

patches (Grenier and Nelson 1995). These results are difficult to interpret because of 

regional diierences in forest types and diifferences in d e  of the analyses. A multi-scale 

approach identses key habitat characteristics and the sale at which they are important. 

More recent habitat management strategies also incorporate a multi-scale approach with 

difFerent strategies appiied at different scales (B.C. Ministry of Forests and B.C. Ministry 

of Environment Lands and Parks 1995). My goal in this chapter is to identi@ habitat 

characteristics that affect nest site selection at patch, element and microsite scales. 1 hope 

to identfi more specifïc habitat features associateci with nesting than cm be achieved ffom 

stand and landscape level studies alone. In Chapter 3,1 address patterns of habitat use at 

the stand and landscape levels. Information about nesting habitat selectivity at a fine scale 

will contnbute to Our understanding of the mumlets' nesting biology and identify specific 

habitat features that can be incorporated into multi-sale strategies for forest management. 

Metbods 

Locating Nests 

A variety of methods to h d  nests of Marbled Mumelets were used by several field 

crews fiom 1994- 1997 as part of the Marbled Murrelet Research Project (Simon Fraser 

University) and the Sunshine Coast Marbled Murrelet Inventory Program (B.C. Ministry 

of Environment Lands and Parks, MELP). Radio-telemetry was used in 1 994 to locate 

nests of birds caught in Desdation Sound (Derocher et al. 1996). In 1995- 1 996, a 

combination of surveys and tree clirnbing was used to locate nests (Naslund 1993% 

Lougheed et al. 1998a). To locate nests, 1 foaised on areas with occupied behaviours 

(birds flying below or into the canopy and landing in trees). Suwey effort was increased in 
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the immediate area of an occupied behaviour to locate trees in which murrelets were 

landing. When ocaipied behavioun were observed but we could not locate a nest from the 

ground, we retunied to these areas at the end of the breeding season and climbed trees to 

search for nest sites. Locations associateci with occupied behaviour were searched by 

clirnbing trees that exhibitcd potential nesting structures (limbs at least IS cm in diameter). 

In 1997, trees in variable radius plots in edge and interior forest were climbed and 

searched for nests (see Madey 1997 for methods). 

In 1995, 5 sites were surveyed for murrelet activity fiom June 1 -July 3 1 and 89 

trees were climbed and searched for nests fiom August 3-29 (Lougheed et al. l998a)- In 

1996, 36 sites in the Bunster Range were surveyed fiom May 13-August 5 (Drever et al. 

1998). We also scanned trees to look for murrelet nests and searched under potential trees 

for eggsheii fragments during vegetation plots (n =36), transects (n =27) and ot her field 

work. MELP hventory crews surveyed 20 stands at other locations in the Sunshine Coast 

Forest District (Manley and Jones 1996). hiring 1996,3 55 trees were climbed in the 

Bunster Range and 12 trees were clirnbed in the Brittain River Watershed. In 1997, 17 

sites were surveyed in the Bunster Range at which 11 trees were climbed to search for 

nests (Lougheed et al. 1998b). During the MELP inventory in 1997,48 sites were 

surveyed and 343 trees were ciimbeâ to search for nests in plots QManley 1997). Nest 

trees were nurnbered in order of the date of their discovery. When nest trees contained 

more than one nest cup, each nest cup within a tree was given a ditferent letter (e.g., Nest 

1 Sa). 

1 examined habitat selection by nesting Marbled Murrelets at scales ranging fiom 

patch level to microsite level. For analyses of selection at the patch level, 1 compared tree 

and forest characteristics in nest patches to those in paired, random patches within the 

same stands. For element level analyses, 1 compared the trees that murrelets used for 

nesting to trees that were available within nest patches. At the microsite level, 1 compared 

nest limb characteristics to those of unused limbs within nest trees. 

My ability to evaluate selectivity at the level of stands and landscapes by using nest 

sites is constrained by methods that 1 used to locate murrelet nest sites. Efforts to locate 

nests with radio-telernetry did not yield sutEicient nests. Hence the stand and landscape 



level characteristics of nest sites are limited to stands and areas where 1 searched for nests. 

Selectivity at larger scales such as a stand and landscape level are investigated using 

murrelet activity and occupancy which were sarnpled over a larger area than that for which 

nest sites were obtained (Chapter 3). Selectivity for a requûed structure (e.g., nest 

platforms (microsite level) and nest trees (element level) of€en results in the strongest 

expression of selectivity at fine scales (Weir 1995, Davis 1996). Higher levels of selectivity 

commonly reflect patterns established at fine levels. Examination of nest site 

characteristics aiiows detailed pattern of haôitat selection to be detemined at microsite to 

patch scales. Murrejet activity and ocaipancy reflect nest locations at a stand and 

landscape level, but do not resolve selectivity at finer scales. 

Habitat Data 

Microsite level 

Nest trees were clunbed to search for nests and document nest site characteristics. 

Measurements of other platf'orms within nest trees were obtained for a sarnple of 9 nest 

trees climbed in 1995. Platforms are lirnbs or structures that are large enough for murrelets 

to nest on, or h b s  X 5  cm in diameter at the tree bole. 1 measured the following 

characteristics of al1 platforms within these trees: height of limb, limb diameter near the 

bole, platform area (iength and width of the flat surface of a lirnb), depth of epiphytes on 

the limb, and orientation of the limb relative to the bole (degrees). Cover above platforms 

was categorized as exposed ( 4 / 3  covered), partly covered (1/3-2/3 covered) and covered 

(>2/3 covered). 

Measures of other limbs in nest trees were t h e  consuming, hence, assessments of 

these platforms were sirnplined for the larger sample of nest trees found in 1996 and 1 997. 

Ln these years, climbers recorded the foliowing data for al1 platfoms in nest trees: total 

number of platforms (limbs or stnictures >15 cm in diameter); epiphyte substrate on the 

platform; cover above the platform; and platform type. Platform epiphyte categories were: 

None, Lichenfitter, Mossl (patches of moss <2 cm thick) and Moss2 (continuous moss 

pad >2 cm deep). Platform types included the following 4 categones: 1) Iateral Iimb, limbs 

>1S cm in diarneter (large enough to mate  a platfonn on their own); 2) limb with moss, 

limbs that together with moss wver are >15 cm in diameter, 3) rnistletoe, multiple branch 
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formation resulting from mistletoe infestations; and 4) multiple leader, large lirnbs that 

grow vertically. 

Elément level 

1 used data fiom 37 nest patches to examine selectivity at the element level. Tree 

and forest characteristics were measurd in a 25-rn radius circular plot centered on the 

nest tree (nest patch). Within these plots, species, diameter, height, number of potential 

nest platforms, canopy straturn and top condition were recorded for al1 trees and snags 

>10 cm in diameter. Tree height was measured for a few canopy trees within the plot 

using a clhometer and then estimated to the nearest metre for other trees using these trees 

as a reference. Numba of potentiai nest platfonns, epiphyte substrate, overhead cover and 

platfonn type categories wae estimated fiom the ground for ail trees in nest plots. 

Element level selectivity was evaluated by cornparhg characteristics of nest trees to those 

of available trees within the nest patch. Available trees were defined as trees with at least 

one potential platfonn. 

The arnount of canopy opening was daennineci for nest plots by identifjing and 

measuring each canopy gap mthin the nest plot. Canopy gaps were de£ined as openings in 

the canopy greater than 3x3 m, not including sub-canopy trees. Gaps were identified and 

sketched on a rnap and gap area was estimated only for the portion of the gap within the 

nest plot. Gap area was estimated by measuring the length and the width of the gap and 

ushg the formula for an eliipsoid to calculate the area. Each gap was classed into one of 

four types based on their origin: edaphic gap (Lerttman et al. 1996) - resulting fiom lack 

of growuig conditions (rocky or wet); riparian gap - around streams or water bodies; tree 

gap - resulting fiom tree mortaiity; industrial gap - resulting fiom removal of trees by 

humans (logging road, mining exploration road, clearcut). Although riparian gaps are a 

type of edaphic gap (Lertzman et al. 1996), 1 considered these seperately because 

murrelets use creeks and streams as tlight paths in the forest ( M d e y  et al. 1992, Rodway 

and Regehr 1998a). The sizes and types of gap used for nest access were compared to 

gaps avaiiable in the nest plot. Gaps used for nest access were deterrnined from 

observation of birds or orientation of the nest branch and landing pads at the nest. 



Patch leve l 

For selectivity analyses at the patch IevetI definexi a patch as the area of 25-m 

radius circular vegetation plots (0.196 ha). Tree and forest characteristics measured at the 

nest patch (see element level above) were dso rneatmed at a random patch centered on a 

random point within 60-200 m from the nest tree. 1 located mdom patches at a randomly 

selected distance and direction from the nest tree. At each such point, 1 selected the 

nearest canopy tree for the plot center. Characteristics of nest patches and their paired 

random patches were obtained for 34 nest trees. Slope and aspect were measured at the 

center of each plot. The arnount of canopy opening was detetmirred for each plot by 

summing individual gap measurements. Nest plots and random plots were classified to 

biogeoclimatic site association using indicator plant species analysis (Green and Klinka 

1994). With this method' the percent cover of indicator species in the tree, shrub, herb and 

moss layers are estimated and matched with classitication tables to determine site 

associations. 

Selectivitv Analyses 

Microsire level 

1 assessed microsite selectivity for two diierent samples. The fist sample is 

mûwrements of limb diameter, height, platforrn area and orientation for ail platforms in 9 

nest trees. 1 compared measurements for nest limbs and unused h b s  in nest trees using 

Mann-Whitney U-tests. 1 converted nest height to percent of total tree height (100 x 

height of nestheight of tree) to account for ditferences in nest placement in different sized 

trees. To test for selectivity of h b  orientation, 1 grouped orientations into 4 categories: 

north (3 16-45 3; east (46-135 3; south (136-225 3; West (226-3 157.1 then tested for 

differences in the use and availability of orientation categories with a Fisher's exact test. 

The second sample is primarily ordinal data collected for 52 nest trees found from 

1 995 - 1 997. For these trees, 1 examined microsite selectivity for categories of platfom 

epiphyte substrate and platfom overhead cover. 1 oompared the fkequency of these 

categories for nest h b s  and unused h b s  with Chi-square tests, Fisher's exact tests, and 

Bonferroni confidence intervals. 



EZement level 

At the element level, I compared the mean diameter of nest trees to the mean 

diameter of other available trees within nest patches. 1 restricted this cornparison to 

platform trees because trees without platfom were not suitable for nesting. 1 grouped 

nests by tree species for this analysis. For tests involving height, number of platfoms and 

platfonn characteristics, 1 grouped nest trees into 4 species-diPrneter classes: yellow-cedar 

(Chamaecpms tlootkatemis) 60-89 cm dbh; ydlow-cedar 90-1 20 cm dbh; westem 

hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) 90-120 cm dbh; yelIow-cedar > 120 cm dbh. Analyses 

within these groups ensured that species and dimeter dserences did not confound 

selectivity. 1 did not evaluate selectivity for Douglas-fir (Pseudotsugu menziesii) and 

mountain hemlock (Tsugo mertemima) nest trees because 1 found only one nest in each 

species. 1 compared continuous variables with Mann-Whitney U-tests and categoncal 

variables with Chi-square tests and Fisher's exact tests. Categories were considered 

preferred when they were used significantly (W0.05) more than expected based on 

avaiiabiiity and avoided when they were used less than expected (Nue et al. 1974). 1 

determined selectivity for tree species using all dbh classes combined. 1 used a Chi-square 

test and Bonferroni Confidence intervals to examine differential use of three species 

groups; yeUow-cedar, western hemlock, and Douglas-fir and mountain hemlock combined. 

1 assessed selectivity for canopy gaps at the element level by comparing the sire and types 

of gaps used by murrelets to  access nests with other gaps available within the nest plot. 1 

compared the areas of nest access gaps and available gaps using a Mann-Whitney U-test . 

Patch level 

To assess patch level selectivity, 1 compared habitat variables including densities of 

trees of different diameters, total gap area, numbers of platforms, and slope for each nest 

patch with its paired random patch using Wilcoxon rank sum tests for paired samples 

(SAS 1990). Stand level selectivity did not confound patch level selectivity because nest 

patches were compared to a paired random patch within the sarne stand. Patch level 

analyses involving numbers and characteristics of platfoms were done both with and 

without the nest tree included in the nest patch. I made this adjustment because element 



level analyses revealed that nest trees dominateci nest patches in terms of these 

c haract eristics. 

Selectivity for canopy gaps was assessed at the patch level by comparing the total 

gap a r a  in neot plots with total gap area in paired random plots. Selectivity for aspect was 

evaiuated using a Chi-square test. Aspects were grouped into four 90 "categories and the 

fiequencies of these categories were compared between nest and random plots. 1 

compared the frequency of site associations at nest patches to those available in random 

plots using a Chi-square test. 

Nest C haracteristics 

1 sumrnarize nest patc4 nest tree and nest site characteristics in my study for 

cornparison with s d a r  data fiom other locations in the range of Marbled Murrelets. 1 

deterrnined forest cover classification for nest stands fiom 1 :20 000 forest cover maps 

because this data is often used to make preliminary assessments of habitat. 1 measured 

stand size, the contiguous area of suitable murrelet habitat, using a planimeter on 1 :20 000 

maps. 1 determined nest elevation and distance inland using 1 50 000 topographic maps. I 

calculated the distance between nests located in the sarne stand as an indication of nest 

clustering. 1 present estimates of nest density for nest sites located during climbing plots 

conducted in the area (see Manley 1997, 1998 for methods). 

Raul ts 

Microsite Level Use and Selectivity 

1 detected selectivity for the size and spedic features of nest limbs at the microsite 

level. Nest h b s  were significantly larger in diameter and had a greater platform area (flat 

surface) than other h b s  in nest trees (Table 12). Nest h b s  did not differ fiom available 

limbs in height or moss depth. The orientation of nest limbs did not d s e r  tiom available 

limbs (Table 13; Fisher's exact test, 2-tail, P= 0.61). Murrelets exhibited selectivity for 

cover above platforms (Table 14; p50.4, de2, P=0.001). Covered platforms were 

preferred, while exposed platforms were avoided (Table 14). Epiphyte cover also 

infiuenced nest site selectivity by murrelets (Table 15). Overall98% of platforms available 



Table 12. Characteristics of platfiomis with Marbled Murrelet nests and platfonns without 
nests for 9 nest trees. A platform is de- as a ümb or structure > l S  cm in diameter. P 
values are fiom Mann-Whitney U-tests. 

Platforrns without nests Platfonns with nests 
Variable Mean SE n Mean SE n P 

- -  

Limb diameter (cm) 19.7 1.1 35 30.7 5.7 9 0.02 

Platform area (cm') 349.7 86.2 35 663 -4 175.3 9 <O.OO 1 

Height (m) 18.4 0.9 35 19.7 1.5 9 ns 

Moss depth (cm) 4.2 0.5 35 4.9 0.7 9 ns 

Table 13. Orientation o f  nest pladorms and plaeoms without nests (other) within 9 nest 
trees of Marbled Murreiets. 

Number of piatforms 
Type of platform North East South West 
Other 16 6 8 5 
Nest 2 2 3 2 
Total 18 8 11 7 



Table 14. Overhead cover above platforms at 52 Marbled Murrelet nest trees. Chi-square 
test, P = 0.001. (-) and (+) indicate categones that were significantly avoided or preferred 
as indicated by Bonfmoni confidence intervais P<O.OS. 

Other pla~oorms Nest platforrns Selectivity 
Exposed (%) 17 2 - 
Partly covered (%) 61 33 
Covered (%) 22 65 + . . 
Totd platforms 390 60 

Table 15. Epiphyte cover on lirnbs used for nesting by Marbled Murrelets. Fisher's exact 
test, P = 0.01, (-) and (+) indicate categories that were significantly avoided or preferred 
as indicated by Bonferroni confidence intervals P<O.OS. 

Other platforms Nest platforrns Selectivi ty 
None (%) 1 O - 
Lichediitter (Yo) 1 3 + 
Moss 1 (O?) 20 7 - 
MOSS 2 (Yo) 78 90 
Total platforms 3 86 61  



in nest trees had moss as a substrate. Bare platforms were not used and platforms with 

thin moss were avoided (Table 15). Platforms with Lichenjlitter substrate were rare but 

were used more fiequently than expected (Table 1 5). Most nests occurred on platforms 

with thick moss (h4oss2) as a substrate, and this category was used in proportion to its 

avail ability . 

Element Level Use and Selectivity 

Selectivity analyses at the element level were highly signiticant. Murrelets selected 

nest trees that were sigdicantly larger in diameter than other trees with platforms in nest 

plots (Table 16, Pc0.00 1 for aii species combined). Differences in diameter between nest 

and available trees were significant within species for yeilow-cedar and western hemloc k 

(Table 16). DifEerences in diameter were not significant w i t h  mountain hernlock and 

Douglas-tir trees. Both of these species were relatively uncornmon and there was only one 

nest for each species. 

Marbled Murrelets selected nest trees with a large number of potential nesting 

platforms. For all three size classes of yellow-cedar trees, nest trees had significantly more 

platforms than available trees (Table 17, Fig. 9). Numbers of platforms are highly 

correlated with diameter (Chapter 3), and for yellow-cedar trees numbers of platforms 

increase with increasing dbh (Fig. 9). Western hedock nest trees had more platforms than 

available trees but the difference was not significant probably due to small sample sizes. 

Mountain hernlock and Douglas-fir trees had few platforms compared to other species. In 

the Douglas-fir tree used for nesting, the nest platform was the only suitable nest site 

available in the tree. 

Nest trees tended to be slightly taller than available trees (Table 18). However 

differences in height were only significant for al tree species combined. The magnitude of 

the difference in height was only 1-2 m, which does appear to be biologically relevant. 

Murrelets used t ree species for nesting disproportionate t O t heir availabili ty 

(~'13.9, d63, W.003; for alJ dbh classes). YeUow-cedar trees were the most fkquently 

used tree species (92%) and the most m u e n t  tree species with platforms in nest plots 

(72%) (Table 19). Western hernlock trees and al1 other tree species combined 



Table 16. The dbh of 52 nest trees used by Marbled Murrelets and 204 available trees. 
Available trees are trees mth platfornu within nest plots. P values are from Mann-Whitney 
U-tests. 

Available trees Nest trees 
dbh (cm) dbh (cm) 

Nest tree Mean SE n Mean SE n P 
species 
Yellow- 85.9 2.1 140 99.8 2.7 47 <O.OO 1 
cedar 

Western 71.3 2.1 30 106.8 7.5 3 <O.OO 1 
hemlock 

Mountain 75.7 3.8 13 79.0 - 1 Ns 
hemlock 

Douglas- 9 1.2 6.8 3 86.0 - 1 Ns 
fir 

Western 94.4 9.8 9 O - O - 
redcedar 

Pacific 65.1 4.8 9 O O O - 
silver fir 

All 82.8 1.6 204 99.6 2.5 52 <O.OO 1 
species 



Table 17. The number of potential nest platforms in nest trees of Marbled Murrelets and 
available trees. P values are fiom Mann-Whitney U-tests. 

Platforms in Platfonns in 
available trees nest trees 

Dbh Tree Mean S E  n Mean ISE n P 
ske class species 
(cm) 
6 1-90 YeUow- 2.8 0.3 73 7.5 0.8 14 <0.001 

Mountain 2.7 0.9 9 2.0 - 1 
hemiock 

Douglas- 2 - 1 1 -0 - 1 - 
fir 

91-120 YeUow- 4.5 0.6 39 8.9 1. I 29 ~0.001 
cedar 

Western 6.0 4.0 2 10.7 1.8 3 
hemiock 



Dbh mire class (cm) 

Figure 9. Number of platfom in nest trees of Marbled Murrelets and in available trces for 
3 dbh size classes. Data are for yeiiow-cedar nest trees (n=47) and available trees (n=126). 



Table 18. n i e  heights of trees containhg nests of Marbled Murrelets and available trees. P 
values are fiom Mann-Whitney U-tests. 

Height of available trees Height of nest trees 
(m) (m) 

Tree Mean S E  n Mean ISE n P 

Yellow- 
cedar 

Western 
hemiock 

Mountain 
hemlock 

Dougias- 
fir 

Westem 
r ed cedar 

Pacific 
silver fir 



Table I 9. Frequency of tree species used for nesting by Marbled Murrelets and of 
available trees by diameter size classes. 

Dbh 
size class 
(cm) 

Western Pacifie Douglas Mountain Western Yellow- 
redcedar silver air -fir hemlock hernlock cedar 

61-90 Available 2 3 1 9 20 73 
Nesî O O 1 1 O 14 

91-120 Available 5 1 2 3 2 40 
Nest O O O O 3 29 

>120 Avdable 1 O O O O 14 
Nest O O O O O 4 

Ali classes Available 8 4 3 12 22 127 
Nesî O O 1 1 3 47 



(westem redcedar, Douglas-fi and Pacific silver fir) were used less fiequently than 

expected based on theû availabüity (Bonferroni confidence intervals PcO.05). Marbled 

Mumelets did not nest in western redcedar and Pacific silver fir in my study. Western 

hemlock trees were used for nesting in the 9 1- 120 cm dbh size class. In the plots, only 

yellow-cedar and western redcedar trees had dbh >120 cm and of these only yellow-cedar 

was used for nesting. At the element level, selectivity for platforrn cover and epiphyte 

substrate occurred but not as strongly as at the microsite level. Selectivity for platform 

cover categories was signifiant for ail classes of yeilow-cedar nest trees and for western 

hemlock nest trees (Table 20). For both ofthese species, murrelets selected nest trees with 

fewer exposed platforms and more wvered platforms. However, selectivity for platform 

cover was not apparent for the 3 size classes of yeilow-cedar trees separately. Reduced 

sample sizes or interactions between size class and platform cover may have infiuenced 

this result. 

1 did not detect selectivity for epiphyte substrate at the element level within 

yeliow-cedar trees (Table 21). Both used and available yellow-cedars had predominantly 

mossy platforms (nest trees, 17% Mossl and 83% Moss2; available trees, 16% Mossl and 

82% Moss2). Murrelets selected western hemlock nest trees with predominantl y Moss2 

platforms and avoided trees with a high proportion of Licheditter platforms. This result 

contrasts with the preference for Licheditter covered platforms at the microsite level 

within western hemlock (Table 15). Murrelets selected western hemlock with a large 

number of mossy platfionns as nest trees, but nested on relatively uncornmon Licheditter 

platforms within these westem hernlocks. 

At the element level, 1 detected selectivity for the type of canopy gap that 

murrelets used to access nest sites. Murrelets used types of canopy gaps disproportionate 

to their availability -9, d63, M.003; Fig. 10). Industrial gaps were preferred while 

tree gaps were avoided (Bonferroni confidence intervals, PcO.05). Differential use of 

canopy gaps is related to the s k  of dEerent gap types. Nest access gaps were 

significantly larger in area than other gaps avaiiable in nest plots (rnean=267 m2 49.5 SE 

for nest access gaps; mean= 59.04 ma * 4.8 SE for other gaps; Mann Whitney U= 1 3 16.5, 

P<0.001 for al1 gap types). Gap size also difEered amongst gap types, with industrial gaps 



Table 20. Percentage of pIatform cover categories in nest trees and available trees. P 
values are tiom Chi-square tests. (+) and (-) indicate categories that are preferred and 
avoided for nesting accordhg to Bonferroni 95% confidence intexvals. 

Platfonn cover (%\ 
Dbh Tree 
size class species 

Exposed Partly Covered n P 
covered total 

(cm) platfonns 
60-90 Yeilow- Available 26.1 59.6 14.3 203 >O. 10 

cedar 
Nest 18.4 61 -2 20.4 98 

9 1 - 1 20 Yeilow- Avaitable 19.8 61 -9 18.2 176 >O. 1 O 
cedar 

Nest 13.5 63.1 23 -4 244 

91-120 Western Available 70.0 (-) 20.0 10.0 (+) 10 <O.OO 1 
hemlock 

Nest 12.5 43 -8 43 -8 32 

>120 Yellow- Available 24.6 58 17.4 69 >O. 10 
cedar 

Nest 14.1 57.8 28.1 64 

AU Yeiiow- Available 23.4 (0)  60.3 16.3 (+) 448 <O.OO 1 
Classes cedar 

Nest 14.8 61 -8 23.4 406 



Table 21. Element level selectivity for categories of platform epiphyte in nest trees and 
avaiIable trees. P values are tiom Chi square tests. (+) and (-) indicate categories that are 
preferred and avoided for nesting acwrding to Bonfnroni 95% confidence intervals. 

Epiphyte category (%) 
Dbh Tree None Lichen Mossl Moss2 n P 
size class species ilitter total 
(cm) platforrns 
60-90 Yellow- Avaifable 0.5 O. 1 8.0 91.0 202 >O, 10 

cedaf 
Nest 1 .O O 15.0 84.0 98 

91-120 Yeliow- Avdable 1-1 1.1 16.9 80.9 177 >O. 10 
d a r  

Nest O O 16.3 83 -7 239 

91-120 Western Avdable 7.1 64.4 7.1 2 1.4 14 a.00 1 
hernlock 

Nest 9 -4 0 (-1 31.3 60.3 (+) 32 

~ 1 2 0  YeUow- Avaitable 2.9 1.5 35.8 59.7 67 >O. 10 
cedar 

Nesî O 1.6 20.3 78.1 64 

Al1 Yellow- Avdable 1.1 0.9 15.7 82.3 446 >O. 10 
classes cedar 

Nest 0.2 O. 3 16.7 82.8 40 1 



tree edaphic 

Nest access (n=37) 

1-J Availa ble (n=162) 

nparian industrial 

Figure 10. Percentage of gap types used by Marbled Mumelets to access nest sites and 
available within nest plots. 



signifïcantly larger than al1 other gap types (Kniskal Wallis Anova, P=0.002). Within each 

gap type, gaps used to access nests were larger in area than other gaps within nest plots 

(Fig. 11). Nest gaps were signincantly larger for ail types except riparian gaps (Mann- 

Whitney U-tests, P<0.05; Fig. 1 1). 

Patch Level Use and Selectivity 

Marbled Murrelets exhibit selectivity at the patch level for density of trees, number 

of nesting platforms, and the characteristics of these platfonns. Nest patches had 

significantly fewer total trees and fewer trees in the 1 1-40 cm dbh category (Table 22). 

Trees in the 11-40 cm diameter category comprised between 76-82% of all stems. Thus 

the difference in this category accounts for the entire difference in total tree density 

observed between nest and random plots. Selectivity for trees in the 41-60 cm category 

was not observed. However, in diameter categories encompassing the range of observed 

nest tree diameters, 61-90 cm and >90 cm, nest patches had significantly higher densities 

of trees than did random patches (Table 22). Nest patches had fewer large snags than 

random patches, but this difference was not significant. 

Selectivity at the patch level was apparent for nesting platforms. MurreIets selected 

nest patches with higher densities of trees with platforms (Table 23). The strongest 

selectivity occurred for numbers of platfoms which were alrnost 3 tirnes more fiequent in 

nest patches (128.5ha) than in random patches (47.4fha). Differences in platform density 

were also signincant when the nest tree and its platforms were not included in the nest 

plot. This demonstrates that even when selectivity for platforms at the element level is 

accounted for, nest patches have significantly higher densities of platforms. 1 compared 

numbers of platform trees and platforms calculateci fiom yeiiow-cedar trees, the most 

fiequent nest tree species, in the same diameter range as known nest trees (6 1-90 cm). 

Yeliow-cedar trees of this size contniuted 70% of platforms in both nest and random 

plots, and consequently selectivity for these trees and pladorms was highly significant 

(Table 23). 

Selectivity for platform epiphyte cover was apparent at the patch level (x2=36.3, 

df-3, PI0.001; Fig. 12). In nest patches, platfoms with None, Lichennitter and Moss 1 



tree edaphic riparian industrial 

Figure 11. Area (mean f SE) of gaps used by Marbled Murrelets to access nest sites and 
gaps available in nest plots. Signincant differences between nest access and available gaps 
from Mann-Whitney U-tests are rnarked with (P0.05)  and * (PCO.0 1). Sample site is 
shown next to means. 



Table 22. Tree densities by diameter size classes for 34  paired nest and random plots. P 
values are fiom Wilcoxon rank sum tests. 

Number of stemsha 
Dbh Nest plot Random plot P 
size class (cm) Mean f SE Mean 4 SE 
1 1-40 521.2 3 1 . 1  694.6 46.4 <O.O 1 

AU live trees 684.9 33.7 850.2 44.4 <O.O 1 



Table 23. Numbers of platforms and platfonn trees for 34 paired nest and randorn plots. P 
values are fiom Wicoxon rank sum tests. 

Including Tree Nest plot Random plot P 
nest trees species Mean f: SE Mean +- SE 
Yes AU Platform trees/ha 32.1 3.6 18.4 2.6 <O.O 1 

Yes AU Platforms/ha 128.5 14.3 47.4 8.7 (0.00 1 

Yes Yellow- Platforrn treesha 20.9 2.0 11.2 2.0 <O.O 1 
cedar 

Yes Yellow- Platfoms/ha 101.5 11.7 33.7 7.1 0.00 1 
cedar 

No All Platforrn treesha 27.0 3.6 18.4 2.6 0.03 



Nest plots 

1-1 Random plots 

none lichennitter mossl 

Platfom epiphyte category 

Figure 12. Percentage of 4 epiphyte cover categories for platforms in nest plots (n=34) 
and random plots (n= 34 ). hdicates categories signiacantly dxerent (P<0.05, 
Bonferroni confidence intervais). 



epiphyte categories occurred less fkquently than expected (Pc0.05, Fig. 12). Platforms 

with Moss2 epiphyte category were found at nest plots in proportion to their availability 

(Fig. 12). 1 did not detect selectivity for platform cover at the patch level. Platform 

epiphyte cover categones occurred with similar 6equency at nest and random plots 

(~"1.6, d e 2 ,  P=0.44). 

At the patch level, 1 found no evidence of selection for size or types of gaps. Nest 

plots had a greater total gap area than random plots, but this difTerence was not significant 

(Table 24). The fiequencies of 4 gap types were sirnilar in nest and random plots (XI= 6.4, 

de3 ,  P=O. 17). The size distribution of canopy gaps did not differ between nest and 

random plots (Kolmogorv-Srnirnov maximum difrence =0.09, P = O S  1). Nest plots had 

slightly steeper dopes than random plots but the dinerence was not significant (Table 24). 

Nest and random plots did not difFer in relative fiequency of aspect categories (four 90 O 

categories (x2=3.9, df-3, P=0,26). 

There were no daerences in the fiequency of vegetation site associations used by 

nesting Marbled Murrelets compared to those avaiîable in random plots (Table 25). Site 

associations 0 1, 09 and 07 comprised 79.2% of nest plots (44.1%, 20.6% and 14.7%, 

respectively). Site associations 09,Ol and 03 were the three most cornmon at random 

vegetation plots (3 5.3%, 26.5% a d  14.7%, respectively). 

Characteristics of Nest Trees and Stands 

Nest trees of Marbled Murrelets in the Bunster Range were approximately half the  

dbh and height of other nest trees in B.C. and Washington, Oregon and California VNW) 
and were more s M a r  in size to nest trees in Alaska (Table 26). The height and diameter 

of nest branches were intermediate between nests in Alaska and nests from the U. S. 

Pacific Northwest. Nest sites in my study were located much closer to the tree trunk than 

nests in other regions. Nest trees in my study ranged tiom 688- 1260 m in elevation. Most 

murrelet nest trees have been in lower elevation habitats (Table 26). Sizes of nest stands 

ranged fiorn 2-566 ha and nest trees were located between 0-503 m fiom forest edges in 

my study area. 

Forest cover classification was determined for nest stands fiom 1 :20 000 forest 



Table 24. Slope and total gap area at nest plots and random plots. P values are from 
Wilcoxon rank sum tests. 

Nest plot Randorn plot P n 
Mean f SE Mean f SE 

Slope (") 23.5 2.6 19.9 2.6 ns 31 
Totalgaparea(m2) 564 54.0 473 51 ns 29 

Table 25. Percentage of nest tras and plots in BEC site associations. Random and nest 
plots were paired. Random plots were not obtained for 3 of the nest trees. 

No. Nest trees Random plots % Nest plots % 
BEC variant Site association n=3 7 n=34 n=34 
CWHvm2 01 HwBa-Bluebem 16 26.5 44.1 - 
CWHvmî 03 HwCw-Sald 3 14.7 5.9 
CWHvmî 05 BaCw-Foamflower 2 0.0 5.9 
CWHvm2 06 HwBa-Deer fem 1 8.8 2.9 
CWHvm2 07 BaCw-Salmonbeny 5 11.8 14.7 
CWHvm2 09 CwYc-Goldthread 7 35.3 20.6 
CWHvmî 1 1 CwSs-Skunk Cabbage 2 2.9 5.8 
MHmrnI 04 HmBa-Bramble 1 - - 



Table 26. Tree and patch chacteristics for Marbled Murrelet nests on the Sunshine Coast 
(my study) and fiom published data for nests in Alaska (Nadund et al. 1995), other areas 
in B.C., and the Pacific Northwest (PNW) (Hamer and Nelson 1995b). 

Nest patches n 

Elevation (m) 

Stand size (ha) 

Distance to edge (m) 

Tree density (/ha) 

Platform density (ha) 

Platform tree density 
(W 

Canopy closure (Yo) 

Variable Sunshine Alaska Other PNW" 
Coast B.C. 

32 14 9 45 

-ge 35-95 
Nest trees n 52 14 9 45 

Dbh (cm) -*SE 100 f 3 6 3 5 1 8  212-t.84 211+91 
-ge 60-153 

Height (m) mean SE 28 f 1 23 + 4  58f 15 66 t 13 
-ge 17-45 

Platfomdnest tree mean * SE 9 k 1 7 + 1  
-g= 1-30 

Nest sites n 62 14 9 47 
Nest height (m) mean * SE 20 i 1 13 k 2  33 4 8  45 + 13 

-ge 12-30 
Nest branch diameter mean * SE 25 i 1 15+5  3 2 k 9  32k 1 1  

(cm) mge 11-62 
Cover above nest (%) - * SE 75 j 2 89 2 5 85 f 20 

-Se 30-100 
Distance fiom nest to mean * SE 8 k 2 62 4 66 134 I1: 122 89 + 132 

trunk (cm) me 0-90 
A PNW refers to  nest sites in British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and California. 
'Canopy closure estirnated as: 1W! minus mean % gap. 
2Canopy closure = visual estimate. 



cover maps (Table 27). Nests were located in stands with height classes 3 (L9.5-28.4 m, 

13.5%), 4 (28.5-37.4 m, 80.7./0), and 5 (37.5-46.4 m, 5.8%). Canopy closure ratings for 

nest stands ranged f h m  4 (3645% closed) to 8 (7685% closed). Site index, or the 

potential height of 50-yr old trees growing on the site ranged fiom 9 - 19 m for nest 

stands. Murrelets nested in both the CWHvm2 (5 1 nests) and MHmm 1 (1 nest) variants. 

Nests in the CWHvm2 were found in 7 site associations. Most nests were in the 

CWHvmî-O 1, vm2-09 and Mn247 site associations (Table 25). 

Thkty-one nest tr- were in clusters associateci with 1 -2 other nest trees (Table 

28). Four clusters were located in 1997 d u ~ g  cümbing plots conducted as part of a B.C. 

Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks inventory (Manley 1998). Nest density at these 

sites ranged fiom 1.3-4.2 nestslha. These sites were the highest nest density of the plots 

clirnbed in that study and average density for PU plots was much lower (0.3 -0.7 nestsha; 

Manley 1998). Nest density for other nest clusters was not measured because a fixed area 

was not systematicaiiy searched for nests. At these sites the distance between nests is 

reported as an index of their density. For PU clusters except two, it was not possible to 

detennine ifnests were active at the same tirne. Nest 47 and 48 both fledged chicks in 

1997 and were active the same season. Nest 5 and 1 1 were both in the incubation stage on 

May 13, 1996, and were the two closest nests documented in my study. 

Discussion 

Murrelets exhibit selectivity for habitat characteristics at microsite, element and 

patch levels. The most basic need of nesting murrelets is a platforni within the tree crown 

that is large enough to support an adult, its egg, and chick. Murrelets require this structure 

because unlike other forest nesting species they do not construct a nest or use cavities. 1 

expected the availability md quaiity of nest sites to dominate habitat selection by Marbled 

Murreiets, because uniïke typid forest-dwelling bùds, murrelets are seabirds and use 

forest habitats only for nesting. Factors iduencing the size of platform, epiphyte 

substrate, protective wver and rccess at nest sites may be important at specific scales of 

habitat seledon. Because f d m g  ocairs exclusively in aquatic areas, the relationship 

between marine areas and nesting habitat will influence habitat selection but most likely at 



Table 27. Forest cover classification of 20 stands containhg 5 1 * Marbled Murrelet nest 
trees on the Sunshine Coast. 

Polygon No. of Height classi Canopy Site Contiguous 
number nest t rees  closure class2 index3 forest area4 
87 2 4 8 13 565.6 

672 1 4 5 12 2.0 
*Nest 4 was located in TFL 39 where forest cover data is produced in a diEerent format. 
The forest wver code for this stand was M 405 HB-448 which indicates a mature stand of 
hemlock and Pacific silver fir, with a volume of  448 m'/ha. 

1 canopy height class 3 (19.5-28.4 m), 4 (28.5-37.4 m), 5 (37.5-46.4 m) 
2 canopy closure clas 4 (36-45%), 5 (46-55%), 6 (56-65%), 7 (66-75%), 8 (76-85%) 
projected height (m) of 50-year old trees 
forest area determined at t h e  nest was discovered, subsequent modifications are noted 
current area 24.1 ha for 3 nests 
current area O for 2 nests, 2 10 ha for 1 nest 
' current area O ha 
current area O ha for 1 nest, 126 ha for 1 nest 



Tabie 28. Distance ôetween Marbled Murrelet nests found in clusters of 2 or more nest 
sites. Nest density data is f?om (Manley 1998). Nest density for other nest clusters was not 
measured because a fixed ana was not systematidy searched for nests. 

Nest clusters Distance between Nest density 
nest trees (m) (nestsnia) 

NlSabc, N34ab, N37 4.2 
15-34 102 
34-37 44 
37-15 112 

N41, N42, N43 4.2 
41-42 51 
4243 46 

N3 Zab, N33ab -100 
l nests both active and incubating at same tirne 
both nests fledged a chick in 1997 



the landscape scaie. Choice of nest site infiuences fitness through its elTects on 

reproductive success and adult suMval (Martin 1992). Predation at nest sites is a major 

facîor influencing reproductive success of Marbled Murrelets (Chapter 1, Nelson and 

Hamer 1995a). Also, there is evidence that predation at nests can influence adult survival. 

Predation of adults at nests by hawks and ravens has been documented (Singer et ai. 199 1, 

Marks and Naslund 1994). Murrelet nesting behaviour and plumages show adaptations to 

predator avoidance suggesting that nest predation has been a strong selective pressure 

influencing the behaviour and nest site selection of Marbled Murrelets (Nelson and Hamer 

1995a). 

Microsite selectivity strongly reflects the murrelets' need for a suitable platform 

structure on which to nest. Element and patch level selectivity provides insights into 

structural characteristics of the trees and forests that provide these platforms. Nest trees 

and patches may also influence the quality of the nest microsite and their structure may be 

important for predator avoidance and access of murrelets to nests. 

Microsite Level Use and Selection 

The Marbled Mumelet's requirement for a nesting p l a h  of suitable size was 

demonstrated by significant results of microsite selection. In the nest trees that 1 sampled, 

murrelets selected h b s  larger in diarneter and with a greater platform area than available 

limbs. Murrelets also preférred h b s  with overhead cover and avoided limbs with bare or 

thin moss substrate. 

The use of large diameter limbs for nesting platforms occurs consistently 

throughout the murrelets' range in North America. Nest limbs have similar average 

diameters in al1 regions with the exception of Aiaska (Table 26). The minimum diameter 

for nest limbs is approximately 10-12 cm (Hamer and Nelson 1995b). The substrate 

available on the limb infiuences the size of lirnb requûed. Smaii limbs supporting heavy 

moss growth (typid of nests in Alaska) can provide a large enough surface for nesting 

(Naslund et al. 1995). Litter would not colect on limbs until they are large and have a 

relatively flat surface. Nest branches with litter used as a nesting substrate would probably 

be much larger than branches with moss substrate. 1 did not detect selectivity for either the 



height of limbs or moss depth on limbs (measured as a conthuous variable). Nest sites of 

murrelets are usuaily Iocated within the lower 2/3 of the tree crown (average 54%-78% of 

nest tree height). The position ofnests within the lower Y3 of the tree crown rnay reflect 

that larger h b s  u d y  occur lower in the crown, locations higher in the nest tree rnay be 

more exposed, or that Limbs lower in the crown mny be easier to access from below. Also 

branch and tmnk movement during wind would be grealy diminished in the lower 

portions of trees. In tenns of absolute nest height, nest sites have ranged fiom 10 m above 

ground in Alaska to 73 m in Oregon (Hamer and Nelson 1995b, Table 26). 

1 did not detect ciifferences in the orientation of nest and available platforms. 

Although limbs with southedy orientations rnay provide a warmer microclimate for eggs 

and nesthgs, moss on h b s  rnay be deeper in notthedy aspects. Exposure to direct Sun 

rnay be stressfil for murrelets. 1 have observecl chicks and adults panting at nests exposed 

to direct sunlight. Other fmors such as nest access rnay affect the choice of iimbs used by 

murrelets. Nest h b s  are associated with canopy gaps and this facilitates access to the 

nest. In my study area, mumlets dways approached nests fkom downhill. Therefore both 

the aspect of the patch and the positioning of canopy gaps within the patch rnay affect the 

choice of nest limbs. 

Overhead cover at nest lirnbs is an important variable affecthg the selection of nest 

sites. Exposed platforms were avoided and ody 1 of62 nest sites was on an exposed 

platform. Platfoms with >î/3 overhead cover were preferred. Nest sites in the Bunster 

Range have an average of 75% overhead cover (Table 26). Nest sites in other rcgions 

have on average 79 to W ?  cover (Hamer and Nelson 1995a). Overhead cover at nest 

sites is thought to hide nests fiom predaton, and reduce predator search efficiency. Nelson 

and Harner (1995a) reported that successfiil nest sites had greater overhead cover (89% 

cover) than predated nest sites (69?? cover). Preference for covered platforms by 

murreiets likely reflects the higher quality and potential benefits to fitness of a well 

concealed nest site. Overhead cover at nest sites rnay also provide protection fiom 

inclernent weather and shade fkom direct sunlight. 

Epiphyte substrate influenced selectivity at the microsite level. Platforms with no 

substrate and those with thin moss cover were avoided. Lichenditter covered platforms 



were preferred, but this prefamce resulted from a high percentage use (2 of 4) of this 

uncornmon platform type. The rnajority of nest sites and available platforms had thick 

moss substrate. Moss substrate may have several beneficial fùnctions to nesting murrelets. 

Moss may provide a suitable microclimate for incubating eggs and young clicks. There 

may be insulative benefits of nesting in moss especially when nesting begins early and in 

cold damp environrnents at hi& elevations and latitudes (Naslund et al. 1995). Moss may 

also conthe the egg and chick ôetter than other substrates. A deeper nest cup can be made 

within thick moss that would prevent an egg ftom rollhg and help confine a young chick. 

Moss is also important ôecause it increases the platform area available on a branch (see 

above). The use of Lichen/litter covered platforms appears to be associated with tree 

species. Data fiom the Bunster Range show that western and mountain hedock trees in 

this region have fewer moss covered platforms than yellow-cedar (Chapter 3). In my 

study, both instances of murrelets nesting on Lichedlitter covered platforms occurred in 

western and mountain hemlock trees. 

Element Level Use and Selection 

Selectivity analyses at the element level revealed several dzerences between nest 

trees and other trees with pladerms in nest plots (referred to as available trees). Murrelet 

nest trees were larger in diameter than available trees. Nest trees in the Bunster Range 

averaged 99.6 cm in diameter and were amongst the largest diameter trees present in the 

plots. These nest trees are larger than nest trees in Alaska but smailer than the average of 

21 1 cm dbh reported for nest trees in the Pacitic Northwest (Table 26, Hamer and Nelson 

1995a). These dserences indicate that the diameter of a suitable nest tree varies 

regionaily. DSerences in the growth of trees and epiphytes result in trees developing 

suitable platforms at difrent  diameters in diierent regions. Within each region, nest trees 

are amongst the largest and oldest trees available. Because of these differences it is 

important that habitat managers use local information to identify nesting habitat for 

murrelets. For example, prior to my study, nest trees describecl in B.C. were on average 

212 cm dbh based on a sample of low elevation nest trees (Nelson and Hamer 1995a). If 

high elevation areas like the Bunster Range were evaluated based on these data, most of 



the trees would appear to be too small for nesting. The use of large diameter trees results 

fiom a strong correlation between tree diameter and platform availabiiity (Naslund et al. 

1995; Hamer 1995; Chapter 3). These relationships Wcely vary among regions. 

The number of pladorms in a tree yielded highly s i w c a n t  selection at the element 

level. Nest trees have more potentiai platFonns than do available trees and this result is 

consistent within diameter categones. The number ofplatfom is an important 

characteristic of nest sites aithough few studies have presented data on the number of 

platfonns in nest trees. Nest trees in Prince Wüüam Sound (Alaska) had an average of 7 

platfonns per tree (Naslund et al. 1995, Table 26)- The Alaska study also documented that 

nest trees have more platforms than other canopy trees around the nest (Naslund et al. 

1995). Murrelets may d e c t  nest trees with greata numbers of platforms because trees 

with more platfonns are more iikely to have some high quality nest platforms (Le., those 

large enough and with sufncient cover). An alternative explanation is that trees with 

multiple potential nest sites dimïnish the search efforts of predators. The multiple nest site 

hypothesis proposes that by nesting in areas with large numbers of potential nest sites, 

predators have to search more places to locate nests (Martin and Roper 1988). These 

ideas are d i s c u d  fiirther when 1 examine selectivity for platform availability across 

spatial d e s .  

Tree height is not correlated with the availability of nest sites and shows minor 

differences between nest trees and available trees. Many nest trees have dead or broken 

tops and are old, hence height is not a strong predictor of platforms. 

Selectivity for tree species was not apparent at the element level. The high use of 

yeilow-cedar trees for nesting may simply reflect that this species is the primary provider 

of platforms in the study area. Murrelets have been doaimenteci nesting in 7 tree species 

throughout North Amenca (Hamer and Nelson 1995a). The potential of each tree species 

for nesting likely shows regional differences. 

Platforrn characteristics were selected at the element level but selectivity was not 

as strong as that observeci at the microsite level. Selection for cover above platforms was 

signifiant for western hemlock nest trees and for atl yellow-cedar nest trees but not for 

separate diameter classes of yeilow-cedar trees. Preference for epiphytes on platfonns was 



only detected for western hemlock nest trees. The slight ditFerences in proportions for the 

diameter classes of yeliow-cedar were not significant until ail were combined in one 

sample. Western hernlock trees on the other hand had significant results with a small 

sample. 1 think that this r e d t s  fiom the higher variability in the characteristics of western 

hemlock platfonns. Because western hemlock platforms are l e s  fiequent in preferred 

categories (mossy or covered), selection for these categories is more pronounced. 

G4= 
Murrelets selected nest trees located next to larger than average canopy gaps. Use 

of canopy gaps by murrelets to access nests bas been observed at most nest sites (Manley 

and Kelson 1995, Naslund et ai. 1995, Nelson and Peck 1995, Singer et al. 1995). 

Murrelets use these canopy openings to approach their nest firom below nest height and 

make a stall landing. Birds not using a d l  landing have been obsewed crashing into 

foliage and aborting landmg attempts (Nelson and Peck 1995). No other studies of 

Marbled Murrelets have evaluated the use and availabiity of canopy openings in a scale 

dependent fiamework. Concem that rnurrelet use of openings results fiom a bias towards 

obsewing birds in more open areas has been expressed (Nelson and Peck 1995). In my 

sample, 7 nests were located on clearcut edges, and were probably easier to find using 

visual surveys than ne- located within the forest. The preference for industrial gaps that 1 

observed may be a result of nests being easier to locate in these gaps. However, even wit h 

these nests excluded, nest access gaps of aU natural types are significantly larger than a 

random sample of available gaps. Murrelets rnay nest in trees adjacent to industrial gaps 

because they are large openings and provide eaq access. Evidence fiom my study area 

and elsewhere in North America indicates that nest fdure fiom predation is higher for 

nests within 50-100 m of edges (Manley and Nelson 1999, Nelson and Haxner 1995a). 

Because nests on edges may be easier to locate, nest searches in 1997 were structured ir. 

paired edge and interior plots (Manley 1997). The nest sites located in this manner were 

on average firther fiom edges but were simildy associateci with canopy gaps (Manley 

i 998). 

Relationships between the nest site, nest tme, nest access gap, and nest patch 



involve the consideration of several factors. For a canopy gap to be used, it must be 

positioned such thrt it aliows birds access to the nest branch, and this wiii depend on the 

location of foliage surrounding the nest branch, especidy fiom below. Murrelets in the 

Bunster Range have been o b s e ~ e d  approaching nests only fiom downhill. On steep 

slopes, it may be diiijcult to approach below nest height from the uphill side. Therefore the 

dope of the surrounding patch may influence which canopy gaps and nest branches can be 

used. Further analysis of the flight and landing routes of murrelets may offer some insight 

into the importance of access to the suitability of nest sites. For example, murrelets nest in 

trees ranging fiom 20-90 m in heïght. If birds need to approach the nest branch fkom at 

least 10 m below in orda to di, then 1 predict that canopy openings might be more 

crucial for murre1ets in forests with low canopy heights. In taiier forests, the gaps used 

may ocair in dinerent forest strata (e-g., between dominant and CO-dominant strata). 

Obsewations of nesting behaviour indicate that murrelets may approach even very high 

nests (42 m) by swooping as 1ow as 2 m above the ground (Manley and Kelson 1995). The 

degree that murrelet access to nests is constrained by flight behaviour is not known, but 

my data indicate that it is a factor in selection of nesting habitat. 

Canopy gaps are characteristic of coastal old-growth forests (Lertzman et al. 

1996, Wells et al. 1998), but are generally not included in descriptions of forest stands. 

Gaps are a product of stand dynamics and contribute to the structural complexity of 

forests. Canopy gaps in habitat transitional between CWHvm2 and MHmm1 had a median 

size of 41 m2 and resulted from the rnortality of on average 3 canopy trees (Lertzman and 

Krebs 1991). Although campy gaps are not generaliy measured in assessments of forest 

stands, they appear to play an important role for access to nests by Marbled Murrelets. 

Patch Level Use and Sdection and Com~arisons Amonn Scdes 

Platform availabüity was the most striking and consistent difference between nest 

patches and random patches. Large numbers of platforms were preferred strongly at both 

the elernent and patch level. Nest patches had significantly more platfoms even when nest 

trees were excluded from the nest patch (i-e., even when element level selectivity was 

accounted for). 1 have considered thra explanations for why murrelets would choose to 



nest in both trees and patches with a high density ofplatforms. It is possible that mumelets 

chose areas with a high density of platfom because within these areas they are more 

likely to find a platforni with the right combination of characteristics for a superior nest 

site. Murrelets need to find a pla~orm that has ovethead cover, a suitable substrate, that is 

large enough and that is accessible. Given the suite of characteristics that murrelets prefer, 

it follows that they may n d  to loute themselves in a patch with lots of potential 

pladorms to chwse fiorn. This rnay be partiailady important if murrelets retum to breed 

in the sarne nest tree or stand for fùture nesting attempts (Chapter 1). 

An alternative explmation cornes from the multiple nest site hypothesis (Martin 

and Roper 1988) which proposes that bids d u c e  th& nsk of predation when they nest 

in an a r a  with many potentiai nesting locations. These additional nest locations reduce the 

searchg efficiency of avian predators, in particular corvids. 1 examined this hypothesis 

with nest sites in the Bunster range and found that successfùi nests had more platforms in 

the nest tree and the nest patch than did failed nests, but the Merence was not significant 

(I. Manley unpub. data). A larger sample must be obtained before this hypothesis can be 

rejected. Whatever the underlying cause for the importance of nesting in areas of high 

platforrn density, it is clear that management strategies for murrelet habitat will need to 

focus on providing suitable pla~orm densities at all spatial scales. 

Canopy gqs  a d  tree &m?y 

Canopy gaps and tree density are complementary representations of the 

degree of opening or closure in forests. Selection by murrelets for both openings and 

cover at diEerent scales is key to understanding how murrelets meet their need for both 

access and protective cover at nest sites (Table 29). The importance of protective cover at 

the nest site is expressed clearly at the microsite level. At the element level, cover is 

compromised by the need for access to the nest. However, the requirement for a large 

canopy gap at the element level did not increase the total opening of the nest patch (Table 

24). It appears that murrelets maintain cover in the nest patch through dserentiai 

selection of tree density. Nest patches have a Iowa density of trees in the 1 1- 40 cm 

diameter class, which also results in a Iower total tree density at nest sites. But, nest 



Table 29. Cornparison of elernent and patch level selectivity for tree diameter and platform 
availability on the Sunshine Coast, B.C. 

Attribute Element level Patch level 
n=38 nest trees n=34 nest patches 

Tree diameter 
11-40 cm 
41-60 
61-90 cm 

>91 cm 

> at nest trees 
Less at nest patches 

More at nest patches 
More at nest patches 

Number of > at nest trees > at nest patches 
pl atforms 
Gap area > at nest trees No ditFerence 

Gap m e  
Industrial Prefened 
Tree 
Riparian 
Edaohic 



patches also have a higher density of large diameter trees 61-90 and >90 cm in diameter. 1 

propose that mumelets achiwe access to nests by selecting patches with fewer small trees, 

but cover at the nest patch is not comprornised because they select nest patches with a 

higher density of large trees. This compensation may ocair as a result or their selectivity 

for a high density of pladonns in nest patches, which correlates with a high density of 

large diameter trees. Small sale variance in foresi characteristics may be an important 

feature of nesting habitat for Marbled Mwrelets because it ensures juxtaposition of habitat 

elements which occur because of different and sometirnes conflicting forest processes. 

This juxtaposition of large trees and canopy gaps and variance in tree and gap sizes 

enhances the likelihood of suitable nesting opportunities for Marbled Murrelets. 

Patch level selectivity has been examineci in one study of 10 nest trees in Oregon (Grenier 

and Nelson 1995). In their study, there wu lower canopy ciosure at nest patches 

and lower density of large diameter trees at nest plots thon at random locations. This 

contrasts with the results of my study. Relatively few studies of murrelet habitat measure 

the size and number of canopy gaps. The use of dinerent techniques to estimate overall 

canopy closure in a plot, may obscure the importance of individual gaps. In my study 

selection for canopy openings was only apparent at the element level. 

Ovethead cover 

Selection for overhead cover at platforms was highly signifiant at the microsite 

level, significant for 2 tree categories at the element level and not significant at the patch 

level (Table 30). The decreasing significance of this variable with increasing scale indicates 

that cover above platforms is specific to nest sites and does not drive habitat selection at 

the patch level. Murrelets select patches based on numben of platforms, then select a nest 

tree based on pladorm numbers and accessibility, and then, within this tree, they select a 

platform that has specific characteristics such as overhead cover. 

Epiphyte substrate 

Epiphyte substrate on platforms was selected for at al1 scales, but the preferred 

categories preferred varied with scale (Table 3 1). Bore platforms were avoided at al1 levels 



Table 30. Cornparison of microsite, element and patch level selectivity for cover above 
platfonns on the Sunshine Coast, B.C. WHwestem hedock, YCyeUow-cedar. 

Microsite Element level f atch level 
52 nest trees, 61 nests 38 nest trees 34 nest trees 
n=6 1 nest platforms n=438 platforms in nest n=829 platforms in 
n=386 unused platforms trees nest plots 

in nest trees n=458 platforms in nest n=324 platforms in 
plots random plots 

Platform 
cover 
Exposed Avoided Avoided 

(WH 91-120 dbh, 
all YC) 

Partly 

Covered Preferred Preferred 
(WH91420 cmdbh, 
all YC) 



Table 3 1. Cornparison of microsite, elment and patch level selectivity for epiphyte 
substrate on pladorms on the Sunshine Coast, B.C. WH=western hemlock. YC=yellow- 
cedar. 

Microsite level Element level Patch level 
52  nest trees, 61 nests 38 nest trees 34 nest trees 
n=6 1 nest plat6orms 11438 pIatformf. in nest n=829 platforrns in 
n=386 unused trees nest plots 

platforma in nest 11-458 pladonns in nest n=324 platforms in 
PIatfonn trees plots random plots 
epiphyte 
substrate 
B are Avoided Avoided 

Lichenfitter Preferred Avoided Avoided 
(WH 91-120 CIII dbh) 

Moss 1 Avoided Avoided 

Moss2 Prefmed 
(WH 91-120 CIYI dbh) 



of selectivity. Lichdt te r  wvered platforms were preferred at the microsite level (for 

western hedock) but avoided at the elexnent and patch levels. The preference for 

Lichedtter covered platforms is based on a very small sarnple size and rnay reflect merely 

that only large platforms can coUect Iitter. My results suggest that murrelets select patches 

and trees with a high proportion of mossy platforms and low proportions of bare, 

Lichedlitter covered platforms. They then preferred to nest on Lichenfitter covered 

platforms within these nest trees. However, the use of litter covered platforms was rare so 

their importance should not ovemde the fact that most murrelets nested on platforms wit h 

deep moss. What is important, is that platforms require some type of subçtrate to make 

them suitable for nesting. Bare platfonns and platforms with thin moss were consistently 

avoided across habitat selection scales. Evaluations of habitat suitability for murrelets must 

include the availability of suitable substrates on platforms. 

Characteristics of Nest Stands 

Murrelet use of high elevation old-growth stands that I observed in the Bunster 

Range has not been documented elsewhere in the murrelet's range. Other studies have 

indicated that in unlogged areas, low elevation habitats have higher murrelet activity and 

greater habitat suitability (Rodway et ai. 1993% Ralph et al. 1995). Because my research 

occurred in a hi& modined landscape it is difncult to detennine how habitat use and 

preference may have changed as a result of these modifications. The relative suitability of 

high and low elevation habitats may Vary throughout the murrelet's range. The suitability 

of my study area is largely due to the presence of large diameter yeilow-cedar trees. Other 

high elevation habitats, outside of the southem mainland coast of B.C. may not have the 

trees and structures that murrelets require for nesting. Inventory is required to verie if 

these forests have capabiiity as murrelet habitat. in the meanthe, hi&-elevation old 

growth should not be excludeci fiom the inventory of suitable murrelet habitat. 

Characteristics of nest stands, in part, reflect the availability of habitat within the 

study area. These data are presented to show the range of forest characteristics that 

murrelets nest in on the Sunshine Coast and should not be interpreted as preferred 

habitats. Several stand characteristics of my nest sarnple have not been included in 



definitions of suitable habitat used in recent management plans (e-g., Identified Wildlife 

Management Strategy d d ) .  For example, suitable habitat is dehed as height class 5 in 

CWH and height class 4 in MH (IWMS d d ) .  These characteristics are used to help 

identify stands with larger trees but ifapplied to my sunple would exclude 49 of 52 nest 

trees. Recornmendations that are p M  to highlight particular features should be careful 

not to exclude potential habitats. Murrelets use and nest in a wide variety of old-growth 

habitats that meet their structural requirements throughout their range. This variation is 

kely to increase aa more areas on the B.C. coast are inventoried. 

Most dcid species nest at hi@ dentities in offshore colonies (DeSanto and Nelson 

1995), but exceptions oecur in 4 species. Pigeon Guillemots (Cepphs cohmba) nest in 

associations ranging fiom isolated pairs to srnail-medium sized colonies (Ewins 1993). 

Craveri's Murrelet (Sjmthiiboramphus crauen) is thought to nest in loose aggregations 

(Desant O and Nelson 1 995). Kittlitz' s Murrelet (Brachjvamnphus brevirostris) is closel y 

related to Marbled Munelets and is thought to be a true solitary nester Freisen et al. 

1996, Naslund et al. 1994). Marbled Murrelets have been considered solitary nesters or 

loosely colonial, however there is little evidence of the degree of nest aggregation. 

Concurrently active nests have been found within 30 and 100 m of each other (Hamer and 

Cummins 199 1, DeSanto and Nelson 1995). Marbled Murrelet nest sites in my study 

showed a high degree of aggregation. Fifty-two percent of the nest sites in my study were 

associated with at least one other nest tree within 100 m. The degree of clustering may be 

much higher if plots of 50 to 100 m radius were searched around nests systematically. For 

the majority of nest clusters, 1 did not have direct evidence that nests were active at the 

same tirne. Nest clusters may also represent multiple nesting attempts within the sarne 

stand by a breeding pair and indicate fidelity to a nest patch instead of a nest tree or 

platform. Two pairs of nests within 38 and 50 m ofeach other were active at the same 

time and wuld indicate nest aggrgation. Long term observations of these nest clusters 

would provide evidence to distinguish stand fidelity from semi-colonial nesting. 

There are few pubiished estimates of Marbled Murrelet nesting density. Nests in 

my study area appear to be at higher densities based on the numbers of nests located, but 

there is little data avaiiable for cornparison. Rodway and Regehr (1 99842) estimated that 



the best valley bottom habitat in the Ursus Vdey (Clayoquot Sound) had a nesting density 

of less than 0.3 nests /ha. Maximum nest densities of 4.2 nestd ha were documented in my 

study. 

High nest density, c l u s t e ~ g  of nests and re-use of nest sitedstands (Chapter 1) are 

all possible indicaton that habitat and specifically nest sites are limiting in the Bunster 

Range. Marbled Murrelets selezted for specific features of nest microhabitat, nest trees 

and nest patches. Nest sites with these s p d c  combinations of features may be liMted 

even in a relatively large forested area. Habitat loss wouid increase the rarity of suitable 

nest sites, increase the density of buds in rernaining habitat, and increase the cornpetition 

for remaining nest sites. At this time there is insufficient idonnation on the density of 

murrelet nests, how density changes with habitat availability, and how this a f k c t s  

population viability to conclude thpt habitat is limiting. On the other hand, 1 can not reject 

this hypothesis either. Nesting density of murrelets should be investigated at dinerent 

amounts of habitat availabiiity to understand how availability of habitat influences murrelet 

popuIations and habitat selection. 

Conclusion 

Marbled Murrelets selected for stnictural characteristics of their nesting habitat at 

each spatial scale. Murrelets selected large diameter h b s  with epiphytes and cover above 

the branch at a microsite scale. Nea trees used by murrelets were larger in diameter and 

had more potential nesting pladorms than did available trees. Murrelets selected nest trees 

adjacent to canopy gaps, and they used these gaps to approach their nests from below. 

Nest patches used by murrelets had higher densities of large diarneter trees, higher 

densities of platforms, and a higher proportion of pla~orms with moss pads. Nest patches 

had lower densities of small diameter (10-39 cm) trees than avdable patches. At al1 

scales, selectivity was expressed most strongly for the availabiiity of platforms, which are a 

basic structural requirement of nesting mumlets. 

Most studies of habitat selection by Marbled Murrelets have focused on landscape 

and stand sales using inland pdivity &ta. By examining selectivity at smaller scales, 

which are congruent with structural nesting requirements, the biological bais of select ivi ty 



at larger scales is rcvded. For example, sdectivity for features strongIy linked to the nest 

site, such as overhead cover, were most strongly e x p r d  at the micro-site and element 

levels. A multi-scale approach also shows how animais resolve confîicting requirements 

such as the murrelets' need for both cover and access at nests. 

Habitat managers need to h w  the habitat requirements of Marbled Murrelets to 

develop forest management sbategies. For these strategies, information on both coarse 

and fine levels of habitat selection identifia nesting habitat requirements which should be 

satisfied at ail scales and those which can be satisfied at specific scales. 



Chrpter 3. Use and Suitability of Forests for Marbled Murrelets 

Introduction 

Most studies of nesting Marbled Murrelets attempt to identiQ habitat 

characteristics that distinguish nesting habitat fiom non-nesting habitat or that are related 

to activity of murrelets. Researchers and managers hope to apply this information: 1) to 

identifi important habitats; 2) to decrease the number of habitat variables needed to 

evaluate habitat suitability; or 3) to find habitat variables that can be easil y assessed. 

Most research on habitat of murrelets has focused on surveys of murrelet activity because 

nest sites are difficult to locate. if habitat analyses based on activity produce similar 

results similar to those based on nest sites, then conclusions about habitat use could be 

in ferred fiom activity. 

In B.C., rnany studies of murrelet habitat have occurreâ in old-growth landscapes 

on Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands that have not been modified greatly 

by logging (Rdway et al. 1991, 1993% 1993b, Savard and Lemon 1994, Burger 1995b). 

Activity of murrelets was greatest in low elevation spruce hemlock forests on the Queen 

Charlotte Islands (Rodway et al. 1993b). These results may not apply to the Sunshine 

Coast, where murrelet habitat is mostly at high elevation and consists of forests with 

shorter and smaller diameter trees (Chapter 2). Other studies report that high activity is 

positively associated with the nurnber of large diameter trees, potential platforms and 

mossy platforms, but have been unable to discriminate differences in murrelet activity 

among forest types at the variant or site association level (Burger 1995b). 

The goal of this chapter is to identify habitat characteristics associated with 

habitat use and activity by murrelets at inland locations. 1 expect murrelet activity at the 

stand level will refiect the strong selectivity for platforms that was expressed by 

murrelets at the microsite, element and patch levels (Chapter 2). Habitat selection can be 

seen as a bottom up process whereby many features selected at the finest scales are also 

selected at coarser scales (Weir and Harestad 1997). However, other features selected at 

coarse scales are not necessarily expressed at finer scales. 1 use platform density as a 

measure of habitat suitability for Marbled Murrelets. 1 then describe differences in habitat 

suitabilîty that occur among Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification unit s (variants and 

% 



site associations), elevations, and tree species. Ifthe availability of nesting structures 

varies wnsistently arnong these basic criteria then they could be used to predict habitat 

suitability. Variants and site associations could be identified and used to manage forests 

for habitat of Marbled Munelets. 

Methods 

Study Area 

Activity of MarbIed Murretets was surveyed at 144 sites in the Sunshine Coast 

Forest District between 1995-1997. Data in this chapter corne nom 3 years of surveys 

conducted by the SFU Marbled Murrelet Research Project (1 995, 1996) and B.C.Ministry 

of Environment/ B.C.C.F. Marbled Murrelet Inventory Prograrn (1997). Survey methods 

were the same during the 3 years, but each year, locations were chosen ta address 

different objectives. The choice of study locations for each year is explained below. 

Murrelet surveys were conducted in 6 landscape units on the Sunshine Coast that 

were high prïority for management purposes. Landscape units (LUS) are geographic 

regions that have been delineated as management units under the Forest Practices Code 

(B.C. Mnistry of Forests and B.C. Ministry of Environment 1995). The objectives of 

these surveys were to document distribution of murrelets at inland sites within the 

Sunshine Coast Forest District, measure activity of murrelets and assess habitat 

charactenstics. The data could then be used to assess the location's potential as a Wildlife 

Habitat Area (WHA) for Marbled Murrelets. A cursory analysis of habitat in each 

landscape unit was used to pnontise survey sites (Crocker and McKeown 1997). Al1 

survey sites were located in potential WHAs, areas with >150 ha of age class 9 forest 

(>250 yr), and a height class greater than 9.5-19.4 m. Designation of WHAs is the 

primary management strategy for Marbled Murrelets recommended in the drafi Identi fied 

Wildlife Management Strategy ( IWMS d d t  1998). Areas with these habitat 

characteristics have been delineated using forest cover maps for most landscape units on 

the Sunshine Coast. Survey sites were selected and surveyed in pairs with one site located 

at a forest edge and its paired site located in the stand 250 m fiom the edge. A total of 44 
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pairs of sites were surveyed in 1997 at locations on the Sunshine Coast between Sechelt 

and Desolation Sound. Vegetation plots were completed at al1 sites. 

In 1996,36 sites were surveyed in accessible forests within the Bunster 

Landscape Unit to provide detailed idormation on murrelet distribution and habitat use 

within this management area (Drever et al. 1998). Sites were selected using 1 :20 000 

forest cover maps and included second growth forest (age class 4-5, 60-1 00 yr, n = 6), 

mature forest (age class 8, 140-250 yr, n = 2) and old growth (age class 9,2250 yr, n = 1) 

at low elevation. Twenty-seven sites were located in high elevation old-growth forests. 

Vegetation plots were completed at 26 sites and transects were cornpleted at 22 of these 

26 sites (see habitat sampling). 

Sites were surveyed in forestexi stands around Desolation Sound, a foraging area 

of MarbIed Murrelets, fiom May 16 to August 26, 1995. Sites were chosen over a wide 

geographic area (1750 km2) to investigate the inland distribution and types of habitat 

used by murrelets. The study area included sites as far West as cor te^ West Redonda and 

East Redonda Islands, and extended north to Forbes Creek on Hornfiay Channel and east 

to MacMillan Creek on Powell Lake (see Lougheed et al. lW8a for details). 

1 chose 2 1 stands of late successional forests 0 2 5 0  yr) using 1 :20 000 forest cover 

maps. Eleven stands were in high elevation forests (>60 m) and 10 were located in low 

elevation forests (ulOO m). Vegetation plots were completed at al1 sites. 

Survevs of Marbled Murrelets 

Use of inland habitats by Murrelets was deterrnined with dawn activity surveys 

following a standard protocol (Ralph et al. 1994, RIC 1995). These surveys recorded 

murrelet activity during a 2-h p e n d  centered at suMse. Activity was recorded in 

"detections" of rnurrelm seen or heard. A "deteaion" is defined as the sighting or 

hearing of a single bird or group of birds acting in a similar manner (Ralph et al. 1994). 
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The following data were recorded for each murrelet detection; time, number of birds, 

direction and distance of detection, closest distance of detection to observer, height of 

detection, behaviour, type of flight path, and vocalkation type. Each site was surveyed 3- 

4 times dunng the breeding season. Surveys were conducted between May 19-July 26, 

1995, May 13-July 28, 1996, and May 22-July 27, 1997. 

Measures of total and occupied activity (maximum, mean and standard error) 

were calculated to evaluate use of sites by murrelets. Occupied detections were visual 

detections of birds flying below canopy, circling over forested areas or calling frorn a 

stationary point (Raiph et al. 1994). Al-, 1 classified sites as one of three status 

categories; occupied (murrelets exhibiting nesting or below canopy behaviours), present 

(murrelets detedecl but occupied activity not observed), or not detected (murrelets not 

detect ed) W l p  h et al. 1994). 

Habitat Samding 

Although vegetation plots varied in location and size, data collected at each plot 

were generally the sarne among Yeats. Distance fiom salt water and elevation were 

measured using 150 000 topographie maps. Forest cover characteristics (age class, 

height class and canopy closure) were obtained fiom 1 :20 000 forest cover maps. Slope, 

aspect, and dope position were measured at the plot center using a clinorneter and 

compass. In each plot, al1 plant species were recorded following the methods of 

Luttmerding et al. (1990). Vegetation at each plot was classified to biogeoclimatic variant 

and site association (BGSA) using ecological maps and indicator plant species (Green 

and Klinka 1994). 

Diameter at breast height (dbh) was measured for al1 trees > 10 cm in diameter 

within the plot. Tree height was measured using a clinorneter for one or two dominant 

trees in the plot and then estimated for al1 others using these trees as a reference. Tree 

canopies were S C ~ M ~  with binoculars to estimate the number of potential nesting 

platforms. Platforms are branches or structures at least 15 cm in diameter that provide a 

level surface (Burger 1995b). In addition to recording numbers of platforms, the 

following characteristics were also recorded for each platfonn: epiphyte cover (None= no 

epiphytes, Licheditter, Mossl = patchy thin moss < 2 cm thick, and Moss2 = moss pads 
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22 cm); and wver above (exposed = < 113 covaed above, partly cuvered = 1/3-2/3 

covered, and wvered = >2/3 covered). Platforrns that could not be classified were 

recorded as unknown. We recorded signs or presence of potential predaton, searched for 

eggshells beneath trees with platfonns, and collecteci any signs of munelet presence 

(feathers, eggshells, prey items). 

Habitat daîa from plots were surnmorized into the following variables; tree 

density @ d a ) ;  platforrn tree density (treedha); total p l a t f o d a ;  Moss2 

platfonns/ha; and total platforms/ha for each tree species. Variables specific to only one 

year or one type of plots are describecl below. 

Methods used to evaluate habitat at survey sites varied among the 3 study years. 

In 1997, paired stations were established at survey sites, one centered at the forest edge 

and one 250 m into the forest interior. A vegetation plot was placed 25 m into the 

forested portion of the edge station. Another vegetation plot was placed at the center of 

the interior station (see Manley 1998 for details). At the vegetation plots, 1 measured al1 

trees >IO cm in dbh within a 15-m radius and al1 trees >50 cm dbh within a 25-m radius. 

In 1997, gap area was estirnated for each plot by identilying al1 canopy gaps >9 m2 within 

the 25-m radius plot. Each gap was mapped, its length and width measured, and an 

ellipsoid formula was used to calculate gap area. Irregular gaps were divided into sections 

to facilitate measurements. Canopy gaps were not assessed in 1995 and 1996. 

Habitat characteristics at survey sites in 1996 were evaluated using a combinat ion 

of vegetation plots and tmsects. Plots were 25-rn in radius (0.20 ha) and randomly 

located within 200 m of the site where murrelet activity had been surveyed (Drever et al. 

1998). Al1 trees >10 cm in dbh were measured in the 25-m radius plot. The average dbh 

and height of platform trees were surnrnarized for each plot. One 0.6-ha belt transect, 200 

m long and 30 m wide, was established on a =dom M n g  Erom the centre of each 

survey site. Within the belt transect, 1 measured the height and dbh of al1 trees that had 

platforms and assessed characteristics of each platform. The following summary 

variables were calculated for transects: average dbh and height of trees with platforms; 



tree density (treeslhr); platlorm tree density (treesha); total platformslha; mossy 

platforms /ha; and total platforms/ha for each tree species. 

In 1 995, forest characteristics were sampled using a 40 x 40 m pIot (0.1 6 ha) at 

each stand (RIC 1995). If murrelets were detected in the stand, the plot was located at the 

fixed station with the highest activity of murrelets. In stands at which murrelets were not 

detected, plots were located in the area with the highest numbers of potential nesting 

platforms. This ensured that in stands without murrelet activity, the best potential habitat 

was sarnpled and anaiyses would be consetvative. Al1 tries >10 cm dbh were measured 

within the plot end plotforms were recorded u described previously. Average diameter 

was calculated for al1 trees >10 cm in dbh within the plot. 1 used the data fiom the plots to 

estimate tree and pla~orm density. These estimates were 5 times higher than those for 

plots surveyed in 1996 and 1997 when stratified by habitat type. 1 believe the estimates of 

density were higher in 1995 because plots were not randomly located but were placed in 

areas with high numbers of pla~orm trees. Because of this difference, the 1995 habitat 

data were not included in my evaluation of habitat suitability. Data fiom 1995 should be 

considered maximum densities instead of typical densities for habitat types. 

Data Analvses 

Relatiomhips between status, oc !iviîy d habitat variables 

1 used two methods to mode1 habitat variables that may influence murrelet use 

and activity at inland sites. I compared d l  summarized habitat variables among occupied, 

present and not deteded sites using a MANOVA procedure to test for an overall 

difference in habitat characteristics with site status. If the MANOVA was significant, 1 

identified which variables differed between occupied, present, and not detected sites with 

univariate tests and mnttasts. 1 also used stepwise multiple regression to identiQ habitat 

variables that accounted for variation in muneiet activity. The regression was used only 

for descriptive purposes and not intended for predictive purposes. A correlation matrix of 

al1 habitat and activity variables was produced to identi6 correlated habitat variables. For 

pairs of habitat variables with a correlation coefficient W.8, only the variable most 

correlated with activity was used in the regression procedure. Categorical variables were 

tested for their significance on maximum activity using a Kruskal Wallis Anova. 

10 1 



Significant categorical variables were added as durnrny variables to the mode1 (Freund 

and Ramon 1991). A forward stepwise regression procedure was used with P - =O.OS 

and P ,,, 4-10.  In the modeling procedure, a hubin Watson statistic was used to 

evaluate auto-corrrelation. Variance Intederence Factors were produceci to evaluate 

multicollinearity, and outliers were identified 0 2  SD) (Freund and Ramon 1991). 

Residuals were plotted against predided vaiues to assess the fit of the model. 

For 1997 data, maximum total activity (maximum number of detections recorded 

during three surveys) was used as a dependent variable and was ln+l transformed for the 

model. Mean total detections and mean occupied detections were used as dependent 

variables for 1996 and 1995 data (dso In+l transformed). Percentage data were square 

rwt transformed. Mean total detections and percentage occupied behaviour were 

summarized over 1 Oem elevation categories for 1997 survey data. 

Suit~biiiîy of habitat typesfor Marbied Mmeie1s 

The availability of potential nesting structures has been identified as a key feature 

of nesting habitat throughout the range of Marbled Murrelets. Selection for platforms was 

expressed at microsite, element and patch levels (Chapter 2). Platforms are the most basic 

stnictural requirement of nesting murrelets and their density can be considered a masure 

of the habitat suitability, or the aiment ability of the habitat to support murrelets. I 

examined platform density in relation to biogeoclimatic ecosystem classification units, 

which are comrnonly used as a system to categorise and manage habitats. 1 summarized 

densities of platfoms and mossy platforms by 4 criteria; biogeoclimatic (BEC) variants, 

100-m elevation categories, site associations, and tree species. 1 calculated mean density 

of platforms and mossy platforms for each of 4 BEC variants in the study area. Densities 

were summarized for zonal site association and for dl site associations. Zonal site 

associations occur at average or moderate nutrient and moisture regimes and are the most 

cornmon and representative site association for a variant. 1 calculated plat fom densities 

for zonal sites in 2 variants for 4 landscape units distributed throughout the Sunshine 

Coast. 1 used this information to determine if suitability differed for the same habitat type 

among different geographic locations. 1 used a Kniskai Wallis non-parametric Anova to 

test for differences in platform density among Iandscape units. 



To examine the relationship between elevation and platform density, 1 

summarized platform density for 100-m intervals of elevation in the study area. Platform 

densities were surnmarized for al1 site associations documented in the CWHvm2 and 

MHmml variants to examine the effects of nutrient regimes and moisture regimes on 

platform density. 1 tested for differences between 4 site associations with moisture 

regimes ranging fiom moderately dry to very moist using 1997 habitat data fiom the 

Bunster Landscape Unit. A non-pararnetric Anova was used to test for differences in total 

and mossy platfonn densities among site associations. 

Suitubility of tree species 

The average structural characteristics for 6 species of trees found within the study 

area were summarized using data fiorn al1 vegetation plots (1 995- 1997). Douglas-fir, 

western redcedar, western hemlock, Pacific silver fir, yellow-cedar and mountain 

hemlock trees with pladorms were included in analyses. 1 calculated the range and 

average for dbh and height of trees. 1 calculated total number of platforms and nurnber of 

mistletoe, Licheditter, mossy, exposed and covered platforms to compare the sui tabil ity 

of tree species. For each tree species, 1 calculated the frequency distribution of al1 trees 

>10 cm dbh, and of al1 trees with platforms to determine the sizes of trees that supply 

platforms. Average number of platforms and proportion of trees with platforms were 

calculated for each diameter category and tree species. 

Results 

Multivariate Habitat Analvsis 

Results of the MANOVA indicate that habitat characteristics di ffered among 

murrelet status categories for sites surveyed in 1997 0: 2.23, P<0.00 1, Power 

=0.993). Four habitat variables differed significantly among status levels in multiple 

contrasts (Table 32). Sites classified as "not detected had steeper slopes, iarger area of 

total gap, and lower elevations than present and occupied sites. 'Occupied' sites had 

higher densities of mossy platforms and yellow-cedar platforms than 'present' and hot 

detected' sites (Table 32). 
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Table 32. Habitat characteristics of sites classificd by murrelct status. Summaries are 
fiom a MANOVA for 1997 data- Different letters indicate habitat variables with 
signi ficantly di ffment d u e s  by status level (multiple contrast PI0.05). 

Variable MANOVA Not detected Present Occupied 
P value (n4 8) (n=25) (n=3 1) 

Mean (SE) Mean (SE) Mean (SE) 
Slope (%) 0.03 50.1 (5.7). 3 1.7 (4.8)' 34.1 (4.4) 

Total tree density 0.77 182.1 (23.5) 176.9 (19.9) 158.6 (17.9) 
(tr-) 

Gap area 0.03 3494.5 (439.6)' 1993.1 (371.8) 2936.1 (336.1)~ 
( m 2 W  

Trees >90 cm 0.60 11.2 (3.9) 14.0 (3.3) 17.1 (3.0) 
dbh/ha 

P latform trees/ha O. 19 17.4 (4.2) 21.4 (3.6) 28.2 (3.2) 

Y ellow-cedar O. 12 22.9 (14.3)' 25.2 (12.0)' 55.0 (10.7) 
platfonns/ha 

Douglas-fi 0.29 8.5 (4.4) 9.8 (3.8) 2.3 (3.4) 
platforrndha 

Elevation (m) 0.02 695.2 (62.9) 910.8 (53.2) 887.8 (48.2) 



Of 22 locations surveyed in 1996, murrelets were not detected at 4 sites, murrelets 

were present at 3 sites and 15 sites were occupied. Al1 locations surveyed in 1996 were 

within the Bunster Landscape Unit. Habitat characteristics did not differ significantly 

with murrelet status categories (vegetation plot variables, F , m. 2.1 = 1 -7, P=O. 1 0, 

Powed.81; transect variables, Fo.05,22 =0.84, P=0.65, Power=0.4 1; Table 33). Although, 

occupied sites appear to have higher densities of platfonn trees, mossy platforms and 

yellow-cedar platforms than not detected and present sites, these di fferences were not 

signi ficant. 

Of 21 locations surveyed in 1995, murrelets were not detected at 5 sites, they 

were present at 8 sites and 8 sites were 'occupied'. Habitat variables differed signi ficantly 

amongst sites with different murrelet status (F oos. ,, =6.3, P=0.02, Powe~0.89). 

Marginally significant differences (P<O. 10) were found for average diameter and 

elevation in sabsequent univariate tests (Table 34). Sites at which murrelets were not 

detected sites appear to have Iower average tree diameter than did present and occupied 

sites, however these differences were not significant. 

Muhide Remession 

1997 

Murrelet activity differed by landscape unit with the highest activity occurring in 

the Bittain and Bunster Landscape Units (Table 35). Categoncal forest cover variables 

did not have a signifiant influence on murrelet activity. Correlation coeficients between 

habitat characteristics and murrelet activity ranged frorn -0.22 to 0.41 (Table 36a). The 

only significant conelation was between Moss2 platfonns (platforms with thick moss 

pads) and activity. The multiple regression models included two variables, number of 

mossy platforms and dope, which together explained 37% of the variation in total 

activity (Table 37). 



Table 33. Habitai characteristics for sites classfied by murrelet status. Summaries are 
fiom a MANOVA for 1996 data. 

Plot variable Not detected (n=4) Present (n=3) Occupied (n= 1 5) 
Mean (SE) Mean (SE) Mean (SE) 

Slope (Yo) 27.0 (12.2) 16.2 (3.9) 22.9 (4.9) 
Aspect (7 264.0 (28.9) 52.3 (24.9) 215.6 (21.6) 
Total trees /ha 268.0 (53.4) 242.4 (64.1) 158.7 (13.4) 

Mean dbh (cm) 3 1.2 (19.9) 69.6 (14.8) 78.2 (8.4) 

Mean height (m) 9.7 (6.3) 22.6 (4.1) 24.5 (2.0) 

Mossy p 1 atformdha 0.0 5.1 (3.6) 30.6 (6.6) 

Yellow-cedar 0.0 8.1 (3.6) 38.7 (9.7) 
platformsha 

Mountain hemlock 0.0 1-5 (1.5) 1.5 (1.5) 
platformsnia 

Western hemlock 0.0 3.1 (2.0) 9.7 (3.6) 
platformsnia 

Douglas- fir 3.6 (2.5) 10.7 (7.6) 7.6 (4.1) 
platformsha 

Transect variable 

Mean dbh (cm) 63.0 (23.5) 84.3 (4.1) 74 (3 -2) 

Mean height (m) 24.8 (9.1) 27.5 (3.9) 25.3 (0.9) 

Mossy platformdha 0.0 5.5 (5.5) 27.6 (7.0) 

Yellow-cedar 0.0 10.0 (6.7) 38.4 (8.4) 
platfonnsha 

Mountain hemlock 0.0 0.0 3.3 (1.7) 
platformsha 

Western hemlock 0.0 6.7 (0) 8.4 (1.7) 
plat fonndha 

Douglas- fir 5.3 (3.0) 13.4 (8.7) 7.2 (4.0) 
platfonnslha 
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Table 34. Habitat chsracteristics for sites classified by murrelet status. Summaries are 
fiom a MANOVA for 1995 data. 

Variable MANOVA Not deteded Present Occupied 
P value ( ~ 5 )  (n=S) (n=8) 

Mean (SE) Mean (SE) Mean (SE) 
Slope (%) 0.14 31.8 (5.1) 21.8 (3.9) 19.4 (3.6) 

Aspect (") 0.94 161.8 (48.5) 177.9 (123.6) 161.5 (43.3) 

Total trees/ha 0.40 462.5 (35.6) 558.1 (101.9) 415.0 (55.6) 

Mean dbh (cm) 0.05 27.4 (1.5) 37 (3.6) 39.9 (3.2) 

Trees >60cm dbh/ha 0.27 50.0 (1 8.1) 88.1 (18.8) 75.6 (14.4) 

Mossy platforms/ha 0.64 6.5 (6.5) 74.4 (60.3) 60.0 (1 7.5) 

Yellow-cedar 0.46 16.3 (16.3) 49.4 (28.1) 64.3 (23.1) 
platformdha 

Douglas-fir O. 14 80.0 (46.3) 43.8 (22.5) 5.0 (5.0) 
plat formdha 

Elevation (m) 0.07 258.0 (1 55.6) 394.8 (139.7) 764.6 (1 1 1.9) 



Table 35. Average activity for categoncal variables considercd for inclusion in a multiple 
regression model. Significance values are for a Kruskd Wallis non-parametric Anova. a) 
1997 survey data, only edge sites are inclüded. b) 1996 survey data. 

Variable Classes (n) Maximum X Z  df P - - 

detections value 
Mean (SE) 

Landscape unit Brittain (9) 29.7 12.4 13.3 5 0.02 
Bunster (19) 22.2 6.1 
Cortes (3) O. 0 - 
Nelson (1) 0.0 - 
Salmon (3) 3.7 3 -2 
Sechelt (9) 8.1 3.5 

BEC variant C m  (1) O. 0 O 6.2 3 0.10 
CWHdm (1) O. 0 - 
CWHvm2 (33) 19.7 4.4 
MHmml (9) 13.7 10.1 

Canopy closure 2 16-25 (1) O. 0 - 5.7 8 0.46 

8 76-85 (3) 39.7 32.9 
Canopy height class 3 19.5-28.4 (1 1) 19.5 8.2 2.4 2 0.30 

Variable Classes (n) ~ e t & i o n s  X' df P 
Mean (SE) value 

Age class 4 61-8Oyr (2) 0.0 - 18.2 3 <0,001 
5 8 1 - 1 0 0 ~  (4) O. 1 O. 1 
8 1 4 1 - 2 5 0 ~  (2) 0.0 - 
9 > 250yr(28) 13.5 2.3 

Canopy closure 
% closed 3 26-35 (1) 12 - 4.95 4 0.29 

4 36-45 (7) 9.3 2.3 
5 46-55 (22) 11.7 2.7 
6 56-65 (5) 8.9 7.8 
7 66-75 (1) 0.0 - 

Canopy height class 3 19.5-28.4 (14) 10.6 3.1 3.65 2 0.16 
range (m) 4 28.5-37.4 (17) 12.5 3.3 

5 37.5-46.4 (5) 3.5 1.6 
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Table 36. Pearson correlation coefficients between continuous habitat variables 
considered for inclusion in a multiple regression mode1 and murrelet activity: a) 1997, b) 
1 996, c) 1995. 

Variable Pearson's r 
Total Occupied 

detections detections 
Slope -0.0 1 -0.04 
Aspect -0.22 -0.09 
Elevation -0.02 O. 10 
Gap area O. 04 -0.05 
Tree density >IO cm dbh -0.2 1 -0.18 
Number of mossy platfoms 0.41 *** 0.02 
Number of covered platforms -0.08 -0.04 
Tree density >90 cm dbh O. 15 0.11 
Number of Douglas-fir pIatfoms -0.16 -0.1 1 

Variable Plots 
Pearson's r 

Total Occupied 
detections detections 

Slope -0.14 -0.10 
Tree density >10 cm dbh -0.29 -0.15 
Mean dbh -0.0 1 -0.1 1 
Mean height ' -0.04 -0.19 
Number of trees with plat60rms' 0.40* 0.26 
Total platformsl 0.35* 0.23 
Number of mossy platforms 0.45** 0.27 
Number of western hemlock 0.29 0.22 

platforms 
Number of Douglas-fir platforms -0.19 -0.12 
Number of yellow-cedar platforrnsl 0.44* 0.28 

Transect s 
Pearsods r 

Total Occupied 
detections detections 



Variable Pearson's r 
Total Occupied 

detedons detections 
Slope -0.42 -0.33 
Aspect 0.23 0.11 
Elevation 0.54' 0.49* 
Tree density >IO cm dbh O. 12 -0.16 
Average dbh 0-26 0-3 1 
Number of trees with platforms 0.29 0-26 
Total platforms O. 14 O. 18 
Number of mossy platforms 0.12 0.07 
Number of western hemlock platforrns O. 15 0.24 
Nurnber of Douglas-fir platforms -0.37 -0.33 
Number of yellow-cedar platforrns 0.46* 0.30 
* * * significant P<0.00 1 
**P<O.Ol 
* P<0.05 
l variables correlated with other habitat variables and not included in multiple regression 



Table 37. Multiple regression models relating activity of Marbled Murrelets to landscape and vegetation variables. 

Dependent variable Predictors Estimate T P Standardized 
mean (SE) value estimate 

Mean total detections Constant 3.08 (0.46) 6.67 < 0.001 
34.37, F  OS, ,,39 =12.2, P40.001 Moss2 platforms 0.06 (0.01) 4.21 0.002 0.55 

Slope -0.27 (0.08) -3.24 < 0.001 -0.43 
1 996 
Transect Mean total detections Constant 1.20 (0.42) 2.89 0.0 1 

h . 2 6 ,  F 0.0% 1.22 =7.56, P4.013 P l a t h  trees 0.07 (0.03) 2.75 0.013 0.54 

Transect Mean occupied detections Constant O. 1 g(0.22) 0.87 0.39 
?=0.39, F 0.05~ 1.22 = 15.8, P=O.OO 1 Platform trees 0.06 (0.02) 3.97 0.001 0.65 

C 

E Plot Mean total detections Constant -2.08 (0.65) -3.21 < 0.01 
?=0.7 1, F 0 . o ~ .  1.23 =20.4, P<0.001 A& 0.53 (0.09) 5.86 < 0,001 0.78 

MossZplatforms O.lO(0.03) 3.91 0.001 0.49 
Mean height -0.04 (0.01) -2.83 0.01 -0.40 

Plot Mean occupied detections Constant 0.44 (O. 17) 2.7 0.01 
?=0.24, F ros 1.23 =8.9, P=0.01 Mossy platforms 0.07 (0.02) 2.9 0.01 0.52 

Mean total detections Constant 1.99 (0.58) 3.5 0.003 
?=0.49, F aojl l lzo  =10.7, P=0.00 1 Elevation 0.002 (0.00) 3.01 0.007 0.49 

Slope -0.047 (0.02) -2.57 0.019 -0.42 
Mean occupied detections Constant 0.i5 (0.23) 0.64 0.95 
&0.23, F 0.0,~ 1. 20 =6.97, P=0.02 Elevation 0.0001 (0.0) 2.64 0.02 O. 52 

lage was coded as a binary variable: old or not 



Murrelet activity varie. significantly with forest age class (Table 35). No or very 

low activity was recorded for stands aged ~250-years-old, although sample sizes were 

small. Other forest cover variables (canopy closure, height class) did not affect amount of 

activity . 

Number of platform trees, total platforms, mossy platforms and yellow-cedar 

platforms were ail significantly correlated with activity (Table 36b). Because these 

variables were correlated with each other, only mossy platforms was used in the 

regression model. None of the plot habitat variables were significantly correlated with 

occupied activity. Five transect habitat variables were significantly correlated with both 

total and occupied activity. Transect habitat variables were correlated more strongly with 

activity than were plot variables, and had higher correiation coefficients with occupied 

activity than with total activity. The five variabies describe the availability of platforms 

and were correlated with each other. 1 used only number of platform trees in the 

regression model because it was most strongly correlated with total and occupied activity. 

1 used mean number of total and ocaipied detections in the multiple regression 

models, because these variables had stronger correlations with habitat variables than did 

maximum number of total and occupied detections. Multiple regression models using 

transect habitat data selected number of platfonn trees as significant predictors of 

variation in total and occupied activity. Number of platform trees explained 26% of the 

variation in total activity and 3% of the variation in occupied activity (Table 37). The 

mode1 for plot habitat variables selected age class, mossy platforms and average tree 

height as significant predictors of total activity. Mossy plattoms were the only variable 

selected for occupied detections. 

1995 

Murrelet activity recorded in 1995 was correlated significantly and positively with 

elevation and yellow-cedar platforms. Occupied activity was correlated significantly and 

positively with elevation only. Both total and ocaipied activity were negatively 

comelated with dope and number of Douglas-fu platfoms (Table 36c). 



Multiple regression models using tramect habitat data selected elevation and 

slope signifiuuit predictors of variation in total and ocaipied activity (Table 37), 

Elevation and dope explained 4% of the variation in total activity and elevation 

explained 23% of the variation in ocaipied activity (Table 37). 

Eflect of eleyc111~011 

Occupied stands in my study area occurred between 600 and 1200 m in elevation. 

Activity and the proportion of ocaipied stands were greatest in sites between 70 1-900 m 

and decreased with increasing elevation above these elevat ions (Fig. 1 3 ). 

Suitabilitv of Habitat T m s  for Marbled Munelets 

Average platform density rangec! from 27.5 platforms/ha in the CWHxm to 9 1.7 

platforrndha in the CWHdm (Table 38). Mossy platfoms were not found in the CWHxm 

sites. These 2 low-elevation variants were not sampled enough to characterise their 

suitability. Platform and mossy platform densities were higher on average in the 

MHmm1 than in the CWHvm2, both for al1 sites combined and zona1 sites only (Table 

38). However, there was substanti al variation in the density estimates for these subzones 

which ranged 6om 0-3 10 platfonns /ha in the CWHvm2 and nom 10-361 platformiha in 

the MHmml. Given these ranges of platfom density, BEC variant classitication is not a 

useful predictor of habitat suitability for the sites that 1 sampled. 

Meawires of platform density for representative habitat types Vary among 

different geognphical locations that 1 surveyed. Zona1 sites in the CWHvm2 variant 

differed in total platfom density and mossy platform density among landscape units 

(Kruskal Wallis Anova; W.009 and W.001,  respectively). Sites in the Brittain 

Landscape Unit had significantly higher densities of platforms than in any of the other 

landscape units (Table 39). 

In the MHmml-O1 site association there were no significant differences in in total 

platform density and mossy platform density between the Sechelt and Brittain landscape 

units (Mann-Whitney U-test; W . 0 8  ond W.46, respectively), but both densities were 

higher in the Brittain Landscape Unit (Table 39). 



1-1 Percent occupied 
Detectiins 

Elevation (m) 

Figure 13. The percentage of ocaipied sites and murrelet activity summanzed for 1 00-m 
intervals in elevation. Sarnple size is given above each bar. Data are fiom 86 sites 
surveyed in 1997. 



Table 3 8. Platform and mossy platfonn density in 4 biogeoclimatic variants. Data are 
fiom 1996 and 1997. Mean and range presented for vegetation plots. 

Variant 
CWHxm CWHdm CWHvm2 MHmml 

All sites 
n 5 2 89 20 

Zonal sites 
n 4 

Total platformstha 21 -6 (0-66) 



Table 39. The availability of nesting structures in CWHvm2-O 1 and MHmm 1-0 1 site 
associations within 4 landscape units on the Sunshine Coast, 1997. 

Landsca~e Unit 
Site association Bunster Brittain Sechelt Salmon 

Mean I (SE) 
cwvm2-01 
Total platformsha 36.9 (6.6) 144.2 (42.8) 59.6 (17.8) 45.9 (25.5) 
Moss2 platforrndha 14.8 (3.6) 123 -8 (38.2) 7 1 3 1 29.1 (29.1) 
n 12 6 7 3 



There were no consistent differences in suitability between the CWHvm2-O 1 and 

MHmml-O1 site associations within landscape units. 1 did not find greater densities of 

platforms or mossy platforms in the CWHvm2-O1 (Table 39). In the Brittain Landscape 

Unit, total platfoms were higher in the MHmrnl-O1 and mossy platforms were higher in 

the CWHvrn2-01 but neither of these results were significant (Mann-Whitney U-test; 

P4.5 and W.67, respectively). In the Sechelt Landscape Unit Moss2 platforms were 

more abundant in the MHmm 1-0 I (Mann-Whitney U-test, P=0.04). 

Ele vation 

Total platform density and Moss2 platform density were highest in sites in the 

701-800 m elevation range (Fig. 14). Lower elevation sites had small sample sizes but 

had low densities of Mos2  platforms. Sites baween 801-1200 m had similar densities of 

mossy and total platfonns. 

Site associations 

Sites surveyed in 1997 included samples fiom all 10 site associations in the 

CWHvm2 variant (Table 40). Zona1 sites (CWHvm2-01) were the most common making 

up 41% of 87 sites. The majority of sites (91%) had very poor-medium nutnent regimes. 

Moisture regimes included moderately dry (6.3%), slightly dry (20.3%), fresh (42.2%), 

moist (6.3%), very moist (10.9%), and wet (4.7%)). Four sites in the driest site 

association, 02 HwPI-Cladina, had the lowest densities of total platforms. The highest 

densities of total platfoms and Moss2 platforms rewrded were in site associations 06 

and 07/08 (Table 40). Platform densities were highest in fresh and moist sites, and lower 

in sites with dner or wetter moisture regimes. Sites with rich-very rich nutrient regirnes 

had similar or higher densities than poor-medium sites with the same moisture regime 

(Table 40). Mossy platform density was highest at sites with fresh to very moist moisture 

regimes (Table 40). 



1- Total piatforms 
200 Moss2 platforrns 

Elevation (m) 

Figure 14. Platform and mossy platform density @latforxns/ha) in relation to elevation. 
Mean and standard emr are plotted for each 10-m elevation category. Sample size is 
shown above the bar. Data are Erom sites surveyed in 1997. 
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1 had enough samples fiom the Bunster Landscape Unit to examine differences in 

suitability arnong site associations in the CWHvm2 variant. The 4 site associations that 1 

examineci al1 had poor-medium soil nutrient regimes but varied in soil moisture (Table 

4 1). Total number of platforrns did not Vary significantly with moisture regime but 

numbers of rnossy platforms did Vary significantly with moisture regime (Table 41). The 

dnest sites (03) had similar numbers of total platforms but very few mossy platforms. 

The highest numbers of mossy platfoms occurred at moist and very moist sites (Table 

41). Numbers of total and occupied detections followed a similar trend and were highest 

in the site association with the highest density of total and mossy platforms (CWHvm2- 

06). 

Suitabilitv of Tree S~ecies 

Douglas-fir, yellow-cedar and western redcedar had the highest number of 

platforms with an average of 3.6-4.1 platformdtree (Table 42). Although Douglas-fir had 

the highest number of platfonndtree, most platfoms were covered with Lichedlitter and 

mossy piatforms were intiquent on this species. Both western redcedar and yellow- 

cedar had predominantly mossy plaeorms and a high total number of platforms, making 

them highly suitable nest trees for Marbled Murrelets. Westem hemiock ranked fourth in 

number of platforms followed by Pacific siiver N and mountain hemlock. Mistletoe 

platforms were infkquent for al1 tree species in my study area. Platforms covered with 

Lichedlitter predominated for Douglas-fu and mountain hemlock trees. 

Trees <5 1 cm in diameter rarely have platforms. Only 4% of al1 trees with 

platfoms Ml within this diameter range (Fig. 15). The minimum and typical diameters at 

which platforms occur varies among tree species. No Douglas-fir trees <5 1 cm in 

diameter had platforrns and 70% of Douglas-fir trees with platforms were between 76- 

125 cm dbh (Fig. 16). Thirty-five percent of Douglas-fir trees in the 5 1 -75 cm dbh class 

had platforrns, which is a high proportion compareci to other species (Fig. 16). All 

Douglas-fir NO0 cm in dbh had platforms, but trees this size were uncornmon in the 

study area (5% of al1 Douglas-fi). Western redcedar trees with platforms ranged in dbh 

tiom 28-200 cm with 7% of platform trees >75 cm in dbh (Fig. 15). M e r  redcedar 



Table 4 1.  Platfonn density and mumelet use for 4 BEC site associations in the CWHvm2 
variant within the Bunsta Landscape Unit. Data are mean (SE) for cach site association. 

03 HwCw- 0 1 HwBa- 06 HwBa- 09 CwYc- Kruskal 
Sala1 Blueberry Deer fern Goldthread Wallis Anova 

F, P 
Soi1 moisture Slightiy dry Fresh Moist Very moist 

Platforms /ha 10.8 (2.8) 7.3 (1.3) 18.7 (2.6) 7.4 (3.0) 2.2, P=O.lO 

Total detections 4.7 (1.7) 12.8 (3.9) 38.4 (8.2) 16.5 (5.5)  17.7, P=0.001 

Occupied 0.6 (0.3) 0.9 (0.4) 5.3 (3.7) 1.4 (0.6) 8.8, P=0.032 
detections 



Table 42. Mean characteristics of6 tree species. Ody trees with platforms were included 
from vegetation and climbing plots. 

- - -  

Douglas- Western Western Yellow- Pacific silver Mountain 
fu redcedar hemlock cedar fu hemlock 

n=82 n=67 n=155 n=611 n=40 n=83 
Diameter (cm) 94.9 115.7 80.3 87.5 75 -4 7 1-23 

range 50-160 50-200 30-155 22- 192 43-130 33-1 17 

Height (rn) 3 1.5 34.3 25.6 24.8 30.5 24.5 
range 16-52 15-60 14-60 9-40 12-52 12-40 

Mstletoe 
platformdtree 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 O. 1 

-ge 0-2 0-2 0 4  0-6 0-3 O- 1 

Lichen 
platforms/tree 2.4 O. 1 0.8 O. 1 0.4 1.2 

range 0-9 0-4 0-7 0-5 0-4 0.2 

Mossy 
platformdtree O. 1 2.3 0.6 3 -2 1.2 0.4 

range 0-3 0-13 0-7 0-9 0-6 0.1 

Exposed 
p 1 at forrndtree 1.3 0.6 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.7 

range 0-5 04 0 4  0-8 0-4 O. 1 

Covered 
plat formdtree 0.7 1.1 O. 5 0.7 0.3 0.2 

range 0-4 0-5 0-4 0-9 0 4  0-3 
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Figure 15. Frequency distributions for trees and platfonn trees by dbh size class. Data are 
for 6 tree species Erom vegetation plots sampled between 1995-1997 in the Sunshine 
Coast Forest District. Dark bars are al1 trees >10 cm dbh. Platforni trees are trees with at 
least one estimated platform. 



,, 4 PacMc silver fir t 

Figure 1 6. Percentage of trees with platforms (bars) and average number of platforms per 
tree (points) for tree diameter classes of 6 tree species. Platform trees are trees with at 
least one estimated platform. 
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trees reach 101 cm in dbh, more than 50% have platforrns and 100% of those >l5O cm in 

dbh have platforms. Both Douglas-fir and redcedar were the least common conifer 

species in plots sarnpled because these species are more typical of low elevations. For 

both of these low elevation species, most platform trees occur between 76400 cm dbh, 

whereas for high elevation tree species a greater proportion of platform trees occur in the 

smaller 51-75 cm dbh class (Fig. 15). Most platform trees for al1 species are between 50- 

100 cm in diameter (Fig. 15). 

Larger diameter trees, although uncomrnon, are an important source of platform 

structures because both the proportion of'trees with platforms and the number of 

platforms per tree increase with diameter (Fig. 16). This trend is similar for al1 species. 

Yellow-cedar, western redcedar and western hemlock in the larger diameter classes al1 

had more than 5 platfoms per tree. Mountain hemlock and Pacific silver fir trees had the 

lowest proportions of trees with platforms and lower numbers of platforms per tree 

compared to other species. Even at their largest diameters, these species never reached 

more than 6 W  with platforms whereas al1 the other species had 100% with platforms at 

the largest diameter categories (Fig. 16). 

Discussion 

Several habitat variables were associated consistently with murrelet status. Sites 

where murrelets were 'not detected' had steeper dopes, greater gap area and were at lower 

elevations. Sites where murrelets were 'occupied' had more mossy plat forms. Numbers of 

totd, mossy, and yellow-cedar platforms appeared to be greater at occupied sites than at 

present or not detected sites but these were not significant in 1995 and 1996 (Tables 32, 

33, 34). Not detected sites were lower in elevation and had greater densities of Douglas- 

fr platfoms than present or occupied sites. Data from 1996 had small samples of sites 

with not detected or present status and there was no significant difference in habitat 

variables with status. 

Habitat variables that were important for differentiating status were also important 

predictors of the amounts of total activity and occupied activity. These included mossy 

platforms, elevation and slope in 1997; number of platfom trees and number of mossy 
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platforms in 19%; and mean tree diameter, elevation, and dope in 1995. Stepwise 

multiple regression models explained 23-71 % of the variation in amounts of total and 

occupied activity. A portion of the unexplained variation is probably due the effects of 

cloud cover and date that were not accounted for in the models that 1 used (Beasley et al. 

1 997, Rodway and Regehr 1998b). Mumlet activity varies seasonally (Chapter 1) and 

the duration and number of detedons inmeases with cloud cover (Rodway et al. 1993% 

Naslund and O'Domeli 1995). 1 did not include these factors in models because 1 used 

mean or maximum activity recorded over 4 aweys that were distributed throughout the 

breeding season, 

Platform density, and in particulas mossy platform density, are key features of 

murrelet nesting habitat in Alaska (Kuletz et al. 1995), British Columbia (this study, 

Burger 199Sb), and Washington (Hamer 1995). Platforms are important in the southem 

part of the murrelet's range, but there they may be Iitter covered instead of moss covered. 

In contrast to my study area, occupied sites in Oregon had greater densities of large 

diameter Douglas-fir trees than unoccupied sites (Grenier and Nelson 1995). The 

importance of platforms is consistent throughout the Marbled Murrelets' range but the 

tree species providing these plat forms Vary among regions. 

My finding that oeaipied sites are higher in elevation than not detected sites 

likely reflects the rarity of potential habitat at low elevation in the highly modified 

landscape of my study area. Other studies that found greater activity of murrelets at low 

elevation were conducted in areas with substantial amounts of low elevation old-growth 

forest (Rodway et al. 1993a,b). In my study area, distributions of occupancy and activity 

by murrelets where late-successional forests are more intact (600-1200 m) indicate that 

the lowest elevations of this range have the highest occupancy and activity (Fig. 13). 

Sites surveyed in 1997 where murrelets were not detected had a greater gap area 

than sites where murrelets were present or exhibited occupied behaviour. Analysis of gap 

area was not done for 1995 and 1996 because in these years, 1 used a canopy densiometer 

to measure canopy closure and this method is biased (Cook et al. 1995). My results are 

consistent with other studies that found greater canopy closure at occupied sites in forests 

from Alaska to California (Grenier and Nelson 1995, Hamer 1995, Kuletz et a4 1995, 

and Ralph et al. 1995). In Chapter 2, I show that element level selectivity for gaps near 



murrelet nest trees did not result in significantly less forest wver at nest patches. This is 

fùrther evidence that murrelets do not prefer more open forests although they require an 

opening to access their nest sites. This result ocnin in spite of the bias that murrelet 

detections and especially occupied detections are more fiequent at sites with less canopy 

cover due to increased visibility of  the birds (O 'Donne11 1995, Rodway and Regehr 

1998a). In my study, murrelet advity is higher in closed canopy forest in spite of the f a a  

that it is more difficult to munelets in these locations. There is probably an even 

greater difference in canopy closure between used and unused sites due to this bias. 

Habitat variables assesseci fkom transects in 1996 were more strongly correlated 

with activity than similar measurements fkom plots ( T l l e  34b). Transects sample habitat 

variables over an area similar to that recorded by activity surveys. Rodway et al. (1 993 b) 

pointed out that activity is measured over an area several hundred metres wide and forest 

characteristics Vary within that distance. Habitat plots (25-m radius) are not large enough 

to encounter this variation. In areas where densities of platforms are lower or more 

variable, plots are likely to be less precise. Future habitat assessments for inland activity 

of Marbled Mumelets at the stand level should use transects or  several random plots. 

Suitabilitv of Bioaeoclimatic Variants and Site Associations 

The two low elevation coastal BEC variants, CWHxm and CWHdm, were poorly 

represented in habitat samples fkom the Desolation Sound area during the 3 years of my 

study. 1 found no reference to these habitats being used by murrelets in other studies in 

B.C., but they are beicg evaluated on southern Vancouver Island (A. Burger pers. 

comm.). Both variants had platform densities within the range of densities at sites 

occupied by murrelets in the CWHvm2 and MHrnnil (Table 38), however very little or 

no murrelet activity was recordeci at these sites. Hypotheses to account for the low use of 

these habitats include the following: insufficient samples, dificulty detecting low 

densities of birds, platform types are not suitable, and habitat patches are t w  small and 

fiagmented (see Lougheed et al. 1998a). Sites in the CWWm had the lowest density of 

platforms, and high proportions o f  Douglas-fu trees providing platforms. Douglas-fir 

trees in my study had very Iow occurrence of moss cover on platfonn Iimbs and 1 did not 



find mossy platforms in the CWHxm subzone (Table 38). Mumelets nest on Douglas-fir 

limbs without moss in the muthem part of their range, but most nest sites in B.C. are 

associated with mossy branches (Hamer and Nelson 1995 b, Chapter 2). 

Late successional stands in the CWHxm and CWHdm are very rare in my study 

area because most low eievation late-successional coastal forests have been logged on the 

Sunshine Coast. The iate successional stands that remain at this elevation are small and 

patchily distributeci which may diminish use of these habitats by murrelets. Forest stands 

sampled in the CWHdm had high densities of platfiornu (6 1-12Uha) and mossy platforms 

were present aithough less fiequentiy than in the higher elevation variants. Because most 

remaining late successional stands at low elevation are srnafl, they do  not meet the 

minimum requirements for Wildlife Habitat Areas and have not been investigated by 

inventory crews. Either tree climbing, activity surveys or  telemetry research could 

determine if these low elevation habitats are used by murrelets. This information is 

needed to determine if murrelets continue to use these habitats. 

At the present, most of the remaining habitat and nesting murrelets occur within 

the CWHvm2 and MHmml BEC variants. It is within these habitats that immediate 

conservation efforts for munelets on the Sunshine Coast should be focused. Based on the 

data in this chapter, 1 cannot conclude that one of these variants is more suitable than the 

other for murrelet nesting. The average platfom density is higher in the MHmm 1 

although both variants have wide, overlapping ranges of platforrn densities. It may have 

been dificult to deted differences between these habitats because most sites were located 

between 900-1 100 m in elevation where the transition between these two variants occurs. 

Variants like the CWHvm2 and MHmml are represented on maps as zones that occur in 

distinct elevation bands. In practice however, there is a gradua1 transition between these 

variants, and the gradation between habitats depends on rnany factors including slope, 

aspect and local environmental conditions. Perhaps habitat suitability was not distinctly 

different between these two variants because most samples came fkom the transitional 

habitats in the upper CWHvm2 and lower MHmml. 

I expect for s e v e d  ruisons that a broader sample of these variants would indicate 

that the lower elevation CWHvm2 has greater suitability for Marbled Murrelets. First, 

platforrn and mossy density was greatest for sites that occurred between 701-800 m 



elevation which is in the middle elevation range of CWHvm2 (Fig. 14). This suggests 

that if more habitat simples came fiom this elevation it would increase the overall 

suitability of the CWHvm2. Second, at higher elevations in the MHmrnl, the habitat 

grades into more open pariciand (Green and Klinka 1994). From the 1997 data, 1 found 

that sites where murrelets were not deteded had more gap area than sites where murrelets 

were present. Hence, 1 expect less use by murrelets of higher elevation habitats in the 

MHmml, as sites become more open and less forested (Fig. 14). Third, analyses of tree 

species showed that mountain hemlock trees were the lowest ranked species in t e m s  of 

nurnber of platforms and mossy platforms. The MHinmI zone by definition has more 

than 50% of hemlock as mountain hemlock (Green and Klinka 1994). This species 

increases in abundance at higher elevations while other species more suitabie to murrelets 

become less cornmon. Given this transition, 1 expect platforrn density to decrease at 

higher elevation sites in the MHmml. Increased sampling over a wider range of 

elevations (including more sites between 600-800 m and above 1 100 m) is needed to test 

these hypotheses. 

Assignrnent of a suitability ranking to BEC variants has been attempted as a 

management tool to prioritise options for conservation of  murrelet habitat. However Iittle 

data exist that demonstrate higher use or greater suitability of  particular variants for 

murrelets. Results in this chapter show that piadorm density is highly variable within 

zona1 site associations of a variant (Table 38). Furthermore, the suitabiIity of variants 

differed among landscape units within the Sunshine Coast Forest District (Table 39). 

Setting aside a particular habitat type in one location may not confer the same benefits to 

nesting murrelets as the same amount of this habitat in a different location. Given the 

available evidence, 1 conclude that BEC variants should not be used as an index of 

suitability. Site specific information is required to determine if habitats provide nesting 

structures and if these sites are used by murrelets. Several variants that occur in the 

Sunshine Coast District have not been sampled including the CWHmsl, CWHvml, and 

MHmm2. When more information becomes available ranking of BEC variants may be 

possible for specific regions. 

Within a BEC variant, platform density varies among site associations with 

diffèrent moisture regimes. The lowest densities of platforms were in the driest and 



wettest site associations. The highest densities of mossy platforms were in sites with 

intermediate moisture regimes. These differences probably result from differences in the 

productivity and tree species composition of these site associations. In drier site 

associations, Douglas-fir trees provide most of the platforms, but few mossy platforms. 

in wetter site associations yellow-cedar and westem hemlock provide most of the 

platforms. Most of the variation in platform density and mossy platform density results 

fiom the density of trees with platforms and the species of trees. For future habitat 

assessments these variables, which are simpler to obtain than platform counts for each 

tree, could be used to rank the suitability of site associations and stands. 

Murrelet activity and occupied activity reflect differences in su itabil ity of site 

associations (Table 41). Based on activity, murrelets appear to prefer site associations 

with high densities of mossy platfoms (CWHvm2-06, CWHvm2-09). This is consistent 

with patch level seledon that I observed for nest sites (C hapter 2). Activity of Marbled 

Murrelets appears to reflect habitat quality among site associations within a watershed or 

landscape unit. However, the suitability and use of a site association differs among 

landscape units and likely depends on the amount and type of available habitat and the 

landscape context of different areas. 

Suitabilitv of Tree S~ecies 

Marbled Murrelets nest in 5 of the 6 species of conifer trees that occurred in rny 

study plots (Chapter 1, C. Conroy pers. comm.). Both westem redcedar and yellow-cedar 

ranked the highest in characteristics suitable for nest sites (number of platfoms and 

number of mossy platforms). In part, because of extensive logging at low elevation, 

yellow-cedar was the most fiequent platform tree encountered in the areas that 1 sampled 

and was 10 times more abundant than redcedar. Given the high suitability and abundance 

of yellow-dar it is not suprising that over 90% of the murrelet nests found in the study 

area were in this species (Chapter 1). Although yellow-cedar is the most common nest 

tree in my study area, use or suitability of this species by murrelets has not been 

documented outside of the Sunshine Coast. In southern B .C. yellow-cedar is extremel y 

long lived and is the oldest tree species in Canada (Alaback 199 1). More information on 



the characteristics of yellow-cedar elsewhere in their range is needed to determine the 

potential of this species to provide nest sites for mumlets beyond south coastai B.C. 

Characteristics of reâcedar indicate that it has high potential as nest trees for 

murrelets. This species should not be overlooked as a potential nest tree, especially where 

it is more abundant. Recent nests (n=8) located by telemetry in Desolation Sound 

included 3 redcedar trees at low elevation sites (C. Conroy pers. comm.). Both yellow- 

cedar and redcedar reach large diameters, are long lived and persist through many 

disturbances (Alaback 199 1). These characteristics may be favoured by murrelets, which 

may rehini to the same nest site or nest tree throughout their reproductive lifetime 

(Chapter 1). 

Western hemlock is the most abundant tree species and second most abundant 

platfonn tree at the sites that 1 studied. This species ranked fourth out of the 6 species in 

platfonn and mossy platform abundance. In Washington and Oregon, western hemlock is 

considered one of the most important tree species for murrelets because it has high 

numbers of mistletoe aeated platforms (Hamer 1995). Mistletoe platfoms were 

uncornmon on al1 tree species in my study area (Table 42). 

Douglas-£ir trees were ranked highest in platfonn abundance but lowest in 

abundance of mossy plat tom. Two nests on the Sunshine Coast have been found in 

Douglas-fir and in both cases they were located on limbs with thick moss pads. Douglas- 

fir trees with or without moss are an important nest tree species for murrelets in the 

southem part of their range (Hamer and Nelson 1995 b). 

Mountain hemlock and Pacific silver fir ranked lowest in suitability for murrelets 

in my study area and in Washington (Hamer 1995). One nest site in Desolation Sound 

was located in a mountain hemlock tree, but nests have not been found in Pacific silver 

fir here or elsewhere. Both of these species never reached more than 600? of trees with 

platforms even in the largest diameters. These species do not develop branches as large in 

diameter as other conifers at high elevation. As well, Pacific silver fir branches ofien 

slope downward at a steep angle. 1 have observed large diameter Pacitic silver fir with 

large mossy limbs at low elevation sites in Desolation Sound, but at higher elevations it 

rarely has characteristics suitable for murrelet nests. 



My data on the suitability of tree species are based on estimates of platform 

numben fiom the ground and their interpretation is affected by any bias in these 

estimates (Appendix 2). A cornparison of ground estimates with measurements from 

ciimbed trees shows that the number of platfonns is over-estirnated for srnall diameter 

trees and under-estirnateci for large diameter trees. Ground estimates reach a maximum of 

about 10 platformdtree whereas actual counts of platforms increase with diameter up to 

as many as 45-50 platformdtree (Appendix 2). Given this bias, 1 expect that the actual 

number of platfonns is lower for small diameter trees and higher for large diameter trees 

than the estimates shown in Figure 16. Large diameter trees contribute more platforms 

and smaller diameter trees contribute fewer platforms than shown by Fi y re 16. 

Conclusion 

Density of platforms is associated with habitat use (activity and status) by 

Marbled Murrelets. Elevation was an important variable for describing murrelet use and 

platform availability, but the availability of habitat in relation to elevation in rny study 

area affects this interpretation. Murrelets use higher elevations where late successional 

forests are available, but within the range of available habitat the lower elevation stands 

have higher activity and availability of platforms. In my study, 1 did not find differences 

in murrelet activity among BEC variants. BEC variants in my study were not consistent 

predictors of platfom availability and their use and characteristics varied among 

landscape units. Selectivity across the ful l  range of variants in my study area could not be 

expressed by murrelets because of the limited types of variants available for nesting 

murrelets. The structural characteristics of forests Vary within a variant and at the site 

association level. This variation is due largely to variation in species and density of trees. 

Murrelet activity is highest in site associations with the highest density of Moss2 

platforms. As with variants, use and characteristics of these site associations Vary 

amongst landscape units. Tree species within my study area Vary in their ability to 

provide suitable nesting structures for murrelets. Structural characteristics of these trees 

likely Vary among regions and iherefore my results may only apply to the Sunshine Coast 

region. However, within my study area, species and density of trees are sunogate 



variables of microsite and element level selection for nest sites and wuld be used to 

evaluate nesting habitat for Marbled Murrelets. 

Throughout their range Marbled Munelets are flexible in the forest types and tree 

species that they use for nesting. Forest types and fmîures of stands and landscapes that 

are related to murrelet use are important for identifying habitat at coarse scales. However, 

it is unlikely that such co-associatecf variables can be applied over large areas of the 

province. The use and suitability of habitats for MarbIed Murrelets varies regionally and 

depends on local forest and marine conditions. Management of murrelet habitat requires 

local information on patterns of habitat use and availability. This information has not 

been collected over most of the range of Marbled Murrelets within B. C. 



Chipter 4. Rccommcndationr for Minaging Nestiog Habitat of Marbied 

Murrdcts in Soutb-coastrl British Columbia 

Introduction 

Marbled Murrelet populations are listed as endangered or threatened in the 

southern portion of their range due to the loss of nesting habitat (Rodway 1990, Ralph et 

al. 1995). Forest harvesting decruses the availability and quality of nesting habitat and 

alters its distribution within landscapes. Each of these factors has consequences for 

populations of Marbled Murrelets, Habitat loss could have several effects on murrelets 

and many of these are difficult to document. Loss of nesting habitat could displace 

breeding birds resulting in increased numbers of non-breeding birds or crowding in 

remaining suitable habitat (Ralph et al. 1995). Crowding or supersaturation of remaining 

habitats can alter intra- and inter-specific cornpetition for resources (Saunders et al. 

199 1). Logging of nesting habitat during the breeding season has killed adult birds, 

chicks and eggs (Carter and Sealy 1987). Indirect mortality may result from disturbance 

of nesting birds and fiom increased predation in fiagmented habitat (Nelson and Hamer 

1995% Hamer and Nelson 1998). As the distribution of available habitat is altered, 

energetic costs may increase if birds must nest fùrther idand or  at higher elevations. 

Opportunities for breeding and natal dispersai are constrained by the distribution of 

available habitat (Divoky and Horton 1995). Al1 of the above hypothesized or 

documented effects could infiuence the number of Marbled Murrelets and the dynamics 

of their populations. 

In Chapter 1, 1 described the activity and behaviour of murrelets at nests and in 

stands where nesting occurs. Murrelets in my study area have low nesting success and a 

large proportion of nests failed because of predation. In addition to incubation and chick 

rearing, murrelets visited nest sites before nesting began, after nests failed, and in years 

when nests were not used. This behaviour suggests that nest sites are important resources. 

Attendance at nest sites may tiinction to defend nests, maintain familiarity with nests, or 

to secure their use in fuhrre years. In Chapter 2, mumlets selected for the stnictural 

characteristics of nesting habitat at the microsite, element and patch scales. Selection for 

plat fonns, or potential nesting structures, w u  expressed at al1 scales. Murrelets selected 



for the juxtaposition of cover and openings in their nesting habitat. Nests had cover above 

the ne& and were located in large diameta trees next to  canopy gaps. Murrelet activity 

and habitat use at coarse s d e s  reflected the strong selectivity for platforms at fine scales 

(Chapter 3). 

In this chapter, 1 discuss the present management of habitat occumng in the 

Bunster Range and its effects on Marbled Mumlets. 1 propose recommendations for 

rnanaging and conserving the nesting habitat of Marbled Munelets at the landscape scale 

and for dealing with nest trees within areas planned for forest harvesting. Management of 

habitat should be approached with both a &on term and long t e m  perspective. In the 

short t e q  it is important to retain critical habitats for the present population. In the long 

term, management should plan for the recruitment of habitat and to enhance the 

suitability of second rotation forests. 

Current Management of Nes t in~ Habitat in the Bunster Range 

Dunng my study, nest trees of Marbled Murrelets were found in stands with 

approved or proposed adting plans. Currently, there are no requirernents to manage or 

conserve the nesting habitat of Marbled Mumelets when it is in conflict wit h proposed 

logging. The B.C. Ministry of Forests voluntarily established interim strategies for 

murrelet nests in the Bunster Range, in recognition of the research value of these sites. 

The interim strategies consisted of 1) a fieeze on approvals of new cutblocks within the 

Bunster Range until a management plan for the area is developed; and 2) retention of nest 

trees as wildlife trees or wildlife tree patches where nest trees occur in previously 

approved cutblocks. 

Since the start of my study, logging has removed or altered the habitat near 10 

nest trees of Marbled Munelets (Table 43). These nests were monitored to determine if 

murrelets would re-use these nest trees in the same or  following seasons. Although based 

on a small, short-tem sample, they are the only available data and offer preliminary 

insight into the effects of logging near murrelet nests. 

Three ned trees were leA as single trees (Nests 16, 17) or in a small group of trees 

(Nest 49) within cut blocks (Table 43). Murrelets landed in Nest 16 during May 1997 as 



Table 43. Modifications to habitat at 10 nest trees of Marbled Murrelets in the Bunster 
Range. 

Nest 
tree 

Pre- 
modification 
distance to Date and type of 
edge (m) modification 

107 May 1997; single tree 
retained 

15 M a y  1997; single tree 
retained 

70 Winter 96/97; retained 
on block edge 

27 Winter 96/97; cut down 

503 August 1998; wildlife 
tree patch 24.1 ha 

500 August 1998; wildlife 
tree patch 24.1 ha 

47 1 August 1998; wildlife 
tree patch 24.1 ha 

166 May 1998; retained in 
riparian reserve 

151 May 1998; retained in 
riparian reserve 

269 September 1997; 
wildlife tree patch c0.2 

Post- 
modification 
distance 1997 1998 
to edge 
(m) 
O Not Not used 

used 
O Not N/A tree 

used blew down 
6.5 Not Not used 

used 
NIA NIA N/A 

5 Not used 

7 Not used 

O Not used 



the surrounding forest was being cut. Nest 17 was located on a hiIl and when 1 visited the 

nest in January 1998, the tree was exposed to high winds. All of the large moss pads on 

the tree limbs had blown off' On a retum Msit in May 1998, the tree had blown over. In 

1998, Nests 16 and 49 rernained standing but were not re-used. Three nest trees (Nests 

18, 38, 39) were le& 4 0  m fkom new clearcuts between 20 and 30 ha in size. Re-use of 

these nests was not observed in the year of cutting or in the following year. Three nest 

trees (Nests 28,29,30) were left within 30 m of a clearcut in a 24-ha Wildlife Tree Patch. 

The cutting in this stand did not occur until August 1998, re-use of these nest trees should 

be evaluated in 1999 and following years. 

During my study, 5 nest trees were found on the edges of clearcuts that were 9- IO 

years old. These nest trees containeci active nests and thus indicate that Marbled 

Murrelets use trees on edges some time &er attting has ocairred. The use of trees close 

to edges is associated with higher rates of nest failure due to predation (Nelson and 

Hamer 1995% Manley and Nelson 1999). Nesting on edges of clearcuts occurred mostly 

in one part of the study area where large diameter yellow cedar trees occurred at edges. 

The retention of nest t r g s  as single trees or as small Wildlife Tree Patches does 

not appear to have immediate utility for nesting Marbled Murrelets. Over the Iong terrn 

these trees may provide nesting opportunities but nesting success at these trees may be 

diminished because of predation. Thus the provision of nesting habitat for Marbled 

Murrelets in managed forests must be larger sa le  and proactive if habitat needs of 

Marbled Murrelets are to be met within a region. 

Management of Habitat at the Landscam Scale 

Maintaining sufficient amounts of old-growth or late successional forests at the 

1 andscape scale is the most important strategy for recovering and maint ai ni ng murrelet 

populations. If suscient habitat is not retained at the landscape scale, management 

initiatives at other scales will fiil. Retention of old-growth forest at the landscape scale is 

also the most difficult and controversial management action to implement. To design 

effective actions managers must consider the amount, spatial arrangement and type of 

habitat available for Marbled Murreiets. 



Amount of habitat 

Recornrnendations in the Biodivenity Guidebook and Landscape Unit Planning 

Guidebook of the Forest Practices Code provide guidelines for the retention of between 

3- 13% old-growth forest within BEC variants in landscape units P . C .  Ministry of 

Forests and B.C. Ministry of Environment 1995). The drafl Identified Wildlife 

Management Guidebook recomrnends that a minimum of 10-12% of forested area be 

reserved as Wildlife Habitat Areas for Marbled Murrelets. The amount of habitat required 

to maintain and recover rnurrelet populations has not been detennined. The density of 

nesting murrelets has been estirnated recently, but few data are available. On the 

Sunshine Coast, 1 estimated that nesting density is on average 0.25-0.42 nestsnia at edge 

and interior plots, but some individual plots had up to 4.2 nestdha (Manley 1998). In an 

unlogged watershed in Clayoquot Sound nesting density was estimated at c0.3 nestdha 

(Rodway and Regeher 1998~). Although nest sites may be aggregated in some locations 

(my study), low nesting density means that large areas of habitat are required to maintain 

populations of murrelets. 

Estimates of nesting density and nesting success in different habitat types are 

needed to determine the amount of habitat required to maintain or  recover murrelet 

populations. In California Oregon and Washington, about 15% of the historical nesting 

habitat of Marbled Murrelets rernains (Perry 1995, Ralph et al. 1995) and populations 

show evidence that nesting habitat is Iimiting. Given the situation of murrelet populations 

in the Pacific Northwest, it is not known if the 1042% of original habitat rewmmended 

for murrelets will maintain current populations in B.C. Management initiatives that 

extend beyond the proposed strategies may be required in many areas in B.C. Marbled 

Murrelets in the Bunster Range are using almost all of the 14% of late-successional 

forests that remain within the landscape unit. Nests of Marbled Murrelets in my stud y 

appear to be aggregated, are at higher densities, and are re-used more fiequently than in 

other locations. These data suggest that nest sites may be limiting for murrelets in the 

Bunster Range, even with less severe habitat loss than under proposed management 

strategies in the Forest P d c e s  Code Landscape Unit Planning and Biodiversity 

Guidebooks 



The total arnount of suitable habitat (Le., late-successional forests) within a 

landscape is key to maintaining the ecosystem processes and habitats characteristic of 

coastal temperate rainforests (Lertman et al. 1996). Loss of forests and the creation of 

edges can change habitat characteristics in remaining stands through effects on fiuxes of 

radiation, wind, water, and nutnents in a landscape (Saunders et al. 199 1). The effects of 

habitat fragmentation and habitat loss are often confounded, and recent studies suggest 

that habitat loss is more important than fragmentation (Fahrig 1997, Bunnell 1998). The 

effects of habitat hgmentation on other biological processes may only become apparent 

once habitat loss exceeds a threshold (Andren 1992). 

Spatial arrangement of habitat 

Marbled Murrelets in my study and other studies have high rates of nest predation 

(Nelson and Hama 1995, Chapter 1). Corvids are more abundant at forest edges and for 

some species and habitats this can result in higher nest predation (Andren 1992, Marzluff 

et al. 1998). Habitat characteristics at and around nests can influence the density of 

predators and their ability to locate nests. Successfùl nests of Marbled Murrelets are 

significantly farther fiom edges (mean 14 1 m vs. 56 m), located in larger stands (49 1 ha 

vs. 281 ha), and are concealed in their locations significantly closer to the tree tmnk 

(Nelson and Hamer 1995% Madey and Nelson 1999). Distance to edge is the most 

important habitat variable for predicting nest fate (Manley and Nelson 1999). To 

maintain murrelet populations, large patches of suitable habitat that provide interior forest 

conditions and minimize edges should be retained on the landscape. Patches, a minimum 

of 200 ha in size and 600 m in width, have been recommended for Marbled Murrelet 

Wildlife Habitat Areas (WHAs) under the Identified Wildlife Management Strategy 

(IWMS dnft  1998). There is little information on the effects of patch size on Marbled 

Murrelet nesting behaviour and habitat use. To ensure that reserved patches support 

nesting murrelets, W H A s  should be aggregated in some areas to create a range of 

available patch sizes from 200-1000 ha or larger. Research on the eRect of patch size and 

its interaction with landscape habitat availability should be conducted on Marbled 

Murrelets. Once the threshold of habitat loss and patch size are determined more specific 



recommendations can be made. Without this information, only general principles can 

guide management initiatives. 

T p e  of habilaf 

Throughout the range of Marbled Murelets, their nesting habitat consi sts of old- 

growth stands with high densities of large diameter trees, high densities of potential 

nesting platfonns, high percent forest cover, md high epiphyte cover on limbs (Ralph et 

al. 1995; Chapters 2 and 3). Although some murrelets nest up to 1250 m in elevation in 

my study, high levels of murrelet occupmcy and actîvity were associated with forests at 

mid-elevations (Chapter 3). These results support the idea that high quality murrelet 

habitat is associated with productive late successional forests (Kuietz et al. 1995, Rodway 

and Regehr 1998b). The suitability of sites for nesting Marbled Murrelets varies greatly. 

For example density of platforms can differ by tedold within a stand of trees. High 

quality habitats should be identified and provided to maxirnize the benefits of proposed 

strategies to murrelets. 

Recommenctatiom 

Habitat management for murrelets should take 3 broad approaches: 

1) retain late-successional forests in configurations that minimize edge effects; 

2) retain stands of high suitability habitat; 

3) accelerate or modify successional processes in second growth stands so that these 

stands acquire structurai characteristics of late-successional stands. 

One goal of habitat management at the landscape scale should be to maintain 

ecasystem processes. Amount and placement of late-sera1 forest must include forests that 

provide nesting habitat and the ecological processes that create fbture habitat. The intent 

of these approaches is to stabilize and eventually allow the recovery of murrelet 

populations. To accomplish this nesting habitat must be senire and there must be a 

continuous supply of habitat through time. The amount of habitat managed for Marbled 

Murrelets at a landscape sale should be determinecl based on short and long-term goals 



for populations size, population recovery, and regional and provincial significance of 

populations. 

Ideally, high suitability habitat for murrelets should be identified based on murrelet 

activity, nesting density, nesting success, and the densities of platforms and mossy 

platforms. Biogeoclimatic variants and forest cover characteristics can be used to 

priontize inventory efforts or to meet other biodiversit y objectives. However, 1 

recornrnend that BEC variants not be used to indicate habitat suitability unless data 

become available to confirm their utility. Biogeoclimatic site associations could be used 

within a landscape unit or habitat patch as an index of habitat suitability. But generally 

this level of classification will not be available and woufd be costly to obtain. Instead of 

site associations, piatform or platform tree densities could be obtained to better determine 

suitability at a similar cost. 

Planning at the landscape scale provides stability for forest harvesting by identiQing 

areas available for logging. This increases the security of long term logging plans and 

avoids reactionary management that can result in costly changes to block placement or 

road layout when nest sites are discovered. 

Retention of late-sera1 stands for nesting habitat of Marbled Murrelets is a short term 

goal, but managers should a h  be planning over the long term. After late-serai habitat 

reserves have been established, experiments and research should be conducted on the use 

of alternative silvicuItural systems to maintain or increase the recruitment of suitable 

habitat. Silvicultural systems such as small group selection or selective logging with 

variable retention could be used in advanced second growth forest and old-growth forest 

remaining outside of WHAs. The effect of these methods on predator abundance, 

murrelet use, and reproductive success should be evaluated to determine if these methods 

could be used to enhance these stands or to log in murrelet habitat with minimal 

detrimental effects. Selection harvesting could promote successional processes that 

provide structures for murrelet nests. Group selection that creates small openings could 

potentially retain habitat charactenstics suitable for murrelets. This forest han~esting 

method is most similar to the natural disturbance regime of wetter coastal forests 

(Lertzman et al. 1996). It would provide canopy gaps used by murrelets (Chapter 2) but 

maintain the high percent canopy cover characteristic of occupied stands (Kuletz et ai- 



1995, Hamer 1995, Ralph et al. 1995, Chapters 2, and 3). Openings may also increase 

limb growth in adjacent trees and stimulate platform development in second growth 

forests (Maguire et al. 199 1, Hayes et al. 1997). 

Responses of corvid predaîors to the number and size of openings needs to be 

investigated to ensure that sink habitats are not aeated for Marbled Murrelets. Steller's 

Jays on the Oregon coast were most abundant in small group selection logged stands and 

old-growth stands during winter surveys (Chambers and Macomb 1997). Research in 

coastal forests on Vancouver Island indicates that Steller's Jays are more abundant dong 

roads and at riparian openings (M. Masselink pers. comm.). Small group selection would 

probably have to be conducteci with minimai roads to avoid increasing coMd use of 

cutblocks. 

Responses of Marbled Murrelets and predators to selection logging methods 

should be evaluated. Based on the characteristics of murrelet nest patches and occupied 

stands, current approaches for retention would probably create areas that are too open for 

Marbled Murrelets. Evidence suggests that trees retained in openings could increase 

predation by providing hunting perches for raptors and coMds (Hansen et ai- 1995). 

However, selection logging could be usefùl for habitat recruitment once sufficient re- 

growth has occurred. 

Management of Nest Trees 

Patch and element scales of habitat management are in general inappropriate for 

Marbled Murrelets because of the importance of interior forest to nesting success. Scales 

of habitat management that do not provide these conditions may be detrimental to 

murrelet populations. Because of these concerns, 1 recornmend element (e.g., retention of 

single nest trees) or patch sa le  (e.g., retention of groups of trees around a nest tree) 

management of murrelet habitat only after landscape level management has occurred. 

Finer scales of habitat management are risky because they are more vulnerable to 

stochastic processes. Management of munelet habitat at these scales should be 

considered only after management goals have been achieved at the landscape level. 



Recornmendations 

When nest trees occur in stands that are scheduled for logging, 1 recommend two 

alternatives depending on the landscape planning in effect . 

4a) If landscape planning is in process or has not begun then the nest site and surrounding 

habitat should be deferreci fiom logging until landscape planning is completed. The 

Identified Wildlife interim measures recornmend a 600-m radius around nest sites and 

occupied sites. 

Deferral is needed to evaluate the importance of the area relative to other areas that 

are available. Factors such as the size and habitat quaiity of the stand, the activity or 

density of murrelets in the stand, and its location relative to important feeding areas 

should be assesseci. Once the area has k e n  considerd in the context of other available 

habitat, an informed decision can be made. The area can then be managed through 

landscape-sale planning (Recornmendation 1 or 4b). If landscape sale  planning is 

i mplemented, few confl icts should occur because population objectives and the habitat 

needed for these objectives will be met by these plans. 

4b) If landscape sale  planning has been completed then less stnngent measures are 

needed at nest sites. Nest sites should be maintained in wildlife tree patches or by using 

alternative hamesting strategies in the nest stand. 

The maintenance of forest structural features and, particularly, potential nesting 

ptatforms should have precedence over the preservation a particular nest site and its 

surrounding habitat. Retaining large diameter trees may decrease the amount of time that 

logged habitat takes to reach suitability for murrelets. In Oregon, murrelets use second 

growth stands that contain platforms due to rnistletoe infestation or due to the presence 

remnant trees left behind Erom fires or past logging. The structures that are retained 

should include a range of tree sizes because they must persia until the logged habitat has 

regrown and provide recruitment into large diameter classes. Alternatives to clearcutting 

could be used to increase the recniitment of fùture nesting habitat. 

Wildlife tree patches and tree retention may have negative impacts on murrelets in 

the short term. If murrelets use these structures before they are buffered by sufficient 



regrowth they may face decreased survivorship and reproductive success fiom increased 

predation. Patches and tree retention stands could becorne population sinks because they 

are more open and isolated habitats. The potential negative impacts of leaving nest trees 

in wildlife tree patches on clear-cut edges or in t h i ~ e d  or  selectively logged stands need 

to be evaluated. They are only appropriate if management of habitat at the landscape 

s a l e  is eEective in maintaining murrelet populations. Given the potential negative 

effects, they may not be appropriate for managing rnurrelet populations that are 

vulnerable and at risk. 

Conclusion 

The best approach for maintaining Mahled Mumlet populations in south-coastal 

B.C. is to stabilise the current availability of nesting habitat and develop strategies for 

increasing the r m i t m e n t  of new habitat. 1 recornmend the retention of sufficient 

amounts of high quality nesting habitat within landscapes combined with selection 

logging in second growth stands. The structures and forest stands that murrelets nest in 

take hundreds of years to  develop naturally, especiall y at high elevation. These stnictural 

requirements together with the potential negative effects of  forest edges mean that habitat 

retention at a landscape scde is the best option for maintaining murrelet populations. The 

amounts of late-sera1 habitat provided under the Forest Practices Code are likely 

insufficient to sustain or recover Marbled Murrelet populations in south-coastal B.C. The 

late-sera1 stands that are retained should be high suitability nesting habitat to maximise 

their benefits to  murrelet populations. Because there is variation among forest types used 

for nesting throughout the Marbled Mumetet's range, decisions on habitat retention 

should be bas4 on local or regional knowledge of habitat use by murrelets and the 

suitability of tree species and habitat types. 



Appeodix 1. Histories of Attcodrnce rad Re-use of Marbled Murrelet Nest Trees 

Nest 1 

Nest 1 fledged a chick in 1995 and was surveyed about every 10 days fiom M a y  

20 to August 8, 1996. Landings and fly-bys were observed during surveys on July 3 and 

4. On July 3 ,2  birds landed and remained for 13 min at the nest branch used in 1995. On 

July 4, 2 birds flew past the nest several times and one bird landed at the nest branch 

briefly. The routes used by these birds to approach the nest and fly past it were the same 

as those used by murrelets when the nest was active in 1995. In both years, the nest was 

approached fiom the south with low flights dong the logging road. 

Nest 1 1  

Nest 11 was active May 12-13, 19%. The incubating murrelet was flushed from 

the nest on May 13 when a Common Raven flew over the stand. The nest tree was 

climbed May 25 and eggshells remaining fiom the predated egg were collected fiom the 

nest. Nest 1 1 was monitored weekly fiom May 27 to August 14. No detections in or near 

the tree were obsewed on May 22 and 28, or June 5, 11, 18, and 25. On July 3, 2 birds 

landed bnefly at the nest branch. Single landings and multiple fly-bys, al1 by single birds, 

were obsewed at the nest tree during dawn surveys on July 6, 7, 1 1, 16 and 30. The tree 

was climbed again August 18, very small eggshell fragments were collected fiom the nest 

cup and a pile of feathers plucked fiom an adult Marbled Murrelet were found on a 

branch 2 m above the nest. 

Nest 13 

Landings and fly-bys were obsewed at this tree during surveys on June 15 and 

June 19 1996 but murrelets were not deâected during a survey on July 22. Climbers 

located a nest cup in the tree. Landings were recorded between May 26 and June 12, 1997 

and a predated egg was found at the nest when the tree was climbed (Lougheed et al. 

1998b). 



Nest 15 

Multiple landings and flybys were observed on wrveys May 25, June 11 and June 

20, 1996. An adult bird was incubating on July 19, but regular incubation exchanges 

were not obsened during surveys July 20 and July 27. When the tree was climbed on 

August, 3 nest sites were found in the tree. Two of them had eggshells Erom 1 996 and had 

failed during incubaiion (including where the bird was obsened incubating). The third 

nest had faded eggshells f?om a previous year and had small amounts of chick down in 

the moss indicating that this site may have been successful in a previous year. Nest 15 

supportai two nesting attempts in 19%. Landings observed fiom May 25-June 20 were 

associateci with either the fkilure of the first attempt or the initiation of the second 

attempt. Landings on July 20 and 27 ocairrd d e r  the second attempt failed. 

Nest 16 

Landing activity was recorded at this tree on June 27, 1996. During the survey, 2 

birds did repeated fly-bys past the tree. One bird landed on a branch and made 2 short- 

altemate type calls fiom the branch. The area was surveyed July 13 and July 27 but 

landings or nearby detections were not observed. The tree was climbed July 27 and a 

predated egg was found at Nest 16% 27.4 m high in the tree. Another nest cup, with a 

feather but no eggshell, was located lower (2 1 m) in the tree at the branch where the birds 

were seen landing on June 27 (Nest 16b). Birds landed at this tree on May 16, 18 and 20 

1997 (Lougheed et al- 1 W8b) 



Appendix 2. Bias in the Estimation of PIatTorm Numben from the Ground 

Number of nesting platforms is an important variable for describing Marbled 

Murrelet habitat (Ralph et al. 1995, Rodway and Regher 1998b, Chapters 2 and 3). 

Number of platforms is estimated by scanning the tree canopy using binoculars. Factors 

such as slope, tree height and view of the canopy can affect the accuracy of these 

estimates. In this appendix, 1 use paired data Corn trees where the actual number of 

platforms is measured by climbing as well as estimated from the ground to determine the 

accuracy of tree platform estimates taken fiom the ground. 

A total of 292 trees were climbed as part of a study to estimate nesting density at 

edge and interior habitats in the Bunster Range (Manley 1998). Tree platform numbers 

and characteristics (see Chapter 2 methods) were estimated corn the ground before the 

tree was climbed. Following ground estimates, number of total platforms were measured 

and platform characteristics were assessed in the crown by the tree clirnber. 

Platform estimates were accurate within + 1 platform of the actual number of 

platfoms for 47.9% of trees (Fig. 17). Platform numbers were over-estimated for 20.9% 

of trees and under-estimated for 3 1.2% of trees. 

The error in platform estimates was strongly correlated to the actual number of 

platforms (Fig. 18; ~ 0 . 8 6 ,  P<O.001). Two general trends were apparent. Platfoms were 

underestimated for trees with small numbers of platforms (trees with < 5 platforms, 

difference <O). As number of platforms increased the difference between actual and 

estimated platforms increased and platform numbers were under-estimated. The 

tendency to under-estimate platforms increased for trees with higher actual platform 

nu mbers and greater dbh (Table A.2.1). These trends have been reported in a si mi lar 

study of valley bottom habitat in Clayoquot Sound (Rodway and Regehr 1998~).  

However, Sitka spruce trees climbed in that study had even higher numbers of platfoms 

and there was a greater difference between estimates and actual numbers in that study. 



DifFerence (adual -estimated platfoms) 

Figure 17. Histogram of platform estimation error for 292 trees climbed in the Bunster 
Range, 1997. 



Actual Platfoms 

Figure 1 8. Actuai and estimated number of pladorms for 292 trees climbed in the Bunster 
Range, 1997. The iine is the expected relationship i f  actual numbers of platforms equaled 
estimated number of platforms. Estimation error increases with number of platforms. 



Table A.2.1. Average number of measured platfoms and error of platfom estimates for 
yellow cedar trees within 5 dbh classes. 

Tree dbh (cm) n Number No. Difference 
actual estimated (actual-estimated) 
platforms platforrns 

5 1-75 33 6.3 * 0.7 4.9 * 0.4 1.4 * 0.5 
76- 1 O0 99 7.1k0.5 5.6 0.3 1.6 0.3 
101-125 54 7.2 0.7 5.9 * 0.4 1.3 0.5 
126-150 10 9.5 *2.0 6.1 * 1.1 3.4 * 2.0 
150-175 3 8.3 * 1.5 8.0 * 1.5 0.3 * 2.2 

1 tested for differences in the fiequency of categories of cover above platforms 

and platform epiphyte categories between estimated and actual platforms using Chi- 

square contingency tables. Four tree species, redcedar, western hemlock, Douglas-fir, and 

yellow-cedar were each tested separately. There were no significant differences in the 

frequencies of overhead cover categories for estimated or actual platforms ( P O .  10) for 

any of the species tested. Platform epiphyte categories had similar frequencies for 

estimated and actual platforms at yellow-cedar and redcedar trees (x2 =6.4, d63,  P=O. 10, 

and xZ=2.5, d e 3 ,  P=0.5, respectively). For Douglas-tir and western hemlock trees 

epiphyte categories were significantly different between estimated and actual platforms 

(p= 13.5, d+3, P<0.0 1, and xZ =2 1.3, de3 ,  P<0.00 1, respectively). In westem hernlock 

trees Lichedlitter platforms were over-estimated and Moss2 platforms were 

underestimated. In Douglas-fir trees bare platfoms were over-estimated and Moss 1 

platforms were underestimated (Table A.2.2). 

Recommendations for interpreting platfom estimates. 

1. Estimated number of platforms is higher than actual for trees with <5 platforms. 

2. Estimated number of platforms are lower than actual for trees with >10 platfoms and 

increases linearly with increasing platfom number. 



Table A.2.2. DifTerences in epiphyte categories for platform estimates and measurements 
in four tree species. 

Tree % Bare %Lichen % Mossl % Moss2 Total 
species nitter 
Douglas-fir estimated 20.2 52.7 25.6 1.5 207 

Western estimated 3 -4 26.3 51.7 18.6 118 
hemlock 

actual O 10.8 49.0 40.1 157 

Yellow - estirnated 2.3 O. 1 13.8 83.8 99 1 
cedar 

actual O 0.4 18.1 81.5 1262 

Western estimated O 1.1 14.7 84.2 197 
redcedar 

actual O 1.6 16.2 82.2 129 

3. For detaiied assessments of platform density, platforms cm be estimated from the 

ground and adjusted for bias. For cursory assessments, an estimate of density of trees 

with platforms or oftrees with >3 platforms would be a more expedient measure of 

habitat quality. By assessing trees with >3 platforms problems with over-estimation 

would be Iargely eliminated. The use of estimates will obscure differences between 

sites of high platform density and low platform density. This should be considered in 

any methodologies used to assess or compare platform densities or suitability of 

habitat. 

4. Estimates of tree species capability are generally under-esti mat ing the true capabil ity 

of these species but are comparable among species. Data fiom table A.2.1 are similar 

to those in Figure 16 for yellow cedar. 

5 .  Platform estimates are fairly consistent for trees with 5-10 platforms. Most trees in 

my study area fa11 within this range because it is a high elevation forest with 

relatively shorter trees. Errors in platform estimates would be expected to be even 

greater in lower elevation sites where taller trees have greater numbers of platforms. 



6. Eaimates of platfom cover were unbiased for al1 species. 

7. Estimates of epiphyte cover were significantly different for Douglas fir and western 

hemlock trees. For both species the frequency of platfonns with moss cover were 

underestimated. Given this bias these species are probably more suitable for murrelets 

than est imates suggest. 

8. There were no bare pladomis in any trees that were climbed. Plaûorms classified as 

bare had lichen or litter substrates. 
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